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ingIe. I<inq and pure tone reception. 
Bright Firamént Tiipe Valvé You wlI find in these three gr'oups a range of Master 

Valves that will produce the finest wireless reception 
j from your set. 

' Each type of valve is the best that, modern research 
can produce. Make your own choice. 

[ ' BRIGHT FILAMENT VALVES - 
(For four-volt accumulators) 

I Mullard H.F. Red Ring Valves for H.F. 
. 

AMPLIFICATION - - - - 11/- each. 
gli iii iiii Mullard L.F. Green Ring Valves for L.F. -_. 
iII 1H 1(111 ' AMPLIFICATION - - - - 11/ each. 

(Recommended for reflex and dual circuits.) 

ftII . DULL FILAMENT VALVES 
MullardH.F.Double Red Ring Valves fôr l-I.F.AMPLIFICATION. 

Type D.3 for accumulators (1 6-2 volts) - 18!- each. 

Tiu WIRELESS CONSTRUCOR -June, 1925 
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Here àre Master Valves for perfect 1n distance 

C- 

_____lu 
Loud Speaker Power T9pe Valve 

Il 

-a -- -! 

THE MULLARD RADIO VALVE CO., LTD. (W.C.) 
NIGHTINGALE WORKS. BALHAM, S.W.12. 

I 

Double" Ri 
Dull Filarnenl Tjpe Valve 

i 

I, 

Type D.O6 for dry cells - (25-3 volts) - 21/- each. 
Mullard L.F.Double Green RingValves for L.F.AMPLIFICATION. 

Type D.3 for accumulators (l6-2 volts)- 18/- each. 
Type D.06 for dry cells - (25-3 volts)- 21/- each. 
NOTE.-Mullard Double Green Ring Volves will operate small and 

medium sized loud-speakers. 

- LOUD-SPEAKER VALVES 
Mullard D.F.A.O. (35 amp.) for 4-volt accumulators 26/- each.. 
Mullard D.F.A.1 (2 amp.) for 6-volt accumulators - 30/- each. 9 

Leaflet V.R. 23 gives full information. 

All these Valves bear the hall-mark of 

I 

THE MASTER. VALVE 
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A.C. Model - D.C. Model 
Output 6 amps. 9 volts. Completo with Pole Ostput 5 ainp. 9 volts. Machine only, 
Indicating Ammeter and all connecting leads 

. 
£5 12 6. With Sw,tchboard Pole Indi. 

and adapter. To standard voltages and - eating Ammeter and Regulating Resistance 
frequencies up to 220 volts - £6 6 O 

,, .. . 

. as illustrated - £6 15 0 

Other voltages and frequencies L' extra. 
BATTERIES charged at home have much longer life and give better seivicethan when charged outside. 

"ELLA" Battery chargers save their cost many times over, 
Write to Dept. "C" for descriptive leaflet. Trade supplied. 
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length curve is a straight line, i.e., the wave-length is 
directly proportional to the number of degrees through 
which the knob is turned. This gives much greater ease 
of tuning, a fact readily apprciated by any radioist. - 

The end plates are of reinforced insulating materia!, and the 
vanes are of brass. Made in three capacities, either with or with- 
out Vernier attachment. A small knob contro's the latter in- 
dependently of the other vanes. 

Sterling Square Law Condensers are unrivalled for use in 
receiving sets and are specially recommended for use in the con- 
struction of wave-meters and other radio measuring instruments. 
Compare them at your dealer's and note their accuracy and finish. 

- Panel Types 
With Vernier Adjustnicnt Without Vernier Adjustment - 

- (as illustrated) 

No. Capacity . - Price No. Capacity Pnce 

R.2724 OOQ25 mid. LI 3 0 R.2729 00025 mfd. £1 O O 
: R.2725 00O5 mfd. £1 5 6 R.2730 0005 mfd. £1 2 6 

R.2726 00l miel. l 10 6 R.2731 001 mid. £1 7 6 
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Mvi. of STERLING TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO., LTD. Manufacturers of Telephones and Radio Apparatus, etc. 
2W-212, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD. LONDON. W.I. WORKS: DAGENHAM, EssEx. ................ 

698 h re15ling lo advertisers, please mention THE WrnEI.ESS cONSTRUCTOR. 

- Li._._iJ''. : 
f ForTuning H,F. Amplifying Circuits 

No. Copoeiiy Price 

R.2740 '00025 mfd. (each unit) For Iwo stages - £1 7 6 
R.2743 00025 iiifd. (each unit) For three stages - £1 1 5 0 

Enclosed Type in Metal' Case 
Specially recommended for expimenters or laboratory use. Rigidly mounted 
on a heavy cast aluminium plate, in which special provision has been made for 
the insulation of the fixed vanes. The moving vanes are electrically connected 
to the metal casing, which thus forms an adequate screen. 

A fine index, secured to the spindle, works over an accurately engraved ivorine 
dial, and thus enables exact readings to be taken. Two ebonite shrouded ter- 
minals are provided. N.P.L. Certificate will be supplied at extra cost if desired. 

Wills Vernier Adjustment. Without Vernier Adjustment. 
No. Capacity Price No. Capacity Price 

R.2733 00025 mfd. £2 2 6 R.2737 00025 mfd. £1 19 6 
R.2734 '0005 mfd. £2 5 0 R.2738 '0005 mfd. £2 2 0 
R.2735 '001 mfd. £2 io o R.2739 '001 mId. £2 7 0 

Your Radio Dealer can supply 
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magnifier? These and plication of the tuning 
many similar questions have to be offered for another design along controls, and, as this is not desired, . 

answered before constructional work similar lines. some other means for obtaining the 
i can be commenced, and the con- - necessary selectivity must be 

structor would, in most cases, Aerial Coupling devised. A useful method consists 
prefer to copy some standard Firstly, let us consider the aerial in employing the lAssen "X" 
design, rather than attempt the circuit. At the present time, with coil, which gives the circuit shown in 
work himself, so many broadcasting stations Fig. r. Here L1 is the plug-in 

/ 

note magnifier, and in the - 4 writer's opinion this corn- 
bination is, for all general 
purposes, the most de- 

' j sirable. 
Several alternatives in 

design immediately con- 
front the would-be con- 
structor, and it is therefore _- 
a matter for some thought L -' 

'- - - 
. 1 - when-the various possi- . , 

bilities are surveyed. For ' -. -. 

- example, slialI we use t 
tunedaiiode or tuned- - 

transformer couphii ig for the 
/ high-frequency amplifier? 

If time latter, shall we tune . 

primary or secondary or . 

both? What coupling shall Reaction is easily adjusted by means of the. 
we -employ for the note . potentiometer. - S 

unwanted stations, and 
some form of bosé 
coupling is essential. For 
the benefit of the novice, 
let me explain that adirect- 
coupled circuit is one 
which contains, say, a coil 
and cdndenser in -parallel, 
the - ends of the circuit k 
being connected to aerial 
and earth, and also to 
the grid and filament 
respectively of the fi.rst 
valve. A loose-coupled 
circuit is one which has a 
sepafate aerial circuit, 
coúpled to the coil in 
the grid circuit of the \ 
first valve. The latter cir- 
cuit necessitates a corn- 

Li 

By JOHN W. BARBER 

Probably the most popular receiving circuit of to-day employs three valves, and (lie present receiver 
will therefore appeal. It has several interesting features, ad will be found easy io control 

ACONSENSUS of opinion of 
many people interested in 
wireless seems to indicate 

that by far 'e most, popular 
receiver employs three valves iii 
the respective functions of high- 
frequency amplifier, detector and 

Several very good forms of 
receiver employing three valves in 
the manner indicated have been 
put forward by other Radio Press 
constructional authors, but, as the 
present set incorporates several 
interesting features, no excuse is 

working in the 300 to 500 metre 
band of wavelengths, quite apart 
from the problexs of spark inter- 
ference, selectivity is a vital 
question. With a direct-coupled 
circuit it is in many cases impossible 
to get rid pf interference from 

- 
VoI. 1. JUNE, 1925. / No.8. 

\\ \\\'\ 
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- 
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uch a position that littlecoupling 
exists between it and the aerial 
coil, the two being heldin separate 
sockets which are placed at right 
angles. In order to obtain mini- 
mum coupling, the sockets should 
be so placed that, in addition to 
being at right angles, the coils are 
disposed in the form of a T, one 
coil pointing toward the centre of 
the other. In this case, however, 
no undue tendeflcy toward sell- 

POTENT? - . 

Fig. 1.-The circuit diagram. When using high plate voltage on the 
last valve, or with dull emitter valves, it may be necessary to provide 

grid-bias by inserting a small battery as shown at the point X. 

good design, with low-loss coils, is present one does not require 
some form of stabilisation must be exceptional volume. The present 
provided, or the set will oscillate receiver operates a loud speaker 
freely whenevér the grid and anode in a large room, ofi a long, low 
circuits of the H.J.. valve are aeriaL arid gives very ptre 

sixth and one at the tenth turn, frequency amplification, given a again in my opinion, if good quality 
brought out to terminals on ebonite 
tugs on the side of the coil. By 
joining the aerial to one of these 
tappings and the lower end of the 
coil to earth we obtain what is 
known as "auto-coupling," which L2 C2oo3 4+3 
givesus greatly iiicieased selectivity ,uE 
over the direct-coupled circuit, HI 
without any complication of the A I tuning controls. our, 

- 

- - 

- 

V3 I 

Types of Coupling Employed L i 
R4 R5 ---J 

Coming now to the atual design IOj R2 2Mcz R3 

adopted, we see, ¿n reference to K1:0005 

the rcnit diagram, that the tuned- b 

anode system is employed. In x LT. 

practice the anode coil is placed in 

This view of the receiver complete with coils and valves, makes 
evident the simplicity of the instrument. 

"X" coil whi is tuned by the 
condenser C1, the circuit L1C1 
forming the grid circuit of the 
11F. valve. On the "X" coil 
t,here are two tapings, one at the 

oscillation was found to exist with 
the coils as placed, the potentio- 
meter giving adequate control of 
reaction effect. 

In a receiver employing high- 

equal purity. In many cases purity 
is better with choke coupling, as 
the annoying "background" of 
crackles which one hears so often 
vithi resistance amplification is 
entirely absent. 

Compared with transformer am- 
plification, the choke gives less 
volume, but, in my 'òpiniou, the 
greater ease with which good 
reproduction may be obtained, 
(compared with Some makes of 
transformer) warrants its use, as, 

£aE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR June, 192 

brought anywhere near tune with 
each other, and in consequence the 
receiver becomes unmanageable. 
In this case a potentiometer has 
been used to control this tendency, 
hence we can dispense with the 
usual variable reaction coil. 

Low Frequency Coupling 
Turning to the note-magnifying 

-: - 

portion of the receiver, we have 
three methods at our disposal. 
Firstly, the low-frequency trans- 
former, which is probably the most 
usedform; secondly, the resistance- 
capacity coupled amplifier, which is 
gaining favour among those who 
wish to obtain purer reproduction 
vitli less experimenting; and, 
lastly, the reactance-capacity, or 
choke, system. This latter system, 
which was described by the present 
writer in" A Unit Choke Amplifier" 

- in the April issue of this magazine, 
gives greatei amplification than the 
resistance method, and has the 
added advantage of not requiring so 
high a value of high-tension 
voltage, at the sanie time giving - 
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Fie. 2.-This large size drawing gives all the necessary dimensions for drilling the panei. For those 
who prefer it, fuli size bluéprint No. CIOI4A may be obtained, price i/6 post free. 
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ffect careful tuning with the COndeflsers are mounted. - 

"ø"7 
'P, 

___j, VVV L I IlL 

___37 

: 

the American type, in which the 
controls only are mounted on the 
panel, the other parts being on a 
false bottom to the cabinet, at t right angles to the main panel, 
whiëh is vertical. Many prefer 
this type of receiver, but it requires 
a little more care and patience to 
construct neatly, and the novice 

' 

will probably he more happy with 
either the "tray" or " desk 
type of cabinet. Personally, T 

favour the desk type of cabinet, as 
being of neat appearance and easy 
to handle, as the variable con- 
densers and potentiometer are 
mounted at the bottom of the 
panel, thus permitting of their - - 

adjustmeit without the hands This photograph clearly shows <t! covering the receiver. A further 
noint of usefulness is that one can 

-- 

the triple rheostat and how the 

I 

/ 

June, i25 

signals, the resùlt being very 
pleasing indeed. 

Constructional Details 
Considering the form which the 

receiver is to take, we have several 
possibilities. Firstly, we may use 

Trn VIRESS CONSTRTJ.eTOR 

r -- 

4 
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work, as there is only one resistance 
to mount instead of the usual three. 
The high frequency valve is con- 

- trolled from the separate resistance, 
while the detec or and note mag- 
nifier are simultaneously controlled 
from the other two windings. This 
arrangement was fotmsl to answer 

parts in actual contact with the 
moving vanes. Tite condenser is 
known as th Success No-loss" 
condenser. 

Three sets of valve sockets. 
Those used are known as the 
Radiohm Anti - Capacity Sockets, 
sold by Sparks Radio Supplies. 

/ 

702 
C 

certain that they vil1 fit into th 
spaces provided for them, and also 
that you drill the necessary holes 
correctly. 

Mounting the Components 
When you have finished drilling 

nfl the holes, you can commen 
L 

able for control- 
ling a four-valve 
receiver, two of A view of 

the valves being 
controlled to- - 

gether off the single resistance, 
which is wound with sufficiently 
heavy wire to carry the necessary 
current, while, the other two 
valves each have their own 
resistance, but are simultaneously 
controlled from the upper knob. 

The provision of this rheostat in 
the present receiver lias consider- 
ably simplified the constructional 

the set showing the layout. Note tn 
position of the variable condensers. 

0005 ILl! and one of 0003F capa- 
city. Those shown are made by 
Messrs. Beard & Fitch, Ltd., 
makers of the "Success" compo- 
nents, and are of a geared type, 
giving very fine control and ease of 
tuning on weak signals. Hand- 
capacity effects are miniinised by 
the use of a fibre gear, thus keeping 
the dial velI away from any metal 

panel, with a con- 
sequent loss of aCcessible 

. efficiency. Most 
- makers of com- 

ponents other 
than the one-hole fixing variety, 
supply drilling templates, and thesc 
should be used when drilling is 
commenced. You will not, I think, 
have any difficulty in this part of 
the work if you 'follow the design 
carefully, but should you use 
components other than those speci- 
fied (and you may certainly do se 
without loss of efficiency). b 

i- 

by means of the top knob, the lower in this case was made by the 
one controlling the third resistance. Carrington Manufacturing Co. 
The rheostatis of the " dual " type, Two variable, condensers, one of 
that is, it is suit- 
able for either 
bright or dull 
emitter valves, 
the only stipula- 
lion being that it 
is necessary for 
the two valv s 
cotitrofled by the 
one knob tobe of 
similar consump- 
lion. For exam 
ple, one may use 
two bright emit 
ters or two dull 
emitters in the 
stages controlled 
by the one knob, 

- while the other 
resistance, which 
is separately con- 
trohhed, may be 
used for regulating 
the filament of the 
third valve, of 
either type. In- 
cidentally, it may 
be mentioned here 
that, the rheostat 
is eminently suit- 

One " Success" iron-core choke 
coil (Beard & Fitch, Ltd.). 

One 000r zF clip-in condenser 
and base (Mc- 
Michael). 

Ten \V.O. type 
nickel-plated ter- 
minais (Magnum). 

Sufficient wire 
for connections, 
No. i6 gauge 
round or square 
section. 

One set Radio 
Press Panel Trans- 
fers. 

Drilling the 
Panel 

Use good 
ebonite, and mark. 
it ont in accord- 
alice with the 
thawing showing 
the layout. Use 
ascriherfor mark- 
ing, and not a 
pencil, as the lines 
formed by the 
latter will consti- 

- tate a network of 
high resistance 
leaks all over the 

Filament Control 
The filament control lias becit 

considerably simplified in this re- 
ceicer by the incorpotatioii of a 
"Triple" rheostat, made byMessrs. 
L. McMichael, Ltd. This consists 
of three formers, mount*'l oil 
one spindle and arrange to be 
controlled on two concentric knobs. 
In a three-valve set, therefore, each 
valve has its own separate resis- 
tance coil, two of -them being, 
however, simultaneously controlled 

Parts Required 
In order to build this receiver the 

following parts will be required. 
Similar components of otler reli- 
able makes may be - employed 
without loss of efficiency, but in 
regard to values, these should be 
adhered to. - 

- One panel, iin. by ioin, by 
j in. or - in. (Radion, Black). 

Suitable cabinet of a type to suit 
your own requirements. That used 

ing (Magnum). - 
One triple rheostat (McMichael). 
One potentiometer (McMichael). 
One Lissenagon "X" Coil 

(Lisseri, Ltd.). 
One 0003 .LF condenser, type ôoo 

(Dubilier) and one extra clip. 
One oI5VF condenser, type 6io 

(Dubilier). 
One 2 megolim grid leak (Du- 

bilier). 
One 2 megohm (or less) grid leak 

and clips (McMichael). 

TirE \VIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR ' June, 1925 

l,ows resting on the table-a best in practice, and no loss in Drilling template and the necessary 
great advantage when tuning in efficiency was found to result from drill are also included with the 
weak signals. having the last two valves so con- sockets. 

trolled. Two coil sockets for vanel mount- 
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- socket, as if these become reversed the negative end, but as this will that any who do so will be coni. 
we shall have the tappings on the cause interference to the neigh- pletey satisfied. 

J' - - 

- 703 

- - .- 

variable conuensers usea, as píe. 
viously explained, also helps to 
reduce this trouble. 

When wiring up from the blue. 
print, it is a good plan to cross out 
every line on the paper as you 
make the connection on the ct 
that the line represents. This 
method helps to eliminate errors 
and prevents a superfluous wire 
froni being put in: 

Aerial Coil ConnectLons 
It is essential to follow exactly 

the connections to the aerial coil 

of wire, and a single lead taken to 
the high-tension positive. The best 
results will be obtained, however, 
with separate voltages on the 
valves, this being possible by 
means of the three high-tension 
-positive terminals. 

'l'urn on the filament current, and 
vary the two; condensers simul- 
taneously and you will soon hear 
your local station. Now adjust 
the potentiometer until signals are 
loudest. To make the set oscillate, 
the potentiometer is turned toward 

Glasgow are c1earlj audible in a 
small room on a standard CAy. 
speaker, while Bourneniouth is 
received with slight interference 
from London. Other stations have 
also been received, including two 
of the relays and several foreign 
stations, and considering the screen- 
ing which exists, I am thoroughly 
satisfied with the performance of 
thi receiver. 

I shall be pleased to hear of the 
results obtained by any reader 
who makes this set, as I am sure 

Wiring Up 
You will have no difficulty in 

making the necessary connections 
if you follow carefully the free 
blueprint which is given w'ith every 
copy, while the photographs of 
the back of the panel will make 
clear which vircs are run above 
the others, and will help you to 
make a good COV of the actual 
set. You will notice that the 
moving plates of the variable 
condensers are marked with the 
word "moving," and you should 
certainly adhere strictly to these 
connections, in order that the 
presence of your hand shall not 
affect the tuning. The design of 

position and note whether the 
valves light up correctly. If this 
is so, turn the rheostats off, join 
up H.T., telephones; earth, and 
plug in the aerial coil, joining the 
aerial lead to the 6th turn tapping. 

It may be found that louder 
signals are obtained by joining the 
aerial to the ioth turn tapping, but 
selectivity will, in general, he 
greater with the connection made 
to the sixth. 

A No. 50 or 7, or an equivaleñt 
coil, should be plugged into the 
anode coil socket. 

As an initial test, the three 
terminals marked H.T.+r, 2 and 3 
may be joined together by a piece 

pote ntiometer away from the nega- 
tive end in order to stabilise the 
set still more effectively. The 
control of reaction by this means 
is very simple, and you will very 
soon become accustomed to it. 

As previously stated, sufficient 
voltune for a large room is obtained 
on a low aerial (12 ft. high) when 
tuned to London at 4 miles 
roughly (the " old" station is here 
referred to). 

Volume. 
On the large aerial, 40 ft. high, 

London gives sufficient volume to 
be heard two floors away, the 
announcer's voice being clearly 
discernible. Birmingham and 

variable condensers are not in line, 
and this may not seem desirable 
on the score of appearance. The 
reason for this is that the spindle of 
the condensei- is not centrally dis- 
posed in the framework, but is 
n :arer to one end; thus, if the con- 
densers are mounted on a level, as 
io this case, the knobs will be one 
above the other. In order that 
the knobs may be in line, it is 
i1ecesary to raise the aerial con- 
denser a matter of half an inch. 

The method of mounting the grid leak is seen in this photograp.h. 

grid end of the coil instead of tue 
filament or earth end. 

Having completed jhe wiring, 
the set may be mounted up in its 
cabinet, which is then placed in a 
suitable spot f or the initial test. 

Join up the accumulator and 
plug in the valves. Turn the 
rlièostat knobs toward the ' on 

hours, do not allow the set to get 
into this condition: To pick up 
distant stations it is not necessary 
to oscillate, but put the potentio- 
meter toward the negative, and 
adjust the condensers. A little 
practice will soon enable you to 
pick up stations, and when yoi 
have oiie tuned in, try turning the 

an easy matter to screw the sockets 
straight into tjir holes, as the 
drill size is such that the sockets 
make their own thread in the 
ebonite as they are screwed home, 
and they are perfectly rigid when 
so fitted. Do not, however, screw 

-. the sockets right home so that 
their ends are flush with the top 
surface of the panel, but leave a 

- siiiall distance, afterwards counter- 
sinking the top to give a neat 
appearance. If you do not possess 

- a countersink, use a in. drill, and 
give a few turns in the reverie 

direction. 
The teiminal arrangement is 

somewhat unusual, but fits in with 
the wiring, whicliis thereby kept 
short. 

It will be noticed on the drilling 
diagram that the knobs of the 

I, 

, 

r1 - 4 

s 

June, 1925 THE \VIRELEss CONSTrWcTOR 

to secure the parts in their various - - -- 

places. If you use the valve sockets 
mentioned and drill the holes with - 

the drill supplied, you will find it 
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magnitude, and I have logged Up to the present I have had CONSTRUCTOR every success, 
stations in the States in early little opportunity of testing the Yours faithfully, 
mornings regularly, with all six receiver, but last night, February iS H. ATKINSON. 
valves working on telephones. i iq, at about o'clock, I tuned Cape Town, S.. 

701 

/ -, 

/ 

flow are three "P2" Cossors for 
H.P., Ediswan "AR." for detec- 
tor, Ediswan "R." first note mag., 
B.T.H. "B4" second note mag, 
These make a splendid combination. 

All B.B.C. stations can be tuned 
in and out with the greatest of ease, 
with Peto Scott's 250-550 m. trans- 
formers can get anything up to 
700 metres. The amateurs are most 
amusing to get. The volume and 
audibility through a Sterling Baby 
or Ultra loud speaker, three work- 
ing, would fill a large hail, Conti- 
nental stations come in with great 

THE "A.A. SIX" IN SOUTH 
AFRICA 

Sin,-Since seeing the articles 
on your Anglo-American Six in 
the January and February issues 
I was tempted to build this set up, 
completing the work just as the 
February issue of your admirable 
paper arrived. 

I have, however, been compelled 
to make many of the parts for it 
myself, as they were unobtainable 
in South Africa, 

If I am able to have a photo- 
graph taken of the set this coming 
week I will forward a print so that 
you may see how we sons of the old 
country are carrying out yout 
instructions to the best of our 
ability. 

Time does not permit me to give 
you further detail by this mail, 
as I have an early start this morn- 
ing and wish to lose no time in con 
firming the above-mentioned items. 

Thanking you for a most excellent 
receiver, and wishing THE WIREIF,SS 

double, all of my own design and 
construction; Colvern verniers, 
neutrodyne condenser (own design 
and construction), plugs and jack 
of my own constructiOn; also all 
the valve holders. Silvertown 
transformer, Peto Scott neutro- 
formers, aerial coil Airinax or 
Igranic, Du-bilier 8o,000 ohms resis- 
tance, fixed condensers and leaks, 
Duhilier, Bretwood var. leak, Mans 
bridge 25 condenser. Valves used 
are of various makers, but the best 
combination of valces I am using 

- ? '. 

- 

t. ,, --,,-- 
The interior of Mr. Newson's receivcr. 

I 

The "Anglo-American Six" made ,by Mr. C. W. Newson. - 

SIR,-I am writing to you to 
give you a report on the "Anglo- 
American" Six, which I have con- 
structed according to your instruc- 
tions in TUE WIRELESS eoN- 

STRUCTOR. I am enclosing some 
photographs, which I hope will be 
of interest to you and your readers. 
This receiver is one of the best, and 
can be highly commended for its 
simplicity and reliability. Compo- 
nents used, Rheostats Peerless 
6 ohm, condensers, 0005 and 
0003 square law, and 0003 

do not know how to thank yàu and 
the Radio Press for the splendid 
circuit. I may mention that I usea 
frame aerial and also a i ft. indoor 
aerial. The receiver makes a splen- 
did piece of furniture, it improves 
the appearance of anyone's home, 
and is a set that would give any 
person the " Radio Fever." 

Again congratulating you, 
Yours faithfully, 

- C. W. NEWSON. 
Finsbury 

iii either london or Bournemouth 
for the first time on it. 

The items in rotation were as 
follows :- - 

Selections f rom Gilbert and Sul- 
livan particularly clearly, "The 
Mikado," 

Song, :" Carry me back to old 
Virginia." 

Soprano, "Home, sweet home." 
I shall be pleased if you can 

confirm these items for me, since 
I am unable to judge the- rave- 
length, having used series aerial 
tuping for the first time ön this 
receiver last iiight. 

- I 

Tn \VIRELEss CONS'rRUCTOR 

/ 

June, 1925 

(' n i 

iome ieauers 

Appreciations of 

the " ng10 
A - o. 

iimerican ix 

/ - 
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shortest routes to these two stations, at the globe shown in the photo- no attention has been paid to 
are identical in direction. Penn. graph, with London and New hours of light and darkness, which, 

- sylvania (KDKA) merely being a Zealand. represented by flags, will as every reader knows, will have 
continuation of the line from soon shdv how hopelessly wrong i's sdnie bearing upon the actual route 

.1 . 706' 
, 

r - 

- 

the shortest route to New Zealand 
from London is in a north-easterly 
direction 

One of the illustrations of this 
article is a map of the world drawii 
on Mercator's projection, upon 
which are shown the shortest routes 
to several well-known places as 
revealed by the globe. It is highly 
probable that many readers will 
have at some time or other received 
the populax concerts transmitted 
by KDKA and WGV, little 
thinking at the time that the 

was established, we were all in- 
dined to believe that New Zealand 
would be soonest found' along a 
south-easterly course, and for a 
long time this belief prevailed. 

Remembering our sense of direc- 
tion from school maps, if we con- 
sider the relative positions of 
London and New Zealand without 
consulting a globe it seems. per- 
fectly reasonable that the shortest 
route would be across France, 
Aust,ria, Persia, Borneo, North 
Australia, and so on, but a glance 

Another optical delusion, if one 
may call it so, is the shortest route 
to Australia, where the amateur - 
station 3BQ Melbourne is situated. 
This station is frequently heard in 
this country. In this case our sense 
of direction again tells us that the 
shortest route would be somewhere 
south-east, whereas it is actually, so 
far as Melbourne is concerned, an 
east-north-easterly direction, and is 
once more drawn upon the map to 
show the peculiar line which results. 

In considering these short routes 

L 
- 

Few people realise how misleading an ordinary map of the world can be. Look at the map above. 
The- black line from England to New Zealand is actually the shortest distance between those places. 

The other lines all mark the shortest way between points joined. 

I\VONDER how many listeners 
to long distance transmissions 
have considered the shortest 

possible route by which the signals 
could come? We are so used to 
visualising our distances upon snaps 
remembered from our school days 
that once we are interested enough 
to refer to a globe it comes as 
somewhat of a shock to find that 

London to New York. Again, how 
many readers know that the New 
Brunswick corner of Canada is 
between this country and New 
York? 

New Zealand via the Arctic 
In the autumn of last year when 

the first amateur two-way radio 
communication with New Zealand 

our sense of direction. The straight 
line between the two flags shows 
the Shortest possible route, and is 

- redrawn on the map of the world. 
passing over tise same countries 
as on tise globe, namely, skirting 
Norway, over Siberia, and across 
the Pacific Ocean. 

To the Antipodes 

'U - HfLBOUR '.P.r' 

TI 
o ticAros PROJECTION ' - 

L 

Wireless on - the Map 
By STANLEY G. RATTEE, M.J.R.E., Staff Editor 

Tu WIRELSS CONSTRUcTOR - June, 1925 
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centre of Africa, the only overseas 
The black line drawn across the Atlantic indicates the position of portion being the ]nglish Channel 

KDKA in relation to London. and the Mediterranean Sea. 

Aden is considerably more distant 
from England than Suez, yet Poidhu 
was rarely heard again until the 
ship was south of Malta. 

Though these last remarks would 
seem to have no bearing upon zIO 
and Calcutta, they indicate firstly, 
that the average crystal user of 
to-day may wi'li careful operation 

r 

NEW 
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Indicating the most direct :oute from London to New Zeâland 
as shown up9n a globe. 
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receive over longer distances than 
modern practice has led him to be- 
lieve, and, secondly, though it is pos- 
sible to sometimes hear 2L0 in. 
Calcutta it may not be possible to 
hear that station along every point 
of the line stretching between 
l4ondon and Calcutta. Another illus- 
tration of this latter point is that 
though before the war Poldhu was 
still audible in an east-bound ship 
at Aden, reception would be lost 
between Aden and Bombay, and 
again picked up between Bombay 
and Karachi at a strength even 
better than when at Aden. Another 
inspection of the globe will show 
that Karachi is considerably more 
cast than Aden, and for signals 
from Poidhu, more overland, the 
countries being Persia, Russia, 
Austria, Germany and Belgium. 

In regard to the reception of 2L0 
in Johannesburg, here again our 
conception of direction is liable to 
go astray, in so far as that we may 
think that the route is a southerly 
one mainly overseas. In direct con- 
.trad.iction of this an inspection of 
the globe will show that the route 
is overland for the most part, 
crossing France and through the 

-a 

i. 
June, 1925 . Th \VIRELESS CoNSTRuc'ro 

takenbythesignals,andnthis ,....- 
connection a particularly interest- 
ing article by Mr. Philip R. Coursey 

- was published in Wireless Weekly, 
dated March 25, 1925. 

During the winter months the 
London station of the B.B.C. was 
heard both in Calcutta and Johan- V 
nesburg, and in connection with the 
first-named place it is interesting 
to add that the shortest route ex- 
tends a considerable way across 
Russia, departing very widely from f 
the usual sea-route associated with 

. f 

India. : 
In the days before the war, when 

the crystal detector was the vogue, 
and Poidhu was in the habit of 
sending press messages for publica- t 

tion upon ships at sea, it was not 
altogether unusual when home- 
bound to first hear Poidhu at Aden, . 

s 

nod to receive press eaehnight until 
the Gulf of Suez was reached, when \. 
signals faded out. An inspection of 
a globe or even a map will show that . 
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whic]i does not make ii1f visible. Slij the 1 esting transformer win1ings. 

- 708 - 

Sharpening the points on the side of the box. 

tester consists of a small box to which is 
I . fixed an elastic band, so that it may be slipped 

over the wrist as shown in the photograph. 
Attached to this box are two flexible leads, one 
terminating in a double-ended pin and the other 
in a single ending. These pins are fitted with 
insulated handles, and are provided with pro- 
tective devices to prevent short-circuititig when 
not i tise. 

On the back of the box is a small peanut lamp, 
such s is used in pocket flash lamp outfits, and 
within the box is a small dry cell to supply the 
current for this. At one end of the box will be 
seen a pair of terminals normally short-circuited 
by a wi,e. The uses of this testing instrument 
are so nnmerous that they cannot all be detailed 
in a short dèscriptiou such as this, but we indicate 
just a few to show bow helpful it can be in the 

of the home constructor. 
Let us imagine, for example,- that you have 

made vont set and there appears tobe some break 

.1 - 

H WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR 

A Useful Testing 
Instrument 

A RAPID AID IJV.FINDING FAULTS 

FIW 
thuigs are more annoying ou finishing 

the wiring up of a set than to find that it 
will not work properly, although you 

know that the wiring is correct and that the design 
is a good one. In such places as Radio Press 
Testing Department, elaborate and expensive 
testing apparatus & immediately available, and 
the discovery of what is wrong proves a fairly 
simple matter. Most home constructors, however, 
have not, access to sudi apparatus, and will, I 
am suré; welcoitic the small dcvice illustrated in 
these pages uiid now available on the market. 

ï 
I 

-, 

:!.23 

Testing,H.T. battery units. 

band on the back of your hand, -' 
remove the protecting covet from 
two of the points, and place these 
points in contact with the two 
sides of the conductor which 
you think may be broken. There 
may, for example, be a dis. 
connection within the coil 

I 

' 

/ 
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two terminals ou the 

md. ol the box and 

ri 

tensibiibatteiywithtùi 
Finding a fault in a variable condenser. ingrmneit. 

- 
703 - 

i - 

the terminal which is supposed to be connected 
to it. If there is proper contact between the 
two parts, then tue lamp will light up, owing to 
the passage of the current from the dry cell to the 

- lamp and to the circuit being tested. It only 
takes a few moments toruii over the connections 
to the set for continuity, and, even where you 
are using flexible insulated wires, the points are 
sharp enough to pierce the insulating covering 
so as to make contact to the wire vithiiii. 
- \Ve have already men- 
tioned that omme of these 
pins carries two points. 
Omie of these points is 
used asjust described, 
and the other enables a 
circuit to be completed 
through the lamp with- 

-- out the use of the bat- 
tery. This means that 
you can test-the indivi 
dual units of an accu- 
mnu.lator to see whether 
they are giving current, 
and a brief touch on the 
units of a high-tension 
battery (say between 
volt tappings to slios 

- 
- whether curicimt is pass- 

ing here). \Ve do not 
recommend the tester 

- for general use in the 
testing of high-tension 
batteries, for the resist- 
unce of the lamp is so 
low as to form practi- 
cally a short-circuit. A 
quick test, however, 
may be givell in emer- 
gencies to identify a 
"dud" unit. By re- 
moving the shiort-cir- 
cuiting link between the 

L. 
i. 

- 

o. 

'1 

II 

Telephoiìè windings are 
- easily tested. 

may have a sliort-ircuit 
between the windings of 
a transformer and the 
frame; the tester wiil 

- Ç show this by a loud click. 
A further most valu- 

able use of this instru- 
ment is to discover 

- whether there is a dis. i 

' connection within fixed 
condensers. For ex- 

. - ample, you ,uiay have a 
small 0003 condenser 
which appears to you 
tobe good. Instructions 
supplied with the tester 
will show you how you 
can find whether the 
insulation is bad or not. 
We recently had the 
opportunity of discover- 
ing a faulty condenser 
used for shunting a high- 

June, 1925 - TILE WIRELESS CoNsTRucTo 

inserting in them the leads of a 
pair of 'phones, the battery in 
the box, and the 'phones can be 
placed in seties. This means 
that you will get a loud click to 
show continuity in such circuita 
where there would not beenough 

- current passing toliglit the lamp. 
P Disconnectionswithintelephones - 

and the windings of intervalve 
4 

transformers can he discovered ç¡ in this way. Furthermore, you 

Details of the testing set. : - - 

socket. To discover this it is merely necessary 
to place the points of one pin ou, say, the pro- i 

jecting pin of the coil socket, and the other oli - - 
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- 
. farad capacity, two sockets for the 

- - ,n conventional plug-in coils, a change- 
over switch, crystal detector, and 

Movement of the swLtch will chatge from your the neccs,sary terminals, The more 

local station to Chelmsford, slightTetuning only . . 
advanced reader will se from the 

necessary in addition. 
circuit diagiani oil page 713 that 

IIAKS to tue organisation 
i änd activities of the British 

Broadcasting Company, 
many millions of listeners have a 
choice of two stations to. vhiichi 
they can listen on a crystal set. 
All commercial crystal receivers, 
save the cheapest, have a socket 
into which a Chelnisford coil can 
be pihgged, this socket being short- 
circuited when you are listening 
to the local station. This extra 
coil must be kept somewhere, and 
few sets have any provision for it 
in the bo.. 'Furthermore, it is 

'very ,a'nuoyiiig to find that the coil 
is missing j'ust 'at the mom'eiit you 
discover that there is something 
worth listening to from the high- 
power station; and quite likely the 
vibration of the box, due to with- 
drawing the short-circuiting plug 
and inserting the long wave coil 
may upset your crystal adjustment. 
Why not build yourself a set in 
vhich both short- and long-wave 
coils are kept permanently in- the 
instrument, with a switch to change 
from one to another in a moment? 
This idea is the basis of the design 

tI,p er,',i,'l. 11l-, 
y tiituìiiictt 

. one coil and substitutes for it the 
- 

' other, both coils being kept peri 
For it you require an ebonite panci - . - 

measuring 8m by óiii. by iiii. thick, 
which may be of aiiy make, provided 
it is of good quality and guaranteed 
free from surface leakage. Such a 
panel may be obtained ready cut 

inanenuy in their appropriate 
sockets. 'ro change from oiie 
station to the other is but the work 
of a nìonient, tile change-over 
switch being moved from one side 
to the other, and slight retuning 
made upon tile dial of tue variable 
condenser. There Is no plug to 
pull out, no hunting for the long- 
wave coil, and iio shaking of the 
instrument by the vit1idrawa1 and 
insertion of plugs and coils. These 
advantages are of great value to 
people young and old who desire 

¡ - to use a crystal set nicrely for 
¡ ' ' listening to bjoadcasting, and not 

for experimental work. By adopt- 
Ing omie of the latest crystal detec- 

¡ I tors, which make a feáture of their 
semi-permanent adjustment, prac- 
tically all of the troubles which 
have been thought inseparable 
fr9iim crystal receivers are elimi- 
mitcd. 

List of Components 
The components can be of any 

good make, but for the convenience 
of reaaers who are iiot fully ac 
quaintèd with the market I am 
detailing those actually used in the 

TILE \VIREr..Ess CoNsTRUCToR - - L 
June, 1925 

The Change-Over 
Crystal Receiver 

4 CHELMSFORE OR THE LOCAL 
' STATION IN A MOMENT 

est 

By PERCY W. hARRIS, 
r M.I.RE., Editor i. 

L 

Already famous for ils crystal set designs, "Tire ' 

- :: .. 
Wireless Constructor" this monili gives you a L 

further addition to a remarkable series. Even. 

- L L 

if you already possess a crystal sei, you will 

:: s want io make this instrument - 

L - 

,, 
: 

L 

- ' - 
variable condenser of ooò5 inicio- 

 I am about to give you, and whiçh.. 
I find of great use in other circum- 
stances as well. 

Correct Panel Size 

Even if you have never made 
any kind of set before, the building 
o,f the "Change-over Crystal Re- 
ceiver':" vill ptesnt no difficulty. 

The wiring is ver'y simple 

to size from a number of the advér- 
tisers in this journal, if when writing 
you ask for the panel for Tm 
WIRZI,ESS CONSTRUCTOR Change- 
aver crystal Receiver, On this 
pa'nel yon -will ìfeëd. to rnoirnt- a 

7-IO ', 

set described. Yo mention is 
made bi the make of pltig-iii coil, 
for there are so many designs 
available, all excellent, that there 
is no need to specify any individual 
maker. Some readers may desire 
to usc a different size of panel .to 
fit some box or cabinet they 
already have in tieir - possession. 
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¡.i replying lo advcvfisers, leise i,zcìzlio; Tii WItLss CONSTRUCTOR. 711 

\ 
- H 

LISSEN LIMITED 
30-32, WOODGER ROÁD, GOLDHAWK - ROAD 
SHEPHERD'S BUSH LONDON, W.12 

- - - 
- 2'ele'phones: Riverside 3380, 3381, 3382, 1072 Telegrams: Liosenium, London 

BUILD WITH .ALL LISSEN PARTS-THERE IS ONE FOR EVERY VITAL PLACE 
'--.41; -;: -.s-.---5:.Ç-.nr-..-. --- --- 

THE 

actioa of the LISSEN NEUTRODYNE 
CONDENSER is particularly smooth and - 

regular without any looseness or backÌash, - r 
but is sufficiently firm to ensure that the condenser j 

- CCNDENSEI 1S ' -. will remain indefinitely at any capacity lo which it 
is set. A long control knob is fittéd in order to ' 
overcome the risk of hand capacity effects when making adjustments. Mounted by the 
Lissen One Hole Fixing Method, it occupies a space of less than i in. diameter, and is 
only 1 in. long under panel. The LISRN "FUTRODYNE CONDENSER is a 
high-class component, totally encloSed,. WIEfl- aothlng to get out of order. PRICE 

-- -I 

The receiver fitted with LISSEN REACTANCE will pick up distant signals, and build them 
up, passing them powerfully on to the next valve. Simplicity itself to fit, connect and use. 
It will make your T.A.T. receiver powerful. It is self-tuned, but a separate 

: condenser may be fitted if desired (preferably use the LISSEN VERNIER, 
price 12/6, specially designed for fine tuning in H.F. circuits) . . PRICE 

LISSEN y. e Conde ser 

circuits should be the LISSEN REACTANCE 
(patent). With its Reactance and capacity values 

on each tapping point arranged to give just that degree 
of damping which keeps the set stable without any 
sacrifice of efficiency, with its windings and whole design 
balanced, the degree of amplification obtained is sur- 
prisingly high for H.F. work. The purity of reception- 
the convenieñce in use (for it covers an extremely wide 
wavelength range, despite its compact form)-with its 
internally connected switch, making it easy to cover each 
wavelength band quickly-it is highly recommended for 
these circuits. 

I 
LISSEN REACTANCE 

150-10,000 metres 

E LISSEN ONE HOLE E 
E FIXING OF COURSE E 

IIIIIhflIlII1 111111 huH III IIIIIIIIIH 1H 111111 

- 

ITT' 
or your nor. WOrK =' 

= MLIffiIU = - 

The fi F Unit to use ¿n T A T circuis - 

rT'HE semi-aperiodic stages of H.F. in the T.A.T. - 

/ 
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Grandpa now neglects his evening paper-a surprising fact, 

because with him it was almost a fetish. Someone brought 

home Brandes and the clarity with which & gets the broadcast 

programme, the melodious tones ensured by their Matched Tone 

feature, claim his fervid interest. There he sits, with a finger 

in the bowl of a half-filled and forgotten pipe, oblivious to our 

entreaties. 

As soon as we are able to penetrate his intense interest, perhaps 

he wl1 adjust the Table-Talker and the full, rich tones will fill 

- the room. Matched Tone serves us all. Ask yovr Dealer for. 

Brandcs. 
I 

I 

- - 
lì 

- - . I I 
r - 

- 
- 

1c7ttched 
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one-hole fixing type. - The- dips The Change-Over Switch ....' for the, crystal - detector and the 
The only component which may Fig. 3.-Circuit diagram, show coil socket mountings are scuxed 

give you a little difficulty in ing the connections to the switch. to time panel by passing 6 BA. 
- 

713 - ''' - 

ponent parts, lay them on the 
F. 

to hand and stand them on the 
back of the panel to see that they 
will dispose themselves as you 
require. If you use the actual 
components described, you can, 
of course, follow in detail the 
practical wiring diagram given 
with this ,article. If you use 
different makes of 'components, 
they will vary somewhat in size, 
and may need to be disposed a 
little differently. If you should 
have to make a slightl5' different 
lay-out, be careful to keep your 
parts symmetrically placed, or the 
finished set will have an amateurish 
appearance. 

table conveniently 
you will subsequently replace on tli 
framework. When you have cut 
this hole to fit the frame, replace 
the top brass plate add the knob, 
whereupon you will see that there 
are four holes at the corners of 
the top brass plate still requirirtg 
to be drilled. These can be drilled 
quite accurately by passing the 
drill through the hole in the plate 
and drilling with the plate in situ. 
Small brass screws can then be 
passed through from the front ahd 
held in place with nuts 

Variable condensers nowadays 
are either supplied with templates 
to drill the holes or else are of time 

i One ebonite panel of good quality, guaranteed free 
from surface eakage, measuring 8 in. by 6 in. by lin. 

One suitable cabinet which can conveniently be of the 
upright type, with a lift-up lid for gaining access to the 
coils and crystal detector ("Cameo" cabinet). 

Two coil sockets for panel mounting (Magnum). -, 
One crystal detector (Radio Instruments P.M.). 
Four terminals. 
One variable condenser, square law pattern, 0005 

I 
iucrofarad (Bowyer Lowe). 

One double-pole change-over switch (F,fesca). 
One or more pairs of telephones (high-resisttùice type), 

j according to the requirements of the user. 
L As soon as you have obtained the various coni- 

TELEPHONES 

Fig 2.-The connections necessary. 

- 

4 

I- 
ILLtP1(/IVZ.) 

I -. ILJLJ S 

I Fig. 1.-This shows how (he panei must be drilled. Y 4 

'l'here is no objection to their doing so, provided the 
wiring is kept shortandapproxiinatetothatillustrated. - - . , 

I 

' j - 

IAEIÇ'/AL -. - EARrH 

--.--.----. 
P __ _ - 

ÇGE OVER 
CRYSTAL 

L RECEIVER. 
'2 ¡ç j 

8 

the hole for the Efesca switch, unscrew the knob and 
remove the two brass screws which hold the top brass- 
plate tò the framework. When you have done this, you 
can measure the frame and scratch on the panel an 
oblong which will need to be cut out before the switch 
can be mounted. To -cut this piece of ebonite,- drill 
f our holes at the corners of the oblong and saw out the 
ebonite with a fret-saw, if you have such available. If 
not, a good plan is to drill a number of holes touching 
one another all along the line you have scratched on 
the panel, until the piece drops out. Do not worry if 
the hole has rather rough, jagged edges; these can be 
smoothed down with a file quite easily, and in any case 
the shape of-the hole is covered by tliebrass plate which 

June, 192 THE \ViRELES CoN1dToi'' 
- mounting is the change-over switch, for this will require 

- a hole to be cutin the panel larger than that obtain- 
- able with an ordinary drill. Before attempting to cut 
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The wiring you will be able to do Most makes of coils are given four certified coils of diffçrent 
either with the square section nuniber, such as 25, 35 or 50, but makes. Withdraw the Chelmsford 
tinned copper wire, which is so. other makes are differently de- coil and place a No. 35 in each 
popular, or with thinner wire scribed, and may be called A, B, socket. - Tune to the local station on 
covered with Sistpfiex, or with the C, I, 2, 3, or whatever marking the one of these coils, and then throw 
handy Glazite wiring advertised maker thinks fit.. If you have any the switch on to the other, retuning, 

doubt as to the equivalents of the of course, when doing this. You 
" numbers 25, 35 and 5o, you an - will soon find whether one coil is 

obtain the" oernVlreless"coil 'better than the other, and in a few 
' table for 6d., and this will giye moments you can cbmpae several 

you a great deal of valuable infor- makes. Ydu will also b& able to 
mation on this subject. The demonstratewhether or not home 

j, 

) 

makers themselves generally indi- 
cate which coils are required for 

made coils are supelior to the 
bought types, and whether your 

- 

- friend's coil, of which he makes such 
- a fuss, is as good as yours! 

I 
- cA In short, this crystal receivcr 

- /. 
(- can well be used as a standrdset 

- ' . for family use, and is as near fool- 
S - 

- proof as any crystal receiver can 
S - S " 

- be; while it wjll also give .you * 

- : valuable information, whéiï re- 
- - - - 

. quired, on such' matters as coils - 

___d 

_____-' 
- -. .- and sharpness of tuñing. -' 'Make 

- 

- 

- - it, and lej me knów how yon - 

_,_...-' 
. 

-. 

like it! - - 

- - S - 
- 

Greasy Crystals: . 

If you use the galena and cit- 
-Y whisker type of crystal detector, 

THE WIRELESS CoNsTRuCToR June, 125 - 

-, countersunk head metal screws be either 0 25, 35 Ct 50, depending example, find that your local 
-- through the panel, and holding on the wavelength of this station station comes in on a No. 35 coil, 

'..' components to the back with nuts, and the dimensions of your aerial. and possibly you have three or 

Now push the switch knob to - 

/ the '-tr side and readjust, when The recreation room at theAlfred I?angton Home for Nurses has been -, 
you wi] e'- hear the local tation. rrovided with a four-valve receìver, presented-by the Chairman of the -Y 
Ty- coil -for the local station vill Royal Free Hospital; - -Above äre seen some of the ziuìses listening-in. 

- 714 
- 

- -- - - -f - 

, 
. -, 

- guard against touching the surface 
the plug-in coils are con- ' of the crystal with your fingers. 
tamed inside the cabinet, the This almost always causes a slight 
lockets leing' mounted on the greasy deposit on the crystal which 

the broadcast band. For Chelms- vill decrease, if notentirely remove 
V 

panel. ford, a No. 150 coil will be required. its sensitivity. The catwhiskef 
V 

in this journal: It is just as well Using the Sst for Comparing Coils should be treated just as carefully. 
to solder all possible connections, A very interesting use of this set It is aftenan improvement, when 
and, of course, the fixing of the is to compare the merits of different using an oldcatwhisker,-to clip off 
panel in the box will present no plug-in coils which you may have the end, in this way exposing a 
difficulty whatever. 1i your possession. You may, for surface of bright metal. VV 

How to Use tha Sat 
If you wire up the set exactly 

as described, then the left-hand 
- coil looking from the front 'of thé V 

V panel will be the long-wave coil; 
and thé right-hand the short-wave 
coil on 'the local station. To 

V 

V listen to the Chelmsford station 
the syjt,ch knob should be pu1ied 

- over to the right, and Von tuining V 

the dial (provided, of course, you 
V arc within crystal range of Che)ins- 

V ford) you willS soon pick, UP this 
- station. The crystal detector, if 

V 

V of the type: illustrated, will be 
found to be tVi a sensitive state 

V 'when, purchasd, but sometimes 
V 

V 

a slightly better setting may be 
obtained by lifting up the small 

' knob and gently lowering it agaiu 
V 

after giving it a liglit turn when 
V lifted. Never twist this knob while 

the two crystals within r,e in 
coitact with one another. V 

V 

V VV 

V 

V - - The Local Station V 

VVV. 
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THE FAMQUS FORMO 
SHROUDED TRANSFORMER 

IS NO W REDUCED TO 
FORMER PRICEL 

- s, '-LI_i 
THIS WORLD RENOWNED TRANSFORMER WILL 

-REMAIN THE SAME IN EVERY PARTICULAR 
AND WILL BE COVERED BY THE. SAME 
UNCONDITIONAL GUARANTEE 

- The PibÜc are now protected, as the many 

-J 

- June, 1925 

PRICE 

WIRELESS Co!sTriuroR 

IOÑIlI 

COMPLETE INFORMATION J -. 
SENT UFON REQUEST, - - - 

In- rej'iying to advertisers, pies mention THE WIREIEsS CONSTRUCTOR. 71 

imitations now on the market have not the 
THE STANDARD OF QUALITY Patented features of the Genuine FORMO. 

THROUGHOUT THE WORLD THE FORMO COMPANY, N.WZ 

0 THE SECRET 

THE PORTABLE 'IV LOUDSPEAKER MODEL !J 
IS IN THE (OIL 

ji really portable receiver ' . 

giving. remarIab!c results - . 
= 

The Duodyne Poria5le IV is the only self con atned se ,. 

. receiver, which, within a radius of 30 miles, will give " - - - 

perfect Ioudspeaksng reproduction. lt has a remarkable 'j 

- / , margin of power and is the ideal receiver for Fjouse- - 

Boat, Motor Touring and Picnic Parties.' . - 

battenes, valves and the frame aerial are st,.l-contained. 

THE MOST EFFICIENI' PORTABLE: OBTAINABLE .. - 

Complete with four SALES ORGANISATION: 
D.E.Valves, Bitteries, 
Headphones, etC, 
Guarantwd I .ud,peaker . . 

range on sell-contained In vs,oc:at,ofl with 
frame aeTlal 30 miles on THE PARAGON RUBHER MFG. 

l K\V. (An earth con- CO.. LTD.. HULL. 
V -. 

nectiors ss!11 double, this , . , 

'o'Dernonstralioti. 
75, CAMDEN -RD., N.W.1 - 

PRICE £21 Tele rams: "Parscuriex,' - 'Phone: North 3)12 

- Guaranteed delivery at - BIRMINGHAM : 76. NewhaJi St. Central 7236 

specified dites,' MANChESTER :. 312, Deausgate. s OutraI 5095 -ÇL->- - - T - " - ':- 
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Neutrodyne Condensers 
Minmum capacity practically 

I zero, maximum lees than that of 

successful tuning of 
seutralising circuit 

in Neutrodynes and 

. ordinary condensers. Ideal for 

I as vtmr,er in Super Heterodyne Cicuts 
I inch operating spindle. One screw fixing. 

Matched H.F. 

HHb. 

Price each 

Transformers 
Every one in a range guaranteed to 
snatch every other perfectly. Lees cot1y 
than other types; more efficient because 
of the perfect synchronie- ALL RANGES ation. All ranges 150 to 
3,000 metres and up, also 
peclal Neutrodync Unit. 

Uniform price for any 
range 

I' 

20 tJars. aqo 
FOR 

more than twenty years T.C.C. condcn sers 
hayc been the stanard fixed condensers for 

all electrkal requirements. First in telegraphy- 
afterwards in Wireless telegraphy-now in Broad- 
cast reception, their dependability and accuracy 
have always earned unstinted praise. 
Among all your wireless friends you will never 
have known one who has ever been disappointed 

a 1'C.è. condenser. And, after all, this 
feeling of supreme confidence is a great thing. lt 
means that you cals accept a T.C.C. Condenser. 

THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR 

BO WYER .. LO WE T 
PARTS FOR SUMMER RADIO 
Because they are all built on the " Low Loss" Principle 
which conserves all possible electrical energy your 
Summer reception will keep at Winter strength if you 
install Bowyer-Lowe Tested Parts in the sets, you 
make. BuV thcin from\your dealer or order direct. 

Square Law. Condensers 

ordinary condensers, they have lowest, losses 
-- - and highest capacity ratios in wireless 

Simphhtedtumng through. FROM 

-' Ideal for portable sets. NO larger than 

I epton. bEigger 

-'_ length range. Single, 
double andtriple types, '-a all capacities. Prices 

June, 19'25 

p 

Mcrt1ke Road, Kew - 

s .The,t 4. 26I 
71G In replying to advertisers. please nzen/iin Tr XVlî.ESC CoNTUc-o. 

Stud Switch Parts 
Complete set of parts for making 

- 

nay switch from two to ten way 
including Switch 
Arm, Ten Studs, 
Two Stops, all 

2V3 scrcwa, iiut, etc 
Complete la box with drilling template. 

Low Loss Coil Formers 
Builders of short-wave sets will 
welcome this range of Low Lossi Coil 
Formera. Frames of Tested Grade 
"A" Ebonite; Terminals, FROM Flrcng Brackets and 
Soldering Ln provIded. 
31"x6".5/'. 41'x4',6/'. 41" 5= sO", '7/6. 41" a 8", S'O. 41" z 
10". 10/.. Also special former 
for A.B.C. Wasetrap. l,adio 
ProosEneel. No.6. Price26. 

Anti-Capacity Valve Holders 
(IMPRO\'ED PATTERN) . 

Made to give increased cfliclency through low 
losses. Specially necessary in 
short wave sels. L lltted to 
tIlo panel without nuts or 

ebonite base plate Lacquered i '2 bolts by means of the lapped 

Saisis. 

Coil Plug and Socket 
A u4eful fitting for çanel PER PAIR 

-.. 
Screws and nuts for fixing 

'9d. 
and both fittIng and 

:: coancctln wires are in- 

. 

mcunting o singlo coils. 

eluded. Lacquered brass, 

BOWYER-LOWE CO., LTD., LETCHWORTI-1 
Send lid. Stam', for complete Cataloguc._ 

- place it ¡n the circuit, and know that its capacity 
is exactly as marked and that it cannot possibly 
short circuit. The most frequent and rigorous 
tests that Can be devised safeguard both of these - 

points for you. 
But not all green condensers are T.C.C., and 
not all condensers produced to imitate the T.Ç.C. 
are of' the genuine Mansbridge pattern. in fact, 
very few of them are. But you ace always safe 
¡f you see the letters T.C.C. stamped on the 
side of the case. 

Made in all values 

i from 0001 rn/do. t, 

-. 

2lflfdS. 

/ 

Telegraph Condenser Co. Ltd. 

- -{( ' s 

iiL - 
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choi is largely a matter of in- 
dividual taste. To get purity, 
which I am sure you will agrçe 
should be the sole aim of the true 
broadcast listener, you must handle 
your loud spealer intelligently. 
The chief factor is your set; does 
it give undistörted reproduction? 

though there will be, unfortunately, 
a slight reduction in volume; but, 
after all, it is quality we require 
before volume. The lower the 
value of the resistance the greater 
the reduction in signal strength, 
and the greater tIme increase in 
ptirity up to a point: Try, a tesis- 

717 

sometimes called a tone control 
condenser. This is simply a fixed 
condenser connected across the 
loud speaker terminals, and often 
known as the telephone condenser. 
Some loud speakers requite quite a 
large one for the best results; and 

(Concluded oi pag 739:) 

- so much have disappeared; in 
. e 

fact, tue reproduction is no better : 

than that which you- obtain with 
your own ilLstruinent. 

WÛ 47Z 

Man Goòd Instrumènts . 

Now, me ici! youtliat every - A guide to wiring up for good quality reproductions. 
loud speaker of reputable make is 
capable of giving good reuÏts if half a inegolitii 6r less across the of the trausfonner. Increase youi- 
properly handled. Some, it is true, 

'to 
two secondary terminals of the - high-tension voltage to about 2 

have a slightly different toue transformer, or, if two transformers hundred volts, and try various 
otliers;oriewillgiveadcprichtone, are used, across the last one. It values of grid bias by means of tli 
while another will be a little higher is quite an easy matter to do this, wander-plug until the best results 
pitched. This is duc to the design and it very often effects a wonder- are obtained. 
of the instru'uent itself, and the 'fui improvement in quality, al, Much can be done by what is 

haps possesses that pleasant met- the case may be. Most sets. amplify tire L.t lead. The positive r- 
lowness so pleasing to the car, the signals after detection by iiiinal of the grid hatter hould be - 
vliereas Smith's, ou the other means of low-frequency trans- joined to tite LT. negative, and a 

hand, reproIucés some instruments forniers. 
. siiort length of flex with a wander. 

exceedingly well and others ex- Assuming this to be the case, try plug attached to it should be con- 
treinely badly. \Tou have, I expect, - connecting a resistance of about nected to the secondary terminal 
compared these results with yours, - 

and you liare; perhaps, envied tite 
good reproduction which Jones 
obtains, while you have condemned L.. Smith's owing to its bad rendering _ 

- 

of certain musical passages. You 
ptobably put it all down to a matter IRMINALS. 

of luck, and you immediately make 
up you mmd to borrow Jones' 
loud speaker in order to try it out 
on your own set. You do this, 

__________ 
70Nf cpo 

and, surprisingly enough, you find cO,VDf,vSf,« 

that the very points you admired L. 

ç 

*..,_ 

¿VWUW'W4 
HAVE you ever visited the 

homes of your friends and 
listened to their loud 

speakers? Have you noticed the 
big difference in the results ob- 
tained? Jones' loud speaker per- 

I ant afraid that in very niany cases 
the answer is No! 

Let me give you a few hints on 
obtaining better reproduction. 

Reaction- 
If yonr receiver employs a valve 

detector, I expect you have a 
method by which the strength of 
signals can be increased, called 
reaction. This is one of the pri- 
mary causes of distortion, so please 
keep the reaction coil well away 
from tite aerial or anode coil as 

tance of half a megohiii first. 
ext, are your low-frequency 

valves operated in the correct 
nianner for distortioriless amplifi- 
cation ? If ybu look at th wiring 
of your set you will find that one 
end of tite secondary vinding pro. 
bably that marked I S., is connected 
to the low-tension negative lead. 
Try connecting a small six volt 
grid battery (obtainable froni any 
wireless dealer), variable in steps of 
oné and a half volts between' tlii 
secondary cQnnection and the neea 

r 

T Loud Speaker . . 

SOME HINTS ON GOOD REP/ODUCTIOÑ 
By an "OLD STAGER" 

- . ........ This article will- help you to get the purify and quality . 

-. 

you have so- often desired 

- 

. 

- 

June, 19 - ThE \VIRELES CoNsT1ucTÒI 

-ç-', 'JVA. V%, IVVi, Vi, JWV \tuV.Vb y I 

f 
Making he Most ofYoui' 

f- 
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of copper is made so hot that it is 
in a treacly condition. The drawer 
then starts pulling from one corner, 
aiid when he lias got a yard or two 
of slack lie attaches the end to the 
harness of' a willing horse be- 
stridden by a skilled jockey; who 
forthwith gets under way. The 
original horse, hose skeleton is 
preserved in a glass case in the hail 
of the Worshipful Company of Wyre 
Drawers, was named Samuel. In 

stood that there are many systems 
of wiring a set. There is, first of all, 
the system used by tue Very Greiìt 
in which connections are made with 
square rod. This is a most difficult 
method, for it is essential that all 
angles should be right angles. 
Euclid demonstrated some time ago 
that wheti one straight line stands 
upon another so as to make the 
adjacent angles equal, these angles 
are right angles. Euclid, however, 

718 

of ignorance." At the present 
moment I understand that an 
American man of science is ema- 

deavouring to overthmro the whole 
of Einstein's theory. To show my 
diapproval I have decided to give 
up listening to KDKA. I must, 
however, admit that I am rather 
glad of an excuse to do this, since 
though I have performed prodigies 
of tuning and have nm up appalling 

'N 

j 

Samuel went grand! 
What.is Wire? 

First let us discover what \vire is. 
You vil1 perhaps understand most 
readily if I .use a simple analogy, 
aiid call it copper in the vermicelli 
form. Wire is produced from metal 
in the lump state by being drawn. 
Though you may be unable to 
draw metal you can do a little 
e'periment with a teaspoon and a 
pot of treacle, whichi will give you 
an insight into the process. The 
mot-e you draw out the treacle the 
thinner it becomes. It is just the 
saine with wires. Some of them are 
fatter than others others again 
are thinner. But all are made by 
the same ingenious process. Wire 
drawing is done in the following 
beautiful way. A hundredweight 

cerned in the present article with 
that which is used in making the 
tuning coils. This subject has 
already beeti dealt with by my 
colleague, Mr. G. P. Bendall, iu his 
little book, which, all things con- 
sidercd, shows that lie has grasped 
at any rate the elements of tIme 
subject iii a gratifying way. This 
beimm so, I will not poach upon his 
preserves. I will confine myself 
entirely to the wires which, dis- 
creetly hidden beneath panels, 
connect t('rnnnal to terminal, tIming- 
niejig to thiingmebob and wimats- 
itsnamne to valve leg. 

- 

Many Systems 

It cannot be too clearly nuder- 

thing as a itraight line amid that 
even if there were no two of them 
could be parallel. If therefore, 
when your set refuses to work, an 
expert points an accusing fore:. 
enger at two of your wires and 
says, 'There you are, what can 
you expect with parallel leads like 
that ? ' you should reply crush- 
ingly "To speak of parallel straight 
hues is to expose time grossest form 

Samuel jibbed! 

their naine f rom tite fact that they wire usually listed by makers. o xplahi convincingly to your 
do not condense, and vlio ever friends why you have not wired 
heard of a battery battering? I 

How to Use your Wire up your new set in this way. 
- could give you lots more instances 

like these but I refrain, for space And now that we know all about Parallel Lines are Impossible! 
is liwited, and I aun sure you are wire let us see hpw it should be Eiteiu is a splendid fellow 
burning to hear all about the art used in making the connections of really if you make proper use of 
of wiring a set. the receiving set: \Ve are not Coli- luiui. For example, you will find 

- it stated over 'and over again in 
wireless articles that every care 
must be taken to avoid having 
leads at different pote iitials running 
paralll. As I have already men- 
tioned, this imidefatigable scientist 
lias proved that there ain't no sich 

1 

w:. ..:. ,:..:..:..:.. ...... : .:..:..:. .:. .:..:..:..:..:. ..:..... 

WIRELESS is so called because 
any receiving set con- 
tains several miles of wire. 

As you become more and more 
versed in the mysteries of science 
you do not worry about this kind 
of thing. lt has already been 
pointed out that condensers get 

early days his rider was in tile 
habit of saying upon finishing his 
allotted course, "Samuel \Vent 
Grand," This phrase has now 
become abbreviated into the letters 
S.W.G.The number prefixed to 
them signifies the mileage covered 
by the steed, As Samuel always 
jibbed at the end of forty-four 
miles. No. 4 S.W.G. is the finest 

lias been completely pût in the 
shade by Einstein, who has proved 
that there is no sucht thing as a 
straight line, It follows, then, 
that there is no such thing as a 
right angle, and that wiring with 
square rod is impossible. I expect 
that ou have already discovered 
tItis, hut that you did not quite 
graso why, You will now be able 

- TTIZ \VIRIIESS CONSTRUCTOR, - J une, 1925 
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Remember, theretore, that the variable 
SQUARE LAW e,mdenaer you laurehuse and baud into ..00l.. 9,6 .0002., .. 69 your seta should have guarantee,l 

.00075 .. 9 - 
: ebonite end platea no thicker than je 

-- - 
: built into JR Inetruinents! These 

.000.1 6/9 teenier.. 4/a truly give extremely low loases amI the 
STANDARD utmost tuning efficiency. 

75 - 

From all dealers throughout the 
t 49 ss'orld,orineaWsotaimdulty,uenu 

.0003 .. 59 Vernier.. 4/- direettotheinanuîacturers, Post: 
............................ . One, 8d. Two, Sd. : Three, lt. 
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in fart. unless each generate alaise of the luteruiedoate Frequency 
The (jurtisConstasit. Long IVove Amealifler jo tuuchls- it conuot be tuned out. 
Tuned (Aperiodic) By using the nrtio Con'tant-Tuned lAperiodic) HF. ,AInl,ljfier 
fiji' Amplifie-vs are no difficulty io exr-erieneed. The Long Vaee AmpI fier should 

l'e deaigneel with a tomai fitter mr huissier) circuit and the -e_ obtainable from all malulnie ot'aies ta itero- porate the Curis Constant-Tuned (Ai'e,i. 
deniers. If you hale odie) H.P. Amplifier Type C.' 
any diØiculty please There are ,l,erio,lir otages and are antunest. Should the later- 
eend direct giving mediate frequincy tIck up 1mg wave interferesce it may be 

tame . and address taureS out by only retuning the filler circuit. OVER TUE PRE- 
SCRIBED \VAVEBANI) 15.000 to 7.0001 THE CITRI!IS ('ON- 

o! dealer n'ho could SlANT-TUNED (APERIODI& H.P. AMPIJFIER WILL 
not &Upply. IIESPO7iDTO THE NEW FRF.QIJENVI AMI GIVEAN EQUAL 

- AMOUNT OF AMPLIFICATION. 

PETER CURTIS, LTD. Organisation 
In association wIth TUE PARAGON RUBBER MANUPAOTURING CO., LTD., ).U1.L 

75,. CAMDEN ROAD, N.W.1. 
Telegrams: "PARACURTEX." 'Phone: NORTH 3112, 
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Moré about; 

Losses. 

In choosing a vai jable condenser, 
be sure that its dielectric losses 
are extremely low. Losses can 
prevent oscillation on the lower 
degrees of the scale, can abSorb 
energy, and reduce the effective 
range of your receiver, anq 
generally cauce complete inetti. 
cleucy of your receiver. 
Therefore, examine n variable candenser 
imi oI,serve just bow much material 

can introduce loases. Take end plates 
for eaami,lc - notice the thickness! 
The ebonite comprininf the r'nd i,iatea 
should not be thicker than is consistent 
,vitli the tensile strength, rigidity, and 
freedom from any tendency to warp. 

Tise employment of tite Curtis Constant-Tuned 
(Aperiodic) 11F. Amplifier gives the desired effective 
control. THESE RESPOND TO AND GiVE QVAL 
AMPLIFICATION OVER A DEFINiTE BIND 
OF FREQUENCIES. In operation, It mercares 
selectivity by giving a very smooth control óver teif- 
oscillation and, obviously, by rermitting the safe 

- use of suore reaction, 
- An aperiodic stage, of course, requircs no tuning 

control. Titis is the great utility of the Curtis 
Csiistant-Tuned (Aperiodic) 11F, Amplifier, As 
niany as four 11F, stages are effective If ecupled in 
tisis way. The first input and the last output circtiits 
nerd only be tuned. While the Curtis Ccnrtant- 

- Tuned (Aperiodic) TIF, AmplIfier gives all the ampli- 
- ficatlon required-the working of an HF, Receiver 

- , is so simpl'rllecl 11ml a child could tune it, - - 

Colai, fi Cur/is .1 mpiificc and fire Duod yac (Yrc's,il, 
I receive «II Br-i/lab stations willi an indeor (ferlai 

- on a rei ma de by myself." J. S., Tu fee/i Park, 

-. For Super Heterodynes 
Tuning out Long ave Interference. 

This Type C Curtis Constant-Tuned (Ateriodie) 
HF. Amplifier is designed to respond to and give 

Type A, 100 to 800 equal amplification over a band of freqtiencles ranging Metres. Price 15/' from 2,000 to 7,000 metres and is partcularl y a till able 
Type B, 800to 3,000 for the Intèrmediate Frequency Long Wave Amplifier Metres. Price 17/6 of Super Eleterodynes. 
Type C, 2,000 to By reason of the high consitivity of this lyre of 7,000Metres.Price receiver, long wave c.w, is picked up en the long 18/6. wave side, causing considerable Interference. Such 
Type C-is especially devices as completely shielding the receivers do not designed for Sttper entirely overcelne lt. lieterodynes. it is cxtcemeiy difficult to time out Lii's ,o., crisi interference- 

/ il 

the famous ST. lOO or the Transatlantic V. No one II t4j - 

need be without a good Valve Receiver 
on account of expense when Pilot Sets for 

3 home constructors cost so little: Post free- Dispensing with Control in H.F. Stages 
Typical Pilot Receivers illua Eaa I 

I CURTIS CONSTANT-TUNED trated in the Pilot Chart. I Peto-Scotta 48-loge I I I 

'I Catalogue of Cene- II I All Concert de Transatlantic V ponente. Lare.t ii 
Luxe 7-Valve TAT. (Aperiodic) HF. AMPLIFIER mail order Catalogue J 

ST. loo Anglo-American t in industry. Psily 
I 

All-Britain 

Six j °°- 3d. L 
Automatic Tuning-No Condenser requf red. 

Family 4-Valve Etc., etc., etc. L_!° I 

As used ¡u DUODYIE and CURTIS Circuits. 
_j 

Bea,ehe. - London - 2. 

The tse of one or more 11F. Stages (whether Tuned, 

d 
High Holborn. 

taud LV).. Wood Street: PETO-SCOTT Co., L 
Anode or Transformer Coupled) introduces further 

I 
tuning controls which complicate the operatiou of 

Woithamatos-, Qarel tif: I the receiver. 
144. Queen Street. 

77, City Road, London, E. C l4gp,x: 4, Manchester .1. Street. Plymouth: Ntar 

I 

I 

Seif-osgillat ion is almost incontrollable with eharply- 
tuned circuits resulting from tite lise of tuned trano- 

I)en'y'. Clock. I - formera with steep resonance peaks. 
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'T'HIS 32-page Booklet contains illustrations and 
specifications of more than 30 different Receiving I 

Sets that can be built at home by anyone-no matter 
how inexperienced. Send for it to-day and read how 
little you need pay for a first-class Receiver such as 
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REV UCEV PRICE. 
No. 133. TWo-Coil 
Holdér, unmounted. 
No. 135. Three-Coil q 
Holder, unmounted. 

The backsof Buriidept Coil Holders 
are open so that all wiring nay be 
kept out of sight. The handsome 
appearance of these Coil Holders, 
therefore, need not be spoil,t by 

untidy wires. 

BU RN DEPT 
Aldine - House, Bedford Street, Strand, London, W.C2 

]3RANCRES at Leeds, Birminglaun, Cardiff, Noti h« ru ptoe and .Newranite. 

" ABurndeptsingle-layer Coil. Notice the range indicated with a margin to spare both up ) how neatly the coil is wrapped and down. Each Coil is mounted on a non-reversible and how clearly its number is 
uiarked on the plug. The wiudings plug with spring contact pins. 

are *ell protected. 
Burndept Coil Holders are moulded in solidj black 

bakelite, highly polished and beautifully finished. The 
'moving holders are operated by means of 5 to j gears, 

: 

the action being particularly smooth. Fine adjustments 
are made with ease. Note the price reductions. 

Write for Publication No. 44, which gives full par- 

I f I 

' ticulars of Burndept Coils, Coil Holders and Standard 
Variable Condensers. 

/ T, -, 

IT Purchase Burndept by ils name-substitutes a,-e not the sanie 

) 

A handy table about Burndept. Coils > 

N the above table, prepared in the Burndept 
Research Laboratories, there is useful in- 

- 
formation which should be of assistance to 

/ ' you in choosing Burndept Coils. As the figure 
) -. show, Burndept Coils have extremely low 

distributed capacity and high-frequency resistance. 
- They cover all wavelengths from 8o metres upwards. 

( Purchasers may definitely rely uppn each Coil covering 

p., 
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from the grocer and never obtained 
really good results with the set 
which he constructed. 

The Shortest Route? 
'nie main idea of the Clapham 

J unction method is that lead.s 
should be taken by the shortest 
and easiest route from any one 
point in the set to any other. This 
is all very well in theory;' but in 
practice one has to be careful or 
hoftible tangles may result. If, 
for example, you ask my friend 

ups and downs, you have used up 
the whole of the wire. The free end 
is now soldeivd to the contact poiñt 
of the cndeuser. All other leads 
beneath the panel are fitted by the 
sanie engaging process. When you 
have finished the job you will have 
a set with wiring that is really worth 
looking at. J,ots of fellows are so 
proud of their wiring when carried 
out inthis *ay that they do not 
want to cover it up ma cabinet. 
That is why the American type of 
set, which can be used with its 

Query Department 

Readers are advised that 
the Query Department is 
now reopened, and queries, 
which should be accom= » 

panied by a fee,oî Zs. 6.1. 
per question, can be 
dealt with. A stamped, ad 
dressed envelope should elso 
be enclosed. 

fashion in wireless, do be quite sure 
that you understand the language 
before setting to work to follow 
out the directions given for making 
tip the latest super set. It is cus- 
tomarv upon the far side of the 
Herring Pond to refer to what we 
call Systofiex as spaghetti. You 
are instructed to obtain so many 
yards of this material and to use 
it for insulating your wires. One 
aulortunate friend of mine who itad 
failed to take the world-famous 
Transatlantic Course, whicb guar- 
antees to enable any Englishman 
to understand American in three 
months by simple postal lessons, 
purchased his insulating material 

the aerial terminal to the fived 
plates of the condenser you proceed 
in the following simple way. Snip- 
ping off about two yards of wire, 
you solder one end-it does not 
really matter which-to the aerial 
terminal. The wire now stands up 
straight oil the point of soldering. 
Seizing a pair of pliers, you bend it 
sharply downwards about in. 
above the terminal. Next, armed 
with any number of flat-nosed 
pliers that you can manage to hold 
in your hands and teeth, you take 
the first turning to time left and go 
down a hit, then the second to the 
right, and go up for a short dis-' 
tance, and so on and so on, until, 
after a jolly little series of right and 
left-hand bends. combined with 

and stiffest,o bare wkr: 1 have not 
siiie been able to heat- eieii-London, 
but that does not mattet in tIme 
least since I am fully satisfied that 
lily wiring is now efficient, and I 
know that the underside of my 
panel is a perfect picture. Let 
me beg of you never to be satisfied 
with niere practical results, which 
anybody cati obtain, but rather to 
strive ever after theoretical effi- 
ciency, which it is given only to the 
select few to achieve. 

I 
SPEL4L NOTICE 

i 

I think I must utter a word of 
warning. There are many who 
believe that the American wireless 
publications are full of bright ideas 
which are vastly ahead of our own. 
I admit that they are full of bright 
ideas, though many of them shine 
mainly 011 paper. If you are oiie 
of those who insist upon reading 
the American papers in order to be 
three mQnths ahead of the latést 

Spaghetti! 

method, let me give you one word 
of advice. Tell your better half that 
the dish which you desire above 
all others to see upon your table 
is macaroni. Bid her serve it up 
au na/u rei, au gratin, in puddings 
and in soup for a solid week at 
every meal. By the end of this 
time you will have conceived so 
firn a loathing for the mazy coils 
of this indigestible substance that 
you will avoid any resemblance to 
it iii the wiring of your set. 

Pliers 
There remains the third or cat's 

cradle system, which is carried out 
with stiff bare wire. Von have 
always been taught that leads 
should be kept as short as possible. 
That is why when using stiff bare 
wire to make a junction from, say: 

to he seen in other parts ¿f the set. 
TIme (hing worked well enough, 
bringing in all the broadcasting 
stations at full loud-speaker 
strength on one valve. But no teal 
expert-and I think that I can claim 
without undue inunodesty to be - 

such-could be satisfied with its 
appearance. I therefore entimclv 
re-wired it, soldering all the joints 
and using nothing-but- the fattest 

v.. 
Any number of pliers. 

- station. 

Two more Methods 
Counting out square rod tIiei 

tve are left with tvo systems of 
set wiring. The first and most 
simple of theSé is that which is 
known as tite Go-As Vou-Please, 
or Claphain Junction method. In 
this we make use of tvire either 
decently clad in a double cotton 
covering or provided with a chest 
protector of' Systbflex. And liete 

lias been struck by lightning. 
Bhoggsopp's set never works really 
vll, in fact I have seldom heard 

anything froni it but squeaks and 
howls which lie puts down to the 
activities of the fellow nest door. 
lt used to he held that genius ,was 
an infinite capacity for taking pains; 
in the light of later knowledge-we 
know that real genius consists in 
taking infinite paills to eliminate 
capacity. If, therefore, you must 
adopt the Clapham Junction 

simple way that even you eau 
understand them. Always remeinr 
that careful neat wiring is fue thing 
which makes for ethcieucv. \Vhen 
I wired up ruy set first of all I was 
most careless about it. I did utot 
solder a single connectio:i I did 
not eve ii tise connections iiìade of 
tite same kind of tvire. The filament 
circuits were doue with odds and 
ends froiii the' tops of gingerbeet 
bbttles, whilst fencing wire flex, 
barbed wire and even hairpins were 

June, i9 FHE \VIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR 

bilis for midiiiglit tlierms this Bloggsopp to raise the panel of viscera fully exposed to the eve, 
winter I cannot honestly say that his set so as to expose its hidden is now so popular with bare wirers. 
I have been sweessful in obtaining side you will be confronted by what - I have now described the best 
satisfactory reception from this looks like a. macaroni pudding.tliat uthods of wiring a set in such a 
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t dheat e )r.1isau batween the smslI unit },lth2rta u3ed ami the large type thicli is now 
Old standard adopted a tie standard ¡s given in the illutratlon. New standard 

AMPLE SUPPLIES ARE AVAILABLE AT-THE MOMENT, BUT IT IS 
VERY DESIRABLE TO PLACE AN ORDER WITH YOUR DEALER NOW 

Leaflet Old will b sent on application 

SIEMENS BROTHE!S & CO.. LTD.. WOOLWIC . LO DON. S.E.18 
TO RETAILERS-An attractive cut-out showcard in colours may be obtained direct from us1 

- or from any of our llame Branches 

- 1 

4- 

Diicrssions overall 
Type EM.F. No. of Terminai connections at appraciivate Weight PriCe cells including Covers applox. 

Volts 
I 

Volts Inches lbs. £ s. d. 
R.B. I 18 12 0-3---9-15-18 (+) 81 X 3 X 3 high 3 7 6 
n.B. 2 30 I 24 0-24-27-30-36 (+) 8 X 6 X 3 high 7 14 0 
R.B. 3 72 

J 

48 0-21-30-54-60-72 (+) 17 X 6} X 4 high 15 I 7 6 

Each batters' i tilted with substantial lid, and with a strong paper band as teal. 
Every endeavour has been made to produce an article embodying all 

the improvements whiCh experience can suggest as being essential to 
provide an efficient and reliable H.T. battery. In particular, the question 

j of Insulation has received special attention. Paraffin wax of the highest 
j quality obtainable is used throughout, and every unit Is embedded solidly 

In this substance with adequate spacing between units. 
5.11 three sizes sre capable of giving excellent service on jvlreless receiving apparatus where the 

normal anode current (loes not exceed IO milliamperes. They are tAsereford suitable for supplying 
i plate current t- inultivalve receiving setS, .including one'or two sniall power valvej. It is very 

tiedrahie, however, where a high anode i)otential is Impressed on amplifying valves, that a suitable 
iieativc grid-bias be provided otherwise economical results cannot be expected from the HT. 
ix4ery. Valve manufactuers publish data from jvlitelj suitäble values of HT. and negative grid- 

J 
bias can be determined for particular types o valves. Details of batteries suitable for grid-bias 
purposes are given in our Leafit 645. - e 

-I 
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- TypeR.B.2 
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Type RB. 3 
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Fig. i,-Th the6retical ciicuit of the receive shows how the jacks are wired to provide 
-. a handy L. T. switch1 

- 
724 - ' 

wplies, the secondary or closed the value of high-tension voltage seen that three valves are used- 

may be experienced in eliminating 
its transinissioiis, even though a 
loose-coupled circuit be employed. 
Further, when reaction is used, as 
is of course necessary to receive 
distant stations, every variation of 
reaction coupling necessitates a 
readjustment of the closed circuit 
tuning condenser, and the alkra- 
lion of the aerial coupling meaua an 
alteration of the reaction coupling. 

By the use of ' split-secondary" 
tuning this difficulty is alniost 
entirely overcome. As the name 

reaction couplings do not interact 
on each other to a very appreciable 
extent, nor on the tuning of the 
closed circuit. 

Plugs and Jacks 
Iii order to allow of the nrnber 

of valves in use being varied at 
will jacks have been used. These 
are employed in preference to 
suitches, as not only do they 
simplify the lay-out and wiring, 
but their use also ensures that 

- when using the detector valve only 

plug is withdrawnthe set is switched 
off and the valves are not so liable 
to be accidentally damaged. In 
order to simplify the wiring, only two 
of the filament contacts on each jack 
have been used, and these are all 
wired in parallel, so that placing 
the plug in any one jack switches 
on the LT. Valves not in Use can 
be turned out by means of the 
flianie ut resistances. 

The Circuit - 

On consulting Fig. i it will be 

This photograph shows how the aerial and reaction coils 
are coupled to the two secondary coils. 

- J = 
liii III iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiu 11111111111 1111111111 IillIIIIlIIIIIIIlIIIIIIIIIIIII 

HERi arc many experilnen- 
ters vlio favour the detec- 
tor and two note-mag." 

combination of valves. If, how- 
ever, such a receiver is used within 
Io to 15 miles of a ulain broadcast- 
ing station considerable difficulty 

circuit coil is divided into two por- 
tions in series with each other, one 
of hichi is coupled to the aerial 
coil, and the other to the reaction 
coil. With this arrangement, not 
only is there a very large increase 
in selectivity, hut .the aerial and 

beiiig applied to the L.F. valves is 
not transferred to the detector, as 
usually occurs when a wo-' 
switch is used. In the latter 
case1 if the low-frequency amplify- 
ing valves arc switched off a hasty 
readjustmeut of reaction is usually 
necessary, as the higher plate 
voltage then applied to the detector 
may result in the set breaking into 
oscillation. Filament control jacks 
have been used, so that when the 

fixE \VIRELESSCONSTRUCTOR June, 192 
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tion. One stage niakes' use of 
resistance capacity coupling in 
order that pure reproduction may 
be obtained. This lias been made 
the second stage, as any distortion 
that may possibly occur in time 
inter-valve transformer is less at 
low load. Also there is no appre- 
iable change in the voltage applied 

to the plate of the detector valve 
when tite phones are substituted for 
the primary of the 11.F. transformer, 
as there would he if they were put 

A back view of the receiver which will assist in 
following the wiring. 

:II 
11111111111111111111 U 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 I I III 11111 Ii 111111111111111111111 Il 

size--namely a or 50, according 
as to whether it is desired to receive 
the lower or higher broadcast wave 
lengths-two, L2 and L3, for tite 
secondary circuit, which may both 
be of tite same size (two 35'S or 
two 50's will do very well), and one 

700 metres. Two .35'S in that 
position will just tumie up to Aber- 
deen, and allow of amateur traims- 
missions on 200 metres being re- 
ceived. Tite above results were 
obtained using a 0005iF tuning 
condenser which lias a very low 

June; 1925 THE \VIRELEss CoNSTRUcToR 
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E The "split.secondary" arrange- 

meni of tuning noi only makes 

this receiver very selective. but 

L 
simplifies use of 

H i 
P I 

ling has only a slight effect on ¿he i ' ' - 
i 

E 

tuning. Pure reproduction i?also 'Jir 
.r-' t' 

I L._ 

obtained by the use ojasba of JTÍ\ 
: 

nIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlIIIIIIlIIIII!IUIII.!- _. E 

iaine1y, a detector fo11owed by two E - . - -- 
stages of low-frequency amplifica- E = 

Fig. 2.-The symmetrical layout of the panel will be appreciated. Blue print No. Cici5A 
(full size) may be obtaiñed, price i/6 post free. I. 

t- - - - ' ___.___.__.v__ ,. - - -, - -- 

in circuit instead of the usual for reaction L4, which may be a minimum. The actual make will 
coupling resistance employed in 35 or o It will be found that two be found in the list of components, 
resistance capacity coupling, owing 50 coils for 142 and 13, thotiglì ap- though of course many others are 
to the large volt9gc drop that may pearing to be equivalent to one ioo, quite suitable. 
occur across this, nevertheless allow Brussels on 265 

Four coils are needed for tuning metres to he tuiied in, while the Some Values 
and reaction; one for the aerial highest wavelength that cali be The other components used have 
circuit, I,, will be of 

V 

the usual received is in the neighbourhood of the usual values, but for the benefit 

il 
r' f 

V4 

V 

I l 

0) 0V 

V 

/ 
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As will be seen from the photo- One ebonite panel, i6 in. by sary is c1uitc straightforsvafd and - graphs, the finished receivet has in. by in. (Paragdn Curtis). should present no difficulty. The 
- - 

7z 

Fig. 3.-The addition of H.F. is a simp'e matter. 'be used, but if god results are to 
¡ 

-. stage of H.F. may be used in front of great use in marking .out the 2 ________________ 
of this receiver II desfred. In panel, as it may be placed directly 3 9 normal use they are strapped - over it, and the various points at . 

across, but if it is desired to employ 
tuned anode this connection is 

which holes are to be drifled can 
be pricked through with a scriber 5' 

j 
broken, the terminal A1 being or sharp instrument on to the 6 
connected to the anode of the H.P. panel. . 'Fig. 4.-The xiumbers on the 
valve and E1 going td H.T+. Components ' . jack contacts correspond with The connections to be employed are 
shown in Fig. 3, and this scheme We here append a 'list of the. those in Fig. i. 
allows of high-frequency amplifica- components required, while for be ohtained these should be by, 
tion being added with a tile information of those who wish 

exactly to duplicate this receiver, 
makers of known repute. 

of extra components. 
the actual makers' names have ' 

- Cohstructlon 
The Receiver's Appearance been given. - . -. . The constructional svork neces- 

111+ (Burndept). 

..® A 

Three dual filament resistances 
(Burndept). 

One plug (G.R.C.). ________ 
control jacks, and 

Eleven nickel WO. type ter- 

Three double-contact filament 

minais (flume Jones). 
Four Clix. 

- One tapped grid battery (lver- 

T7LT TE/NALS 

Other compone uts may, of course, 

2 Ready). 
Square tinned copper w'ire, and 

a short length of rubber flex. 

should he 6 or 7 ohms each, while 
for dull emitters a useful value is 
30 ohms, so that an accumulator 
may be used. In the receiver here 
described dual type resistances have 
been used, so that either bright or 
dull emitter valves can be em- 
ployed. 

Adding H.F. 
The two terminals T1 and 1' 

shown in the theoretical diagram 
have been included so that a 

A photograph of the 'set with coils removed. No valve 
windows have been used, but may be fitted if desired. 

of the panel. 'fue cabinet is of 
the " All Concert " type, and, of 
course, may be in any wood that 
the constructor likes best. The 
front of panel lay-out is shown in 
Fig. z, and is exactly to scale, while 
a fulh-sizê blue print No.Cror5A may 
'be obtained from our Sales Depart- 
ment'. This blue print will be found 

fixed condenser (Peter Curtis). 
One .oi uF clip-in condenser and 

mounting (Mc&ichiael). 
One intervalve transformer 

(Formo). 
One anode resistance, ioo,000 

ohms (Dubiier). 
Two variable grid, leaks Bret- 

wood). 
Three "Antiphonic" valve holders 

'condenser C1, and the secondary from injury. The syiiirnetrical lay- Two .000LP square law variable 
tuning condenser C2, are each out is also most pleasing, and the condensers (Jackson Bros.). 
0003 F. The arid condenser may bright nickel fittings are in striking Two Collet dials. 

be a 0002 or 0003 zF, the latter contrast to the dead matt black One .0003 izF and one .00i 

value beingused in this receiver. C, . 

which is connected across the - 

primary of the L.F. transformer, 
- is -ooi F, while the coupling con- - 

denser C is a oi rF. No coli- - 
denser has been shown across the 
output of the last valve, as its value 
depends largely on the make of 

- 
- loud-speaker in upe. Useful sizes 

to try are '004, -oo6 and oi F. - .- - 
The two grid leaks shown at R4 and 
R are variable, but if fixed ones 

. are used they may be 2 megohms 
- and j- megobui respectively. R5, $ 

the anode resistance, is one of r 

ioo,000 ohms. The three filament 
- - resistances,R1,R. andR3, should be 

suited to the valves it is intended. * j 
to use. If bright emitters, they -- - -- - - - . 

_THZ \VIRELEss CONSTRUCTOR J tine, 1925 

of those who .may make their disthctive appcarance, while the One "All Concert" cabinet with 
- "debut" in wireless set making American type of cabinet with the loose .base board (Cainco). - 

with this receiver, these values w-iii valves cnc'oscd (yet accessible Two 2-coil holders, Type . L 
be briefly given. The aerial tuning through the lid), protects these (Buffle Jones), 
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The "BRET WOOD" 
Anode Resistance. 

(Patent No. 224,2O./23). 
gives accurate readings consistently 
from 10,000 oho's to over 100,000 
oli ins. This B1tET WOOD Component 
is particularly stilted for the SF100 
circuit (Modera I Vire/ces), the super- 
sensitive circuit (Popular Wireke8), 
and for resistance coupling. etc. 

lt is conatruetedonthe same princi- 
pies as the BI1ETWOOD Grid Leak, 
and, of course, it carries the BItET- 
WOOD Guarantee. Price3s Post 3d. 

Tite "BRETWOOD" 
Patent Valve Holder. 
Fix this efficient component and get 
miximum results. Positively no leak- 
uge or capacity effects. Perfect con- 
tact. Can be mounted on front or 
back of panel. Price 1/9. Postage 3d. 

BRETWOOD LTD., 
Il-IS. London 'lows. Maple St., Loados, W. 
A el. Ijretirood opeckelil,eo «ra obis ¡nuble 

frei,. sabot Wireless D.alere. 

Lksr,1a51 leise 

r 

f - 

/ - 
.1/ s' 

The "BRETWOOD" 
Anti.Capacity Switch. 
Constructors will welcome news of a 
further Bietwood Product an Anti- 
Capacity Switch, the principal 
features of which include :- 
Absoluto i melon, irons comolt,' efT cts- 
)er feet ('ontuct - Workmanlike Sniob od 
neatness of appe Llanee- Simple nnglo bolo 
Seing and ea-y to sinke airing con,,ecUons 
Special npeiog loOSed i.li, In the beso 
.ske the Bretrood Soit.), eondeniohiy 
smooth in se' ion and essore rimen and ;erieot 
e retries) contort ut ali times. It PRICE 
in confidently oliereS to cimice, 
constructor, us the Anti-Capoç:ty - 
Switch loir excellence, and of - 
course lt corne, the iamoun 
Bietwuod Ooaroeioe. Footoge31 

For the convenienceof readers of Radio Press 
Publications, we can deliver any panel to th 
specified dimensions from stock. 

You do not purchase Paragon Grade A Ebonite by weight. T 
avoid substitution atid other devices we protect the experllnenter'g 
interests by selling Paragon Grade A Ehonite in sealed enveloes 
only. Every dealer of repute throughout the world sella Paragon 
Grade .k Ebonite. No ebonite is guaranteed Paragon Grade A 
Radio Quality Ebonite unless soli in a sealed envelope stmpcd 
Paragon Grade A. - 

z 

nlgatIon: PETER CURTIS, LTD. - 

In aosoolation with THE PARAGON RUBBER MFC. CO., LTD., HULL. 

75, CAMDEN ROAD - - N.W.1. 
Telegrams-" PARÂCURTEX." 'Phone-NO&TH 3112. 
BIRMINGHAM: 76, Newhali Street MANCHESTER: 321, Doan8gate. 

CentraI 7236. Contrai 5095. 

s P 

Quality Ebonite gives distinction to the simplest 
ELECTRICALLY 

6' 
MECHANICALLY of receivers. - 

PERFECT PERFECT 
Plug arid Socket Complete. Postage extra. ___"__ 

Your deak: can aUppIY you. I not, wsite u, gving as hin name and adlre:s. STANDARD SIZES You are advised when 

LIBERAL TRADE DISCOUNTS 
J 

8 X 6 X 3/16 2/6 
8 X 6 X : 3/3 

I using certain types of 
I poliyhedebonitetorensove 

Sole Manufacturers anal Patentees: 

- 

. 

1ii X 8 )< 5/3 
12 xio x .... 7/3 

I the surface skin. By using 
I Paragoi Grade t Ebonite, 

THE LrsEN-IN VVIRELESS CO., 
12 X 12 X . 8/6 
14 X12 X ..... 10/- 

I you obviate this irksome 
necessity. For, by means 

16 X 12 X .... 11/6 of asecret process, Paragon 
Plug Dept., la, EDGWARE ROAD, 18 X12 X ..... 13/-' I Grade t Ebonite is pre- 

MARBLE ARCH, LONDON, W.2 24 X10 X .... 14/6 
17/6 

pared zeilkout the metallic 

' 

Tckpltcne: Paddington 2734. 
24 X12 X .... 

8 X 5X .... 2/9 
10 X 7 X 4/7 
12 X 6 X + ...... 4/6 

nurface conducive to sur- 
face leakage. 

Therefore purchase 
I Paragon Grade A Ebonite. 

The 
2 Xli X ..... 15/3 

X 9 X 
The dead black surface, by 

16 which it can easily be re- 

:.BRET%,%ÎOOD " 12 xli X .... 8/3 
X 6 X 6/9 

I 

cognised, is distinct-ive and 
Grade 

G UAA N TE ED 
- i8. .... 

12 X 8 X .... . 6/- I 

exclusive tQParagon 
A Ebonite. Regardless of 

GRID L E A K 10 X 8 X + 6/9 exposure to sim or any 
7 X 5 X .... 2/3 

I kind of artificial lIght, this 

The Grid Leak ii,iih the 
10 X 9 X .... 5/8 

I 

9 X í X ..... 3/5 
I 

ebony-like matt surface 
remains unimpaired. Just 

N.P.L. Report, io X 5 X .... 3/3 
I imagine the distinction, 

Send for 12X 9 X .... 7/8 Paragon Grade A Ebonite 
Panels cut to size, squared I 

will impart to your new 

Titean ly accurate variable Grid Leak of 
design, 

and edges ground, 1cl. per 
I 

inch. 
set I 

Remember Paragon 
IFacent No 

watchlike precision scientific 
If you are not satisfied within 7 days 

square 
Paragon Polished Mahogany 

I 

Grade A Ebonite is easy lo 
work by means of tools 

money will be refunded. Ebonite Panels cut to size, 
sqitareil, edges ground, 1cl. per 

I 

ordinarily in the posses- 
- Price 3/-. Postage 3d. esiliare ach. siol of house constructors. 

- øesign elIrnna'ting the use 'of - 

- r.- all small flnickmg sci'ewi 

The strands. of wire are turned 
back over the çone neclion, 

- which is inserted into the recess. 
of the plug and clumped dbwn 
by the insulated sleeve. BY 
this means a positive connection 

assured and . one that it is 
Impossible to break. 

The 'L'senih" 
Positive Grip Plug is 
designed te take the smallest 
cable up to5 rn/rn. 

positively heldhingle wire-fmm 
16 to 40 s.w.g. are held in a 
vice-like grip. Usenin Plûgs 
can be handled without connect- 
ing cable to earth through the 
body. Metalparts N. Plated, 
insula'ed sleeves red and black. 
ànd red and black discs are 
now supplied to fit under head of 
sockets. 
The sockets are designed to take 
standard valve legs, thus com- 
pleting the uniform appearance 
of panels. 
'Aplugsndsocketof rather more 
thifl usually interesting design." 
Vide "Popular Wireless & Wire- 
less Review," May 2nd, 1925. 

Insist Grade' A 
The key position in youi- receiver is the ebonite 

you use. You may easily sacrifice efficiency -: - 

by mounting your components upon poor quality 
ebonite. It is of little avail to use low loss corn- 
ponents mounted on high loss ebonite-build on 
a sure foundation-Paragon Grade A Ebonite. 

In addition to high dielectric strength, its 
non-hygroscopic properties and high resistan!e 

- to high frequency current, Paragon Grade A Radio 

June, 1925 .' 

______ ßEIli ______ 
',POSITIVE GRIP 

PLUG AND SOCKET 
Pal. Applied for No. 48. /1f25. 

FROM 
the accompanyitiillus- O positive is the grip of the 

tration it will be realised LISENIN POSITIVe - Ceip 
that we have evolve4 a PLUG, that, apart from the 

plug of unique and distinctive smallest flex beine ePsurelv end 

i ...a,.. 
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TYPEARDE 123-5, Queen Victoria Street, E.C.4 fl'PEAROG 
HPoad LF HFond LF 

- ¡F your dealer does not yet stock EDISWAN POWER VALVS or VALVES 
for H F dnd. L F--write to us for full particulars arid nome ofneàrest osent 

78 in re/lyuzg to advertisers, Icase iiienion TRE \\mrrjss CoYsTRucioR. 
S 

.5 , P.V.5D.E. P.V.6D.E. 

Fil, volts .. .. 5 FU. volts. . . .. 2.0. Fil, volts .. .. 

Fil, amps. .. 0.25 Fil, amps. ... .. 0.4 Fil. amps ..... . 0.12 

fl Plate volts .. 50-150 Plate volts .. 60-120 Plate volts .. 60-120 
Impedance .. 8,500 Impedance .. 12,500 Impedance .. 12,000 

Ji, - Price 30/- Price 22/6 - Price 30/- 

Valves for H.P. and L.F. Ediswan Dull Emitter Valves, types ARDE 

and AR.06, are now especially made Tor .H.F. ana L.r. work. They 
- are distinguished by Red (HF.) and Green (L.F.) lines. Prices, 

L 

rrí 
ARDE 18/-, AR.06 21/-. : 

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD. 

b 

i 

j, .... 
i 

t 1TTC 
:D1r - 

Ï&II' li - 

:Yo%umé UíthouÑtstortídn 
To secre volume free from distoi'tin you must u te right vlves 
in the L.F. stage. This new series of Ediswan Power Valves is. the 
result of much experimental work resulting in the. valves, being :perIçt 
before being offered to the public. - 

: 4 

NEW EDISWAN VALVEs 
i' 
WORThÌYÁbDIT1ONS 

/4. TO A FAMOUS SERiES \ 

- 

THI \VIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR 
S 

i 
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Fig. 5.-This drawing shows the positins of the components on the ba2eboard, toether 
with the actual wiring of the receiver. BlUe Print No. CI0I5B. 
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finish of the ebonite. Next mount 
all the components that go on the 
panel, and these may be wired up 
before affixing the panel to the 
base board. These connections 
will be most easily made in the 
following order:- 

Flexible lead to grid leak R6, 
L.T.- to contacts No. 2 of all 
three jacks, filament resistances to 
contacts No. r of the jacks, aerial 
and earth terniinals, terminals 
A1, 1, and T1 to their respec- 
tive points on the tuning con- 

and to one sid& of C5, other side 
of C5 to grid of V, fix a lead on to 
the terminal of the anode re- 
sistance which is nearest the edge 
of the base board (this goes later 
to contact 5 of jack 2), grid con- 
denser to grid of V1, grid of V., to 
OS. of L.F. transformer, bus bar 
to three filament contacts which 
go to L.T.+. 

Completing Ilse Connections 
The ,panel may now be fixed to 

the baseboard by. means of five 

filament resistance R1 to filament 
lug of V1, anode of V2 to contact 6 
of jack 2, filament resistaúce R2 
to V, anode of V3 to contact 6 of 
jack 3, filament resistance E3 to V2, 

L.T.+ to bus bar. Pieces of flex 
which go to the moving coil holder 
which is fixed on the side of the 
cabinet, are fixed to their re spec- 
tive points, and before fixing tIle 
panel into the cabinet the grid 
battery may be mounted on 
the back of, this in a conveni- 
ent position. Three small brass 

fr: 

I. 

age it may be marked out and 
drilled at once. Otherwise it should 
be caiefully rubbed down on both 
sides. with No. o glass paper till 
all traces of the original surface 
havé benremoved. having drilled 
the panel (maker's templates will 
be found of use here), the transfers 
should be affixed iiext, and after 
this, if the panel lias been rubbed 
down or sand-blasted, it should he 
wiped over with a slightly oily 
rag, - so as to restore the black 

II.T.± -, L.T.+ to HT.-, and a 
lead to the variable grid leak R1, 
which ill go to the L.T.+ bus bar. 

The Base Board 
The èomponents that go on the 

baie board may now be mounted, 
making sure that the lay-out in 
Pig. 5 is carefully followed. The 
follow in connections can be made 
before the panel is fixed to the 
base board, in the order given. 

Anode resistance to anode of V2 

present any difficúlty should be 
máde' in the following order, and 
the vai-ioùs connections not men- 
tioned can be made afterwards, as 
is most convenient. - 

Lead from anode resistaace to 
contact of jack 2, one side of 
C4 to the H.T.+ i leäd from jack r, 
IP. of transformer to Clix and 
contact 6 of jack i and other side 
of C4 to- same pint, contact 
jack i to O.P., anode, of V to 
Clix, grid leak R4 to grid of V1, 

- .' 
- 

June, ThJ2.. - TIIE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR 

1rst thing is to prcpare t1e aieL deners, ontact No. 4 on jack i i-in. No. 3 wood screws, and th 
If this is of ebonite 1ikh is th H.T+ i, ud coiítacts No.4 on rethaining c6ndections compléted 
guaranteed free from surface leak- jacks 2 and 3 together and to The chief connections that might - 
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tuning, and experience having been 
gained, the eftect of varying the 
aerial coupling may be tried. 
I sing this receiver the writer has 
bèen able to receive Manchester 
on his aerials which is only 6 miles 
f ròm 2140, with practically no inter- 
ference from the lattçr station while 
it was working. This was done 
without loosening the aerial coup- 
ling more than io oro degrees. 

Single circuit tùning máy. be, 
employed by connecting the aerial 

LAST summer Radio Press, 
Limited, took the bold 
step of transferring its 

offices from the quiet, old-world 
premises previously occupied in 
Devereux Court, Strand, to spacious 
and up-to-date apartments in Bush 
House, the finest office building in 
this country. The change to Bush 
House seemed, as indeed it was, a 
bold step, and many people ques- 
tioned the wisdom of taking p're- 
mises which at the time seemed un- 

Bush House have now proved in- 
adequate for their needs, and that 
adcliti'onal accommodation on the 
secoñd floor has been taken to 
house the steadily increasing edi- 
torial staff, leaving the existing 
premises for the sales branch of the 
business, xhich, owing to the great' 
success of Wireless Weekly, Modern 
Wireless, T WmELESS CONSTRtYC- 
TOR, and the Radio Press Books, 
eñvelopes, and other publicatiöus 
requires very large preiuises. 

I unrng 

When searching for, distant sta- 
tions, only the secondary condenser 
need be used, the aerial tuning con- 
denser being employed to get 
the transmission up to maximum 
strength after it has been found. 
The secondary condenser should be 
turned very slowly as Ihe tuning 
is exceedingly sharp with this 
niver, evén when square law 

ondensers itre used with their 
even spacing of wave lengths. A 
little practk will soon show you 
Ui best méthod to adopt when 

really excellent. In order to get 
the maximum amount of amplifi- 
cation from the resistance capa- 
city coupled stage the second valve 
in the anode circuit of which the 
high resistalice is connected 
was a D.E.n type valve, while 
for the last stage a small power 
valve was employed. Excellent 

ANOTHER STEP 
AHEAD 

two others, were not identified. 
These results were obtained in a 
locality that is not too good for 
reception, so the writer would be 
glad to hear of results obtained by 
readers con.structing this receiver, 
as such information is always of - 

value, and is also a guide to the 
designing of other receivers. 

necessarily large. Those who have 
watched the growth of this great 
wireless publishing house will learn 
with interest that the existing 
offices occupied by Radio Press at 

leads, suitable values being 40 to 
6o volts for HT. + i, and So to 
loo volts for HT. ± 2. Swing the 
reactioú coil away from the second- 
ary coil to which it is coupled, and 
place the phone plug in. the jack 
according to the number of valves 
you wish to use and tune in the 
local station. Now tighten the 
reaction coupling, and notice if the 
signals get louder ; if not, reverse 
the connections to the reaction coil 
by means of the Clix. 

This photograph of the interior of the se shows the 
valves in position. 

and higher broadcast u avelengtlis 
respectively. 

Results Óbtained 
On 2L0's transmissions, full 

loud-speaking was obtained, and 
after the necessary adjustments as 
regards grid - bias, &c., had been 
made the purity of reproduction was 

the headphones, even under very 
average conditions, no difficulty 
was experienced in going the round 
of the B.B.C. stations, these being 
received at good strength. Dozens 
of foreign stations were heard, but 
with the exception of the better 
known ones, such as F'PTT, SBR, 
\roxhaus Zurich, Madrid and one or 

the cabinet. The panel can now be which L is usually placed. Par- . that the set would work a loud- 
placed inside the cabinet, and the ticular care must be taken when speaker ou 2L0, sorne half- 
orinections to the coil holder ou using this form of tuning not to dozen other stations were tuned in 

its siie completed. The leads from interfere with near-by listeners, on the loud-speaker at varying 
A and E go to the, moving coil With this form of tuning the aeria) strengths, some of these being 
holder (L1), the leads for L2 going coil may be a 35 01 50 for the lower Continental transmissions, while on 
to the fixed socket. Two short 
leads ending in Clix are attached to . '' ... ', 

the moving coil holder on the panel, 
and a handy means of 

. 

provide - 

reversing reaction cqils with ' ' ' when -..,, .' 

' dissimilar connections are employed. . 

Testing Out - . 

.. 

. - . 

Having - made sure that all the ' 

- - . - - 

wiring has'heen'completed we may ' - 

now connet up. Place the required Ti - 

coils in thé coil holders, remember- -- 

ing that the two fixed holders ate 
. 

1 / .th' two halves óf the secondai-y-- 
i L 

- tâtis, L and. L3---connect ferial I \ 
and earth to tile top two terminals, -. - , - 

and the two i4.r. leads to their - 
respective terminals. Placé the "-' . 

plug in one of the jacks, insert the t 
' ' 

r - 

valves, and switch each one on in ' - 
' - turn by means of the filament 

. 

,. - 

resistances. If all is well turn out r 

the valves and connect the liT. - si-' 

THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR 

clips ae required, one for thé 
battery to rest on and the 
other two ,to hold it against 

- 
June, 19 

and earth leads to terminals A1 results are, however, obtairiabk' 
and E respectively, and placing a with general purpose valves. 
shorting plug in tile coil holder in Mthough it was only reckoned 
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In replying fo advertisers, please menian TilE \VIRELESS COssTiLJCTo 73 

'I,, 
i 

carryi.ig stock. 

LAZ1TE 
REGD. 

The New Coloured. 
- - 

s - s 

i'.. Connecting Were. 
LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE CO. 

& SMI!HS LTD. 
- (Maktrs of Eledrzc Wire for oVer 40 ycars.) 

- 
. Playhouse Yard, Golden Lane, London - 

V E.C.1 
Te'eho,:es: 

Elearic,...L,mdo,,. .. C.erAesw 111388,1389, 1390,13 9. 

with the centre spindle. If your dealer cannot 
supply send direct tothe 

As uaecl by 191r. J. W. Barber in the «3- .3ianuJaeturer8, hindly 
gtvtnrj your dealer s 

valve Tune4 Anoje Set ' de3crIbei in the name and addres8. 
current issue :- . . . 

THE Super Success has a- 
high primary Impedance .- . 

and a large effective . 

mass of Iron-the first factor .. I 

preserving the low-notes and 8 
the lower harmonics; while . - 
the second conserves the -____ . 

high notes and the higher . 

harmonics. This etims up the - - 

V 

secret of the faithful musical . 
reproduction whicji Is the - . 

outstanding merit of the Suger 
Success. 

llEVO&FIT011,Ui1. -- - 

34, AYLESBURY STREET, I 

LONDON E.C.1 - 

,Telephone: Cleikenwell 8941 . 

-: North of England Branch: .. . . 
.' 

1, DEAN ST., PICCADILLY, - - - - - . 
MANCHESTER V- 

- r' 
Telephone: Central 8240 - ' - 

L 

"Glazite" consists of a tinned copper wire 
covered first with cotton and then with a 
film of heavy insulating material which 
makes it flameproof and impervious to 
moisture. It has a high dielectric strength 
and is easily flexible. 

"Glazite" is made in 4 colours, Red, 
Yellow, Blue andBlack, so that you can at 
once distinguish the different parts of 
your circuit--making" shorting' practically 
impossible. 

No insulating sleeving is neccssary when 
'Glazite" is uscd. Price ijó per ¿òil of 
io feet at all dealers. Send P.C. for 
"Glazite" leaflet and name of nearest dealer - 

variable condenser preserves the The Success Nolos. Agood 
precious energy pulsating through the Condenser is designed 
aerial system. ad variable con- to give a straight wave 

densers give weak reception by absorb- length curve. 
lng signal energy which by the use i0f cor- AERIAL CONDENSER 
rectly designed condensers would normally Approx.Max.Cuup. .0005 
reach the rectifier. 

. Ebonite . 27/6 
(With Knob and Diet 

Weak signal energy at the rectifier compels - 146 extra.) 
the boosting up of signals on the audio ire- 1hogeuiite .. 30f- 
quency side with a consequent sacrifice of ANODE CONDENSER 
quality. 000(1 low loss condensers not only Approx.Max: Cap. .0003 
colaserse energy; low loss condensers preserve Black Ebonite 25/- 
quality. (With Khob and Dial 

1)6 extra.) 
The Success No-Loss Condenser In additl6n Mahoganite .. 27/S 

to Its electrical perfection cQntains certain SUPER 2 1 I definite mechanical Improvements, the chief SUCCESS 
of which is the 4-1 geared motion.- This, SILVER besides rendering a vernier unnecessary, re- 

- SUCCESSi moves the eatest obstacle to long distance 
- work-hand capacity. This Is effected by SUCCESS 

constructing the master gear of hard fibre. 10 10/6 The hand therefore has no electrical Connection CHOkE 

Io make a-neat 
end, burñ WJ 
the: frayed cottón. 
You can quickly make a neat end to 
"Glazite "---the new coloured connecting 
wire-by burning oft the frayed cotton with 
a match. The charred etids cari be rubbed 
away with th fingérs, leaving a perfectly 
clean finish. 

¿fl!!r 
j._,, 
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- ---input and öutput 
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r 
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and àppearance. 

Price pair 

y Obtainable from all 

j 9 Electricians & Radio Dealers 
I Advertisement of rhe British Thom,onHouston Co. Ltd. 

r Ctown House Aidwych. London, W.0 2 % 
jj 

¶ 
- , 

r ____ D.-. a' '-". 
01 I I 7 t j -. - 

- ' AIA 
- ,. _.,' f ,. 

constructional improvements in the latest 
'pattern, which make it the most comfortable ,', , 

r and convenient instrument of its kind. Here ' - 

are somç of the more important features of the 
' 

' 

- new B.T.H. Headphones :- - ' 

Weight, with cord, only 9 ozs. - ' 
1 :, 

- -. 
No hair-catching projetions. . "".. 

/ 
No "scissors's movement of lìadbánds. ' 

' S 

, - / Adjustable to any head by a single move- 
,,.;, ment, without the manipulation of screws ' 

j' 
or nuts. . ' IP-' . - 

-. '".'-- 

S . No screws or nuts employed in construction, - 

'f/f '- and therefore nothing Io work loose. ' 
- 

f fl ' . . ' Minimum number of sèparate parts. .' 
S 

. 

IÍ- Body of ear-piece ma4e of non-resonating S 
4, 

- - - material. S - 
- :. Diaphragm rigid 'clam,ed around periphery 

fi, 

between surfaces of non-resonating material. ' 

,, 
4/ 

Permanent magnets ae really permanent r 

-. and are not affected by lapse of time or ' 

-. éiternal changes of polarity..:' r .tj 

K . 

B.T.H. Headphòne are unequalled 
' '-: -: j' -- 

- .... for sensitiveness, volume, comfort 
, 

y - 

ji' LSIJJ3 n) 
E couldn't improve the technical qualities 
of B.T.H. Headphones. They were and 
are perfect in tone, clarity and volume. 

We have, however, embodied a great many 

t 

Trn WIREIES CÒRUCTOí June, 1925 
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GAT4ENA, either as the naturally 
occurring mineral or in some 
treated f orm,is 1mw generally 

used in conjunction with a metallic 
"catswliisker" in crystal detec- 
tors for the reception of wireless 
signals from the broadcasting sta- 
tions. There are, however, several 
other types of detectors in which 
natural mineral crystals are used 
for rectification, which give equally 
rood if not better results. 

sensitivity of a number of speci- 
mens varies somewhat. The 
smooth natural faces of the crystals 
are usually found to he much more 
sensitive than surfaces exposed by 
fracture. - 

"Perikon" 
The "Perikon" detector con- 

sists of a crystal of one of the 
double suiphides of iron and. copper, 
chalcopyrite or bornite, pressing 

screws or with Wood's metal, and 
the two are brought into contact 
by means of spring and screw ad- 
justments. Sensitiveness depends 
to a large extent upon the pres- 
sure at the point of contact: Small 
pieces of crystal, slightly blunted 
rather than too sharply pointed, 
will be found to give the best 
results, and crystals of -.varving 
degrees of bluntness shotld be 
tried. - 

June. 1925 - Tint \VI1rI.Ess CONSTRUCTOR 

perpenalcular to eacn otner. joe - - 

majority of iron pyrites is-sensitive Toni Mix; the famòus film star, is here seen with his horse Tony: 
at almost any point on the surface; Tom Mix spoke recently from 2L0 when millions o1 listeners-in 

.5 
although, of course, the relative heard his impressions of England. 

- 

-- -.-: S. . 

In tue "Iron Pyrites" detector, in contact with a crystal of zincite, Zincitc is a xnineial of charac- 
a gold point makes contact with a the natural oxide of zinc. This teristic reddish-brown colour, foupd 
selected crystal of iron pyrites, the. type of detector is exceedingly in unique deposits at Franklin 
natural disulphide of iron. In sensitive, and is easy to adjust. Furnace, New Jersey, U.S.A., in- 
general, this detector is very re- The crystals are mounted separately tiinately associa'.ed. with a riimber 
liable, and when the pyrites is in metal cups either by clamping of rare minerals, including th black. 
carefully selected the highest sen- 
sitivity is readily obtained. The 
crystal is usually fixed in a metal 
cup by means of Wood's metal, 
and the gold point, carried on a 
silvei . U-shaped spring, is pressed 
into sensitive contact and adjusted 
by means of a screw. Metallic 
antimony is sometimes used in 
place of the gold point, with in- . 

creased sensitivity. 
I 

. 

A Common Mineral 
Pyrites is a common vein'niineral, . 

very widely distributed and often 
found associated with other 
minerals which have found applica- ' 

tion in wireless, such as copper 
pyrites and, galena. It is pale j 

brass-yellow in colour, and has a 
splendent metallic lustre. It is 
readily distinguished from copper . 

pyrites (chalcopyrite) by its paler 
colour and by its hardness, being 
scratched by the steel blade of a 
pocket knife only with great diffi- 
culty. The massive material is 
usually met with, but definite 
cubic crystals and pyritohedrons 
are not uncommon. The faces of . 

the cubic crystals are usually - 

striated in a 'characteristic manner, -. 
the lines on adjacent faces being 

/ 

>J 

r' 
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Many Theories - 

Many theories have been ad- 
vanced from time to time to explain 
the rectifying properties of crystals, 
and it would appear that their 
nctioa depends priacipally upon 
variation of resistance with tem- 
perature, aad the production of an 

ticulars of how to build a 
NINE VALVE SUPER- 
HETERODYNE, by John 

Scott-Taggart, F.Inst.P. - 

BUY YOU!? COPY. NOW! 

- -' 

of zincite, or iron pyrites, until all 
the possible points on the surface 
have been thoroughly tested. In 
the end your labours will be re- 
warded by the discovery of some 
sensitive spot which far exccel 
your expectations. 

in igneous rocks ana as a secpniary 
deposit in enriched copper veins. 
The best specimens for wireless 
purposes come from Chili and Peru. 

Copper pyrites, or chalcopyrite, 
i brass-yellow iii colour and often 
tarnished to bronze, or iridescent. 
It is the most common ore of 
copper, and occurs widely distri- 
buted in the form of metallic 
veins throughout the world. The 
freshly exposed surfäce of the 
massive mineral is preferable as 
a contact point when used vitli 
zincite. The natural faces of the 
tetragonal or sphenoidal crystals, 
which are by ho mea us rare, 
do not appear to be generally 
sensitive to the same extent as 
fractures. - 

They call it "Wireless ! '' How zadio has captured th 
Fulham Road, London. 

fumite and regular manner. Ijuider 
the influence of wireless waves the 
molecular forces within the crystal 
are probably put under a certain 
amount of strain in one direction 
or another. 

Different Efficiencies 
Crystals of the saine material 

Build a Superheterodyne 

The May issue of "Modern 
Wireless" contains full par- 

the point where several interfacial 
edges meet to form a solid angle 
is generally found to give the best 
results, with clearness apd maxi- 
inumn strength of signals. Of course, 
in a crystal fragment, it is not 
an easy matter to discover such 
a spot by mere observation. In 
testing, therefore, à large number 
of points all round the crystal should 
bc carefully examined in turn, 
working systematically over the 
surface in accordance with some 
plan based upon the shape of the 
fragment. Never discard a piece 

found at right angles to the cleav- of symmtry. This external sym- 
age, and not oli the actual cleavage nietryis relly a natural expression 
planes. Such points fnust be care- of the internal structure, or of the 
fully sought out by systematically arrangement of tite crystal mole- 
examining the whole surface of a cules. The act of crystallisation 
crystal. Unfortunately, zincite is is probably due to the operation 
not a very liard mineral, and is of definite attractive and repulsive 
liable to crumble away at the point forces among these molecules, and 
of contact. It is also liable to results in the formation of a solid 
become insensitive - by the close assemblage in which molecules 
proximity of transmission dis- arrange themselves in some de- 
charges, and if therefore used on 
a receiver near transmission appa- 
ratus, the detêctof should be short- 
circuited while transmis,sion is in 
progress. 

Bornite 
Bomite or purple copper ore, 

which is mostly used in conjunction 
with zincite in the perikon detector, 
is easily recognised by the charac- 
teristic purple and blue tarnish 
acquired by freshly exposed sur- 

It is a massive mineral, 
brownish-bronze in colour when 
untarnished, and is ali important 
and widely occurring ore of copper, 
found as a primary constituent 

insensitiVity. is merely due to the 
nature of the contact area, since 
fresh fractures may be found quite 
sensitive immediately they are 
tested. In other cases, the surface 
qf tIte crystal may only be sensitive 
at partiu1ar spots. 

Crystal Faces 
In a perfect crystal, where tite 

natural faces are clearly defined, 

gianular, with sometimes a lami- 
náted structure showing distinct 
cleavage. The quality of the 
zincite usually found in Perikon 
detectors is vert inferior. Some 
crystals, apparently, have no really 
sensitive points, but there are 
specimens to be obtained 'thich will 
make sensitive contact at prac- 
tically any point. Crystals .foutid 
to give poor results should be 
fractured to expose a new surface. 
Tite most sensitive points are to be 

exhibit unilateral conductivity, that 
is, they show preddminating current 
trinsmission in one of two possible 
directions, but the tfue mechanism 
of this phenomenon is still sur- 
rbunded by considerable mystery. 

Unquestionably the internal 
structure of crystals determines 
their relative sensithencss towards 
wireless signals. Crystals are poly- 
hedral solid bodies bounded by 
plane- faces mutually arranged in 
accbrdance with some definite plan 

better than others. This is niore 
especially floticed w'hen. the natural 
faces of the crystals aie tested. 
The direction Df the current within. - 

the crystal and the position of the 
contact point largely determtiis 
the effectiveness in a perfect and - 
symmetrical crystal. Many of the 
crystals used in detectors of the 
perikon type, such as zincite, 
bornite, or copper pyrites, will be 
found quite insensitive if casually 
examined, Iii lnaliy cases this 

TITE WIRELES CONSTRUC1 - . June, 2( 

franl4inite. and the yellow - green-. iiicreae fdecrease in.temperature-shov -wide - variatioft---i--- their - 
willemite, - and .òcèasionally em- (Peltier effect) together with a efficiency as rectifiers or detedors. - 

- bedded in 'dalcite of a slightly pink certain amount ,of thermo-electror It will alwa be found that certain 
colour. It is generally massive or motive force. All crystals cdtainly parts of afticular crystal àt 
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Lb_ 

mica and heavy gauge tinfoil ensuring long life and perfect satisfaction. 
The Condenser is one of the guaranteed products of the firm of Messrs. 
L. McMicbael, Ltd. 

¡ S.. 

PRICES. any value. PRICES, any valua, 
0.0001 F to 0.001 F jounted on ebönfte b 

1/9 each. with terminals. 
0.002 l' to 0,01 F 

- v to o.øoi ' 

. 2)3 each. 2/9 each. 
(Two clips are supplied - 0.002 to 0,01 F - 

with each condenser.) 3/3 each. 

Obtainable uiom all dealer3.,. 

I 

the salvaged portion reached London, the underwriters sold it by 
auction, and as a matter of interest we obtained samples of our 
consignment, and upon examination and practical tests òf the 
MJ Fix-ed Condensers, 'which had been under water for some 
considerable time, they gave the same perfect results as thoe 
obtained under factory tests before shipment. 

This remarkable occurrence gives even further proof of the 
efficiency and durability of JR Fixed Condensers under con- 
ditions more stringent than any ever likely to be imposed upon 
them by thei inclusion in your receiver. 

Only the best materials ar'e used in 1} Condensers; high-grade ruby 

- 

1 

7 
, 1 

 .. 
Out of the depths J ! I 

The S.S. Port icholson, while on a voyage from England to - 

Australia, encountered extremely heavy weather, and -during -- 

a gale was driven on to a reef. The ship sank, but a portion 
of the cargo was eventually recovered. This included a valuable - J . 

consignment of wireless apparatus from Messrs. L. McMichael, Ltd., 
to their Agents in Melbourne for the Australian Market. When . 

s 

tt4.s tP . t t! 'i 1p .,, s. .. s /4 t' 

ç 

t w#'ft.v w 
'4 

-i 
-.---' £ 

I I ____ 
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Ormond Low Loss Condensers 
[SQtJARELAW.1. ... 
0RMONrJ '. . - 

. 

NEW departure in . . 

OMOND British Condenser . 

design, giving the fol- I 
,,. j 

lowing avdantages:- 
. 

»,., 
(e) Practically negligible 

ORMOND losses - 

(2) One-hole fixng-oae 
*diam.holeisueeded ..- . 

ORMOND .-.-.s, 

pIaes of stout aluini- - 

i:iuin, perfectly fiat. 

t (.) Fixed vanes supportei \ 
by " ebonite strips. \, -, 

(5) Smooth action; \-- t 

spindle tension is 
maintained by a - 

- 

specially designed 

- 

OMONOE (6) Movingvanes a.id end 
W,fle Y 

potential. (1 2 5 ) -r Caa1ogue. 

() One-piece knob and . . 

dial-supplied loose. QN - - -- - 
OMON Secured by4 B A Set REQUEST 

- ORMOND 

OPMOND 

ORMONQ 

ORMOND 

ORMONDI 

'ORMONO 

ORMOND' 

ORMONOt 

ORMONO' 

- rHE WIRErESS COYSTRUCTOR June, 195 

TWENTY- FI VE YEA R S MANVFA crup/Nc EXPERIENCE 
i 

12JJ EMi EjD O ©JJID Pi L 

1OR MOND, 

:;:. Clerkenwell,E.C1 

ORMOND ORMOND ORMO RMON D . 

lu replying lo adveriers, please inenllou Tu \Vrnzijss CoxsTnucroR 

' 

hi cnden r is With See ¡he I,,speTçlion Labe! on eDecy Condenser ,.' t 

ORM0ND Terminals and ca be suïplied Supplied in the lollowing sizes:- We specialize in turning Brass OM0ND' 
with or without Vernier as Size. Price with Vrnier. Price without Vernier, and Steel Screws and Machined 
desired .00025 ... 8/' 

Parts and Accessories of au 
... . 6/6 descriptions. 

There is no variation In price. 000 .. 9/- ... 7/6 AliCheques and Postal Orders 
the prices being the same as 

RMOND our ordinary Squre L z Con 9 6 8 
should be crossed and moda 

The Ormond 
106 9 rinCo ORMOND 

L 1 
THE BEST 

- 

ME4NS 
j 

Tel;razns - 
j PENTON VILLE RD. ' ORMONDENL 

n iTD1 A1fl1T1fl' 
L5.. Faclori.- iIi elhie?Th 

IVilishin Street. -. - . - - CLERIÍEN WELL 
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- - - - - -----, ----- ---------'---_-- ----- - 

broadcast opera, a storm of dis- all the liigh-brow classlcs foisted he is really fighting Siegmund in 
approval was evoked; I fancy upon them in place of the melodies helmet, armour and spear-armed, 
that when a vote was taken a and stories found in opera. instead of being clad in eon- 
little later in the year, tite per- ventional attire singing before the 
centage of operatic listeners-in was The Power of 1naginatlon iicrophone. 
found to be only 4 per oent. To-day, Naturally, imagination niust play Mr. Allin has, indeed, one of the 
owing to the continued co-operatiofl a strong part, for no matter how finest of bass voices, and whether 
of the B.N.O.C. and the "Old familiar be the story or even the a Hunding, Arkel (in "Pelleas 

C - 77 -- 

of the British National Opera 
Company at Covent Garden, "Tue 
Magic Flute " was broadcast, this 
being the first occasion in which 
opera ws transmitted by wire. 
less. According to Mr. J. C. W. 
Reith, there were surprisingly few 
hitches in the subsequent experi..' 

though occasionally errors 
would be 'caused iii time, one being 
the occasion of a character coi'- 
tinning to sing his aria after he 
liad been announced as killed. 
Of course, at the first prposal to 

i 

I 

i 

William Anderson as the King 
in. "Aida." 

to-day would gladly dispense with 

Covent Garden, and was probably 
echoed by the still vaster audience 
which extended as far as Madrid 
and Christiania, To-day it would 
be picked up all over the world. - 

Clothes and the Audience 
There is another factor about 

opera that appeals both to the 
ear and to the eye, and that is its 
standard dress. One can feel more 
in sympathy with the "Hunding" 
of Mr. Norman Allin in Wagner's 
"Valkyrie" when we know that' 

I, 

i - 

I 

Mr. William Michael as "Marcel ' 

in "La Bohème." 

IT is not so many years since a 
well-known opera producer an- 
nounced' that lie had had a 

most successful sasoii, and liad 
- only lost £200! 

Since, then a battle lias been 
waged every season to redeem this 
most important section of music 
foni its position as the " Ciii- 
deella" of the Muse, but it lias 
.-_.-.,-,:..1 .,.. a-1,,, t,...-,,1 

Vie." Company, the percentage 
would be a very high one. Pre- 
vious to this, the high price of 
seats and all the accompanying 
expenses entailed precluded the 
support of the great bulk of the 
public, that very public which 

j 

ICJJLttLUflL LUI LUC 1)IÌLIbU - - 

casting Company to- take opera - 

v illy-nilly into the homes of petpie 
unable or, in many Ñses, un- -. 

willing to hear it under its normai' 
conditions. . .. 

Time First BrQadcast of Opera 
Very early in its - career tite 

company made tite experiment, as 
far back, indeed, as January 
1923, when, with the co-operation 

1lj 

Miss Gertrude Johnson, a well- 
known operatic star. 

music itself, tite loss of actual 
vision detracts front realism, and 
perhaps for titis reason alone tite 
broadcasting fron the studio is 
not enjoyed so uttichi as 'lien heard 
front the stage itself. The pre- 
liminary hum of tite audience, yes, 
even to tite coughs in winter time, 
the tuning of the orchestra, and, 

- most of all, the applause of the 
unseen audience, all add to the 
illusion and enjoyment of opel-a at 
home. \Ve are not likely to forget 
when the above companies gave us 
a chance of hearing Melba herself, 
tnd most of us will always re- 

- member the thrill caused when "La 
Bohème" was being performed, 
and the announcer said "Mimi 
now enters.' Tile applause which 
greeted Melba at the close of that 
açt lasted for five minutes in 

I 

June, 1925 - TILE \VIRE!,ESS CoTtc'roR 

ThBroadcast. Opera 
THE ARTISTS iN i 

THEI& RÔLES 

B9 "CARRIER-WA VE" 

J 
Opera Las become one of the most 

J 

popular broadcast programmes, and 
j in this article cur contributor Iel!s 

us some very interesting things about \ 
the well-lnown operatic stars and \ 

their rôles 

A 
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veloped and his - 

May Blythe is 
first operatic A scene from "Hugh the Drover." John the Butcher (Frederic one of the most 
performance was ,Cohlier' is "knocked out" by,.Hugh (Tudor Dvies). popular of 

,73S 

- I 

Robert I(adford. 
Mr. Radford, besides being a 

director of the B.N.O.C., has 
niacle equally famous his rôles in 

Faust," "Tannhuser," " Mar- 
riage of Figaro," as Pognor in 

The Meistersingers," and his 
favourite comedy part, Osniin in 

Il Seraglio." 
In sonic early 
iccollectious,Mr. 
Radford admits 
that lic was by 
no means a 
second child 
Handel to prac- 
tise by stealth, 
indeed, his own 
earliest reflieiii- 
brance is at nine 
years old, put- 
ting the clock 
forward w lic u 
sentenced to a 
daily half-hour 
of scales. Butin 
later years, when 
he took up a 
musical career 
in real earnest 
at the Royal 
Academy, his 
bass voice de- 

Miss Edna Thornton as "Delilah." 

veritable god of wrath, to Amfortas, 
Wolfram, Tonio, the Wizard (" The 
Perfect Fool "), to Kurwenal, andy 
all of them magnificent character 
studies and marvels of detail. 11e 

\\'lien we turn to tue uguter 
operas we find some fine feminine 
stars, including Miss Beatrice Mir- 
anda, who, like Florence Austral, 
Elsie Treweeke, and Gertrude John- 
son, is an Australian, and a most 
versatile singer, lier parts ranging 
from " Santuzza," in " Cavalleria 

Rusticana," to 
the great Wag- 
nerian rôles, ànd 
particularly in 

Alda" (Verdi). 
Miss Edima 

Thornton is best 
known to us for 
her "Delilah," 
though very 
close in favour 
are her "Freia" 
and "Azucena." 
In tIme ever 
popular "Tanmi- 
häuser," we have 
Miss Elsie 
Treweeke, as 
the temptress 

Venus, "though 
she can become 
an eqi.ially 
effective Witch 
in "Hansel and 
Gretel." Miss 

ThE \VIRELFss CONSTRUCTOR - 

as the Commendatore in Mozart's 
"Don Giovanni;" at Covent Carden, 
with Haus Richter conducting. 
To-thy there is not a principai 
bass rôle in which he 'has not 
achievéd a triumph. 

The Wagnerian Opera3 
Considering that not fifty years 

ago Wagner's music was held up 
to scorn by the admirers of tite 
Italian school--indeed, Signor Tito 
Mattei used to call "Tannhäuser 

cat's diama "-it would surprise 
many that a recent plebiscite 
resulted in the list being headed by 
"Tite Meistersingers." 

Mr. Robert Parker is perhaps Lest 
known for his interpretation of 

Hans Sach "in this opera, though 
his r,óles range from - Wotan, a 

19Q5 

A well-kncwn operatic star, 
Miss Beatrice Miranda, is here 
seen as Santuzza in "Cavalleria 

V 

Rusticana." 

V and Melisand "), Guinemuanes in 
V 

" Parsifal," or Mephistopheles in 
Faust," he is for the time being 

V 

literahl7 living the part. He is 
rightly included in "The Big 
Four" of the bass contingent, time 

V 

other V members being- William 
V V Anderson, Frederick Collier and 

Mise Marguerite Davis, who played 
the part of Folly in "The Beggars 

V V Opera." V 

V 

has had ideal support front Miss 
Miriam Licette, one of tite most 
beautiful of V' Evas," Constance 
Willis as Maddalena, as well as 
Robert Radford for Pogumor, and 
Tudor Davies as the V \Valthmer for 
the famous Prize Song, and also 
Walter \Viddup. 

The Lighter Operas 
V 
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always acclaimed. . 

- . Mr Sydney Russell lias been 
responsible not only for his own 

- singing, especially in tite modern 
- - "Gianni Schicciti," of Puccini, but, 

for his production of operas for 
studio purposes for the B.B.C. 

William Anderson plays all bass 
rôles with equal facility, but is 
especially successful in " Aida," 
while another popular figure is 
J oseph Farrington, who is, perhaps, 
best known as the King in Daine 
Smyth's opera '' Fête Galante." 

"The Beggar's Opera I 
't 

Turning further 'afield, we have 
- Miss Marguerite Davis, the charm- 

ing heroine of "'rIte Beggar's 
Opera," which was -also broadcast 
front tite Lyric, Hammersinith, 
with such successi and Miss Mary 
Lewis, as the dainty Mary, in 

- 
" Hugh, the Drover." - -' 

All these parts have been taken 
, Doris Lemon and Raymond Elhs 

June, 1925 - THE \VIREI,ESS CONSTRUCTOR 

- _ 

' go from Beckmessr, in "The by various artists o - the opera, 
- 

¡j :-- - Leistersingers," to Marcel, in " La companies, but one thing is celtain; 

g 
--U' Bohème," with equal siucothiness the dresses renmin praically te 

- 
- and power, while his Aiherich is same, so that no mazcer w whom 

 Mr. William Michael is another rccei ved. Be kind te your loud 
ne character actor. 1I is able to Fran! Mrings as Otlicl!o. .. sptakcr and it will be kiad to you. 

- 
- - 739 - -- 

- .--- ------- 

L 

I' 

Mr. Norman Allia, who is here seen 
as Hunding in "Valkyrie," has one 
of the finest bass voices in Opera. 

broadcast artists, and she lias been 
heard in every róle, from time 
Mother in Iltunperdiuck's opera to 
Siebel, in " Faust." 

As time " Perfect Fool," with a 
one-word part, Mr. Raymnomid Fllis 
acts admirably, but from vocal 
standpoint, lie is best in such 
plays as the Mozart operas, 
'-' Marriage of Figaro " or "The 
Magic Flute" 

Andrew Shanks, too, is known 
f or his parts in these operas, his 
Count Almaviva amid Sliapless have 
been heard again and again. - 

Othello -: 

Perhaps the most famous part of 
Frank Muhlings is that of Othello. 
He is supposed to be the counter- 
part ot Tamagno, for whom Verdi 
wrote his opera. Certainly to hear 
!ullings run the gamut from tedér 

love, to suspicion, anger and frenzy, 
to that last terrible cljniax can be ms 

well enjoyed by ear as by eye. 
l'ew artists reach greater dramatic 
heights. His Rhiadanies is a person 
of humait thought, l'arsifal time 
' simple youth taught by pity," 
and his parts in "Plmoebus and 
Pan," "Pagliacci," "Apollo," in 
the modern "Alkestis." are ali 
masterpieces of dramatic art. 

Mr. William Michael 

in their 'thud duet" in "The 
- Magic Flute." 

we listen "over tue aether," we cati 
picture ti mcmii in such dresses as are 
worn liete. 

Making the Most of 

Your Loud Speaker i 

(C'ommcluded from 717.) 

_it is wise to try values betwee 
ooi l! and oi F. You will easily 
notice the difference c the size of 
this condenser is increased, and 
when it is too large speech becomes 
munified and the higher musicàl 
uofes are lost. Nearly every make 
of loud speaker requires a different 
value, and those who neglect to 
experiment a little in this direction 
are not giving tite instrument a fair 
chance. The makers, I find, ari 
always pleased to give advice i 
titis matter, and one well-known 

- maker actually supplies condensers 
of approximately the correct value 
for the different types of instru- 

- mnents they manufacture. Lastly, 
don't forget that most loud speakers 
have a means of adjusting the 
distance between the diaphragm 
and tite magnets. TIme diaphragm 
should be adjusted so that it does 
not touch the magnets when th' 
loudest musical passages are being 

1 

H 
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orde. mckel-ploted pas'ta Holder ........ 1/3 3 » s ren eomfort-sble fitting s, LP. Trusssf,,euner . 5 . . i the hi-oil. - Pet Issir, 5-1 ............ 9/U - 43 
.2/il. Post 3d. PiF. IO. Formo Shrouded 18/- 

: :: ..;- 

grsinic Shrouded New ' Di t 3/li Medel .............. 214. Rheosts, .. 45 49 . 51 4 'orino Shrouded ., , .19/- hole fixing . .3/8, 1/4 orrna Open TjI,e . . . .12)0 56 Accnmulatorv. Sen . . p ortlond ............ 12 0 L' t . . ,. fl. ., 

kiiierb'uceaa/siack)2- Manl,eetr , 

to5 I 20/ Standard Fxn- ,,. 4 

CHOKES qnip' ... .. . 
146 

. ' ç' 
i' 

'j'y:t 
Ant,4opacsty SLed si I' 's I . 

eeao tnL) 
65. 2-way Stand 43, 4,31 

'D ter ¿Ir r t 
66 

LI T iSO 

TELEPUNKEN 65. ¡Asaco, 10)401.... 44.. . - 
on e 

i . or 1'/l i ' 

: 
59 

- 

super Selective Seto. l'ldee ........ 2/3 
60 

0.000 to 300,000 Anode Goswn)l ISo ..... lt ..o,.. 

0ntnrprioc., ..... 4/. 71. I 
- 

Ifetmel ............ 1.6 72. I.C.C. tslansbriitge ' el.S' 66 
See List. _L. î. A. a 

73. Encraso LI' ....... 15/- 'i l 
N PARTS 

74, Eureka Grand.... 30- ('3 1 
55. 3-way Corn Vernier 7/6 64 65 
76, Utility Switch. 6 67 

- '.1 
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HUL1À'Ev RYBODY!MS 

(New Oxford Street End) (Close to Princes Theatre) All Po3tal Communication HOUrS of Business at 
7, GrapeStreet,9.30to7,30 

Also at 27, LISLE_STREET W.C.2 to 7, Grape Street, W.C. 2 (cId Sundays) 
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UnieroIlOS. 
77 Raee super 21e- 

These are sisipiy wonderful both in appear 78 T 
toet 

t 

1ok 26 ance and efficiency Every one guarante d °° 
17 

::.:1°3. 
Regal Inductance Switch. Ex- Regal Rheostats 6 

- -. 
issenLF.T.; ..... 166 elusive design with donke arm to or 30 ohms,each 5!- - . 

71 

L180EII X 60 .......... prevent end losses. Last word 
:: :: 

° in switches .. .. 6/6 400 ohms ,, 8/6 . 

7554 200.69 - - 73 
7 100 .. 815 Tower, Durham, Regal, Kelford stocked 72 -j-. 

ENERGO HF. Precise Super Multiformer (four transformers 
mofle) .. .. .. £4176 

Nos 45.2fl0 ...... 43 Dulce Tone to use on gramophone. Simply t 

place needle on vibrating seed .. £2 10 0 
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S. 

S 

S: - SS-- -. SSS S - _SS 

It is really a wonderful little set, 
- and gives résults equal to many 

t'o-valve circuits I have tried. 
A great póint in favour of it is 

its appetite fòr distant stations. 
.One night between 7 p.m. and 

midnight I tuned iii thirty-two 
British and Continental stations 
all at good strength, without the 
aid of thiy, note magnifiers. 

Glasgow. 45 Ini1e âwiy, cálfb 
heard quit. plainly on ah Aniplion 
loud speaker. all over a small room, 

- 
. J 

. 4 M:ster Robert Brittain, son of Sir Harry Brittain,M.P., who has 
been elected wire'ess adviser to his hool at Hrçènden. .. He is 

seen here with sorre of his apparatus. i 

t itr Press. théuits- -' . 
Wishing your papers evéry suc- HAVEYOU MI)E - 

V'ours faithutilíy, Write and t11 ìis-abt youi . - 
- R. G. MuRRAY r su1t . - 

. .; - - 
Biggar, Lanarkshire. C 

I 

the two valves, and grid-bias ou the American broadcasting on every 
second. Valves 2 BSTH., B6., 
Idèal voltage reflex valve 39, 
choke 96, with 4- Neg grid-bias. I 
am- much obliged to you for tl 
article. By the way, the first unit 
has a Success transformer. I am 
nearing the end of a long illness, 
añd am still iii bed, where I have 
done most of time work. f. 

St.-Albauis. J. H. KzTTo 

Yours faithfully, 
G. BoUsrIF:r.D, 

MB., B.S.Lomìd. 
Denmark hill, SE.5. 

- THE MARCE SINGLE - VALV 
RECEIVER. 

S 

SIR,-As you request readers 
" to write about their *esults, 1 aiim 

- writipg to let you know the success 
I am having with the .sharp- 

- 

tuning " single-valve set described 
by Mr. Ratte iii the Mardi number 
of-THE \VIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR. 

THE CHOKE AMPLIFIER UNIT. 

SIR,-I have made up the 
choke amplifier described by Mr. 
J. W. Barber in Trn WIRELESS 
CONSTRUCTOR of April. I have 
tacked it on as a second stage 
of. L.F., the first being reflex 
(Scott Taggart, No. 74). The com- 
bination is excellent, and the choke 
unit gives the extra volume and 
purity to make Chelmsford quite a 
pleasure on the speaker. In the 
chbke unit I have used the Success 
coil-a 'or condenser, and aLissen 
variable grid leak. It is curious, 
if not rather significant, that the 
amount of leak in operation appears 
to make but little difference 

The combination is fat superior 
to two transformers. I have used 
two square law condensers- R .1., 
P.M. detector-senarate H.T: to 

and by adding a single-valve 
amplifier perfect loud speaking can 
be obtained. 

Brussels, 500 miles, and Madrid, 
i,ioo miles, both come in at good 
'phone' strength on the straight 
circuit. 

This morning, between 2 a.rn. 
and- am., I tuned in KDKA on 
326 metres, and WGY Ofl 380 
metres, speech and music being 
quite strong and clear at times. 
Then, later, I hooked on the one- 
valve amplifier, and heard four 
other stations, but. wasunable to 
get their call signs, as the coti- 
ditions were not good and signals 
faded badly. 

I have added a Watmel variable 
grid leak of 5-5M12., and I think 
it helps in tuning distant stations. 

I thay say that I have received 

"A SIMPLY-MADE SINGLE VALVE 

RECEIVER." 

SIR,-I thought it might interest 
you to know that X have made the 
"Simply-màde Single ValveS. R& 
ceiver" as described by Mr; Percy 
W. Harris in the December number 
of TUE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR. 

It is far the best single valve 
set I haire heard, extraordinarily 
clear and.pure in tone. 

I live 20 miles north of London,. 
and get 2L0 too loud on four pairs 
of phònes. Chelnisford, too, needs 
a lot of toning dowir. Birmingham, 
Belfast and Radio-Paris 

. 
come 

through quite well. 
I have also had Petit Parisien. 

and Madrid. 
Yours faithfully, 

TIlE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR Juiie 1925 

II!' 

''°hII 
I 

IIllHIll _'4i-- _ 
IQ p. I_____ 

II II W 
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H. 

fl H.P. TRANSFORMERS, NEUTRODYNE UNITS 
- -. . . 

SUPERHETERODYNE COUPLERS 

No. 00 80150 metr. No. 2 5501,20O metres. 
No 0 150-300 ,, No. 3 I,1003 000 ,, - 

t U - 
No. 1 300-600 ,, No. 4 2500-7,000 ,. 

. 

- 

). . All . Wavelengths: Price 10/- eLch 
The complote St in Casc Nos. 00-4 ... ... 55/- ft Neutrode Circuits (Bradcast WavelengtL) 

[JJ - 
Specify No. A.6 ... ... ... ... 10/- 

E-- 
- OBTAINABLE FROM ALL DEALERS 

-' 

- - -. - . 
- Write, for illustrated 8page Folder on the uses and 

-9 - ", U - - advantages of kaff) H.P. .Transforniers 
. - . . . . - -. - - The Transformer that made High Frequency 

L 
Supplied matched if re7uired and specified when ordering 

i.; X - -- : 

- Amplification Popular" . 

i'.: 

- ': .. J- 
2 /__ 

--- i_ 

June, 1925 - THE WIRELESS coNsTRuCTOR 

Long Distances 
ft HF. Transformers will bring in those elusive X 

distant stations on your receiver and at the same 
j "' time give you clear undistorted music and speech. 

The construction and design of the H.F. 
Transformer is unique. Every part, where losses are 

-. likely to occur h:s becn subjected tocarefu1reserch, - fl \ 
\\\\\\ - the results o! which cnsure their entire elimination: N 

i 

\\\\\\ The principle of carrying the windings, alternately primary 1LJ 
and secondary, in insulated divisions, is not simply to 
please the eve, but to defeat that enemy of sharp tuning, 
self capacity, threby enabi ng distaút stations to be ft brought in. 

I 
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CossunoellV&txs' 
THE ONLY DULL -EtTTE R VAL'VES SOLD IN S'EALED BOXES 

Adve'iscnzr,it nIA. C. Cossor Led., ¡Iighbury Grove' N.5. (.iUert Ad 239 

744 In teplyivg io athcthsers, please mention TIlE WIRELESS CoSTRtcToR. 

S - - 
- 

t. 

other Dull Emitter. 

Technical Data: 
Filament voltage, 1'2 to 1'8 
Fil, consumption, '3 amps. 
Plate voltage, 20 to 80 

Prides: 
'IY For Drtoetor or 

". YV . L.F. Arnplitrr 

W.2 
Coption 

ii 
18/ eb : 

°W R i Corrropod. 
in.' IO W.1 

2O/.i 

b/ 
11T r 

Bright Emitter we should not be doingour duty if the Wuncell 
carried the risk of fragility or lack of efficiency in the hands of tue 
inexpert. 

The Wuncell Valve is a long-life valve for two reasons-(a) because 
its filament glows only at 800 degrees (a dull red heat almost 
invisible in daylight, and (b) because its filament is essentially as 
robust and as stout as in any standard bright Valve. 

Naturally this special filament is not an ordinary type of coated 
filament. It is manufactured under a prócess which is exclusive to 
the Wuncell. 

That the Cossor policy of placing long life before current consump. 
tion is right is proved by the wave of popularity the Wuncell is 
enjoying. On every hand there is unmistakable evidence of public 
appreciation of its sterling qualities of greater sensitiveness, absolute 
reliability, and exceptional purity of tone coupled with an entire 
ahsenee of microphonic noises. You'll endyour search for an' 
ideal Dull Emitter when you try the Wuncell. 

order to try Out Dull Emitters. 
There's a better way than that 
with Wuncells. You can choose 
Wuncell W.R.1 or W.R.2 (see 
below) and use it at once along. 
side your other Valves. It has 
a special resistance within its 
base which enables it to function 
from a 4- or 6.volt accumulator. 
When all your bright Valves 
have been replaced by Wuncells 
you can short-circuit these re- 
sistances by means of the screws 
provided and alter your accumu- 
¡ator to give 2 volts with a 
greatly increased capacity. 
This advantage is found on no 

No sensible man ever spent ninepence to save sixpence, yet.that is 
exactly what you are doing if you choose your Dull Emitter on 
filament consumption alone. Current consumption, generally 
speaking, is influenced by the diameter of the wire used in tite 
filament. The thinner the wire the less current it will consumc. 
But obviously there is a very decided safety-limit, and a Valve that 
will give a tolerably long life in the hands of a careful laboratory 
worker would certainly not last long in the rough-and-tumble of 
everyday Broadcast reception. - 

The Cossor Wuncell Valve has been designed with a true realisation 
of the part it has to play in the hands of the average wireless 
enthusiast. In view of the immense popularity of the Cossor 

j sumption necessary for a Dry Battery means a whittling 
- down of the filament to thc point of ragility. Secoùdly, that if i 

multi-valve Set is used, large and expensive dry cells must be 
- purchased to cope with the heavy current demands. It is not 

- - - -. surprising, thereforc, to find that prominent wireless engineers ansi 
experts attached to the various wireless magazines are wondering 

\Vuitcel i exclusive whether the price they are paying for the convenience of Dry - 
Batteries is not out of all proportion to their advantages. advantages featured: 

TF you own a multi-valve Set - Obviously there are three distinct factors to be considered when ' using Bright Valves you choosine a Dull Emitter; They are (a) first cost, (b) upkeep cost, 
will naturally decline to dis- and (e) l'ength of life. 
card all your present valves in ' 

TilE \VIRELESS COIcSTRUCTOR / S Juie, 1925 

1J!!i1 That low filament 

"i"1-)ì' consumption fetish 
T. WELVE months' experience with Dull Emittei- Valves 

working from Dry Batteries has proved to most wireless 
r 

- enthusiasts two things; first, that the low current coi'- 
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MAGNUM H.F. TRANSFORM- 
ERS Wth Protected Windings. 
The most effietent HF. Trsnn'ormer 
obtainable. (See report in" WlÑleoa 
Weekly,"j 7/- each. Postage d. 
Uosranteecl correctly matched it. 

- perimir. (Postage scI.) - 
No. O .. 150.35ff No. 5 .. 510.1550 

No. O. 250-555 No. 3 .. 1100-3000 
N. I .. 350.650 No.°4 .. 2500-7000 
'Specialty recommende I for su: er 

heterodyne dreuito. - 
- S,ecial s. mdlng for Anlo-Am'leao 
SL referred lo a, Nenstroibme Units. 

Per set of 3, 21'. non4 free). 

MAGNUM TAPPED COILS. 

No. i equirmient to Nos. 25 
35, 50, 7e Plug in Coils, 12, 
No. 2 8quivalent to Nos. 100, 
130, 200; 230 Plug in CoUs, 15/- 

£810 O = 
(Any of the above supplied separately as = 

Carriage and Pack-lug FREE on Retil Orders value £2 
- and over. 

Lead stamp tor illustrated list and set o? leaflets dealing 
with Radio Press Circuits. 

BURNE-JONES & CO., LTD. 
Magnum House, 

288, 296, BOROUGH HIGH ST., LONDON, S.E.1. 
Telephone, Hop ($257. Telegrams, BUJtJOSiAG 
Sadist, London. Cables. ]$UTtJOMAG, JOIDON 
51ail Order l)ept., 283. Borough Highs Street, 
London, S.E.1. 

Trade Enquiriea Invited -. 

An entirely new design. Pro- .-_- 
tects your valves. 5/- per pair. - 

Send for List. 

SUPERSONIC HETERODYNE 
RECEIVERS. 

An Announcement. 
We are shortly otTering epeciahized High 

Grade Components for constructing the 
above type of Receiver. 

These will be Mago uns products carrying 
the guarantee and high standard of 
etUciency associated with the House of 
.3lagnuin. 

Buy Magnum, 
Britajn'a Beat Components. 

to function for any of the reasons of dealing first with the testing of type of set, it being understood 
enumerated the instrument can separate components and access- that the preceding chapters have 
be taken to the Test Department, ones before passing on to the previously been read and grasped. 
and there thé trouble will be treatment of complete sets reduces Altogether, it is a book which 

- located. To riany constructors, the whole procedure of fault-finding no one should miss. 

rI1AGNUM 3 COIL 
' HOLDER. = 

______________________ 
E I A 11M i 

Anode Coils wound and tapped, as used in 
the Simplicity 3 and T.A.T., 8/-, post tree. 

/ Asusedonitadlo t. i GUARANTEED -EBONITE. 
Posa sets, 12/6 = = Panels cut to any size, squaaed apd niatt, 

hL per sq. in.. Construct the 3-Valve Receiver with Split 
MAGNUM 2 COIL E becondary, as described by Mr. C. P. Allinson = PACKETS OF ASSORTED SCREWS, with 

HOLDER = in tins Issue: = nuts and washers, 4/6 per pkt. 
/ = i Polished Mahogany Cabinet, as = 

As used on Rodio Press described ...... LI 7 6 = EBONITE COIL FORMER. 
sets, 9/6 iitett Panel, 16X8X1", drilled ' 10 6 (CROSs TVPE.) 

-. 
t - MAGNUM ANTI- = 

2 Magnum 2-Coil Molders .... 
2 Jackson Sq. Law Condehsers, - 

19 
16 

0 
0 = As used by Mr. G P. Kendall 

- CAPACITY VALVE = 
.0005 

: 
3 Burndept Dual Rheostats 1 2 6 = 3)_ ost free 

HOLDER. = 3 %nt.l-Pbossio Valve Holders 15 0 = COIL FORMER for A.B.C. Wavetrap, cut 
As used on Radio Press = 2 Bretwood Variable Grid Leaks . . 6 0 = from ebonite tube to author's design, 

sets, 2/6 = 3 Jacks .......... 10 6 E 5/6, postage 3d. 
MAGNUM NEUTRODYNE = 

CONDENSER. = 
iPlug ...... 3 6 - = 

A.B.C. WAVETRAP. - 

= i Paragon Fixed ResIstance, O03 2 6 E Complete and ready for use. 

MAGNUM TAPPED E i McÍichael"Fixed Bsistane and E Complete set o components 
REAcTANCE UNIT. ,i = base, .02 - 3 3 E -- for constructing above;' 

Fur repincin H.F. Tranuforni. f o = 7 Clix .......... 2 3 = £2 
ero and eonvort,ug o T. &.'. r E ii Nickelled Terminals, complete 2 3 = s 

ryiw A-HvmngRoMstannius = i Grid Celi ........ 1 9 = - Ty'bt'iIml- ' E 8 Yards No. 16 Scj. rC. Wire .. 
fransfers 

1 E MAGNUM SAFETY WANDER 
mag (arid Leak sM ton,lrourr, . .. = i StBadmo Tress - PLUGS 

mistake in ihe wiring, incorporate 
a defetive component, or expri- 
ence oine other misfortune which 
would completely nullify his time 
and trouble - - 

The constructor has always had 
the sense of confidence. given by 
the absolute gúarantee of soundness 
and dependability which accorn- 
panics every Radio Press design, 
and the Test Department com- 
pleted that confidence with the 
assurance which its existence pro- 
vides that if the finished set fails 

publication, "Wireless Faults and 
How to Find Them" (R.P. Series, 
No. 24, price rs. 6d., or rs. Sd. 
post free), by R. \V. Hallows, M.A., 
Staff Editor, is meeting with a 
really extraordinary reception, in 
view of the short time which has 
elapsed since its publication. 

Everywhere immediate appre- 
dation is being given of the clear 
and lucid manner in which the 
author has treated the subject of 
f aultfinding in general, it being 
quickly realised that his method 

provided explaining the testing 
of crystal sets, single valve sets, 
multi-valve sets and reflex receivers, 
which latter, of course, demand 
somewhat speçial treatment, since 
the symptoms they display when 
even the common faults are present 
are often somew'hat peculiar. As 
a final aid to quick and easy loca- 
tion of faults, at the end -of each 
chapter there is provided a sum- 
marised table which chu be used 
as an aid to memory in running 
through the tests for any particular 

: The latest of the Radio Press Book Series deals with "Wireless : 
Faults and How to Find Them:" Some details will be found below 

o 

- e S e S S S o e S S S S o o. S o S e e o o e e 

'-rHE inauguration of the Radio 
J Press Test Department went 

far to remove the natural hesitation experienced by the 
average constructor when about to 
embark upon a new set, that hesi- 
tation being the result of a feeling 
that perhaps he might make a 

however, the Test epartment 
always seems rather a last resource, 
since to invoke its aid involves 
parting with the set for some days, 
and, moreover, many people like 
to clear their difficulties for them- 
selves. It is not surprising, there- 
fore, that the latest Radio Press 

for the use of a complete series of 
tests f or each type of set designed 
to ilarrow down gradually the 
possible area of the trouble until 
it is tracked down in a particular 
cirouit and finally in a particular 
component seems to be a specially 
time-saviig oné, and is pror 
bably the best method which could. 
be designed for use under tile 
average home constructor's condi- 
tions. 

Complete separate chapters are 

june,. 1925 THE WIREJ4ESS CONSTRUCTOR 

toaprocesswhichcanbefollowed 
quite easily by even the relative 

I 
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- Economic Electric Ld. R-r STREIt. TOTTENHAM COURT R'AO. 

t 10 Fitzroy Square, W.! LONDON 

-\ 
- ' 

: L.C.F. 

74 ¡n replying io advertisers, please mention TuE \VI,Ess CONSThUCOR. ' 
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I, 

a varying number of electrons- held than the others . .Fjiese are out and replacing its detachable 
the tiniest bodies that we know of known as tue dCtaCllahl9 elec1ro,r.,and electron. And the sanie process 
-which are nothing more or less it is byineansof them that currents continues froni end to end of the 
than minute miegative charges of ae able to pass along a wire, wire, the result being that a single 

ANNOUNCING THE MARVELLOUS!! 

fr DEXTRAUDION 
ONLY 

21-3 VOLT 06 

DULL EMITTER 18/- 
ORDEI? TO-DAY! 

J\ NON-MCRONIC VALVE - 

THAT HAS SET ALL THE 
EXPERTS TALKING 

'"' Hypersensitive 
: 

h volume than any other valve, 

-, Ç; 

4? 

BRITISH '' ' AND BEATS 
THE BEST! 

On Sale at Gomages, 
' ¡ Holborn,' and John 

Borker's,Kensington,and 

niost Itigh-class stores, or 
- 

- direct from the patentees 

-. - and manufacturers, 

EIRE ,LESULTS 

UR latest product is undoubtedly 

I \,. 
ever ut 

lilt milt-i1HI absolute supremacy no expense has been 
lllI!ìiilIIIl I II(IfflWI spared. As a rough guide to its can- 
il IlIt.Si1l 1111111 IlIllufflUIffihlill 

struction. it may he mentioned that there 
ii uiiiinn lui iini are 32000 turns of, comparatively heavy 
-"uiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiuiiiuiw-"-' gauge wire (ensuring great mechanical 

- a'rci t:gtntho:ejer 
Itberalinter- insulat ed iron core and hig hly 

The Grelco "Giant « LE. :' scrent4fic design, make an ideal combina- 
tion. Transformer--The Trans- 

former with a Punch t The instrument gives a delightfully 
: mellow and full tone. utterly devoid of 

Ratios 30/- Post 9d. 
and its graph shows a 

i_-6J Delivery by return. So confident are we of its superlative 
merits that we are anxious for ihuse -------------------------------------------------- 

Also Radio Choke similar interested to bring (during Broadcasting 
hours) any L.F. Transformeralong to our - to transformer, but has one 

winding only. Eminently suit- 
- 

showroom, when cornparat:ve Tests will 

i able for reactance capacity be given without entailing any obhgatcn 
W atso er. . 

i 
coupling for distortionleas 

i reproduction. : The wonderful half-page report by Radio 

25/- Post 9d : Fress (' Wifeless Wetkly.'l March 4th) 

As reeomrnended by "TVirelese 
will tell you' more about lt. 

i Wee/lu." Overall dimensions: 3l in. long, 5* in. 
i, high, 2* in, wide. Weight: 3 lbs. 302. 

U'SM WS,: 

ELECTRIc.' dRAFÏON COMAF°. - -, 

which is used in conjunction with 
a variable condenser for making1 

upwhat wè call in wireless a tuned 
circuit. 

To understand properly what a 
coil does and how it does it we must 
see first of all something of the way 
in which an electric current travels 
along a conductor. All substances, 
as you know, are made up of count- 
less numbers of those tiny bodies 
which are known as atoms. Each 
atom consists of a nucleus comitain- 
ing a positive electrical charge and 

the nature of time substance which 
the atoms go to make np. In metals 

DIRECTION OF CURRENT. 

s. 
s-.- 

:o. :o. :o 
A B 

Fig. i.-lllustrating th' passage of 
curre!lt through atoms in a wire. 

there is always one electron in 
each atom which is more loosely 

X, leaes the negative pole of a 
battery in an endeavour to travel 
round a circuit and to get back to 
the positive pole. Electrons repel 
each other very violently. X, on 
leaving the battery at great speed. 
cannons into time first atom which 
lies in its path. This is represented 
by A in the drawing. .The force 
of the collision is such that the 
detacháble electron of this atom is 
driven out whilst X takes ith place. 
The electron released from -' col- 
lides with the next atom B, dri:ing 

yRW HALLO WS, M A,Staff 

[N our April issue we discussed - eiecti:icity. tpon the number and - How Current Flows 
the way in which the condenser -. arrangement of tile electrons in Fig. I ShOWS diagrammatically 
works. This time I want to tile atom depends the nature of how current travels. In -it we see 

talk about the inductance coil the atom itself and tijefefore also what happens when one electron, - 

TH WIRLZSS CONSTRUCTOR June, 1925 
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N 

Ammeters, 65/-. Amp, and Voltmeters all 
ranges. Ohm-mvters, eio. Testing Sets £4 
to £14. Condensers, L.T. to 10,000 y,, 1/6 to 
£2. Call or write for new and enlarged 
catalogue. Po8t free, 4d. 

LESLIE DIXON & CO., LTD., 
9, ColonIal Avenue, Minories, E.1. 

'Buses pass the door. Telephone-Avenue 416 
M W 

?&deJ4 S/! 
MORRIS SOLID .. d' i/ 
OAK STANDARD r IJJ]J 
CABINET WITH l,ef 

LOCKS, a ) 
to lock np any set 

I 

and batteries With 
panel np to 24 X 18 [ 

Sent on appioval II 

Trade su pplied 
* Price carriage paid &'h_ 

and packing free: 
22.wideinidet4 15 
24 ,, ,, £5 O 

3ß' ,, ,, £8 O 

M. VERSIRAETEN. 
(1sept. 20) 

50a, Lord Street, ' 

Obiqinable from AMPLION StocJists and Wireless Dealers everywhere 

THE 

WORLD'S 'I 

STANDARD 
LOUD i ,'WIRELESS SPEAKER 

Patentees and Manufacturers: 

ALFRED GRAHAM & COMPANY 
(E. A. GRAHAM) 

St. Andrew's Works, Crofton Park, London,' S.E.4 

Demonstrations gladly given during broadcasting hours 
((t;- 

IVest 'nd Showrooms; Subitrtass Showrooms: 
25-26, Savile Row. W.1 79-82, Ri6h Street, Clapisam, S.WA 

I4t' / "-i. .àSIb 1/c1 
PICKETTS-AIrE USED FOR SINEST SETS 
Ins slated ogeloet body copacity-an importnnt 
point for tone purity and stroDgest 
signal strength. - 

Estimate, per return post 
Sr,oa fo OSbof Jh7a ., Ljo Pere - 

CABISfET (WC.) WORKS, BEXLEY UKAsE, d.E 

ELECTRADIX RADIOS 
"C" Vulves, Air Force, low lOss, 5/-, 0 for 

24/-, post free (poet at buyers risk). \Wave- 
meters, £4, £5 rond £6. Morse Re- 
corders, £6 lOs. ; Wlieatst-one, £8. Alternators, 
£3 lOs. Valve Transmitters, £3. Spark Sets, 
15/6. R.A.F. Steel Magts, 2/6 per 5 ft. run. 
ReiverE 2-vulve 211, £2 3-valve, Mk.4 
£3 5-Valve, £5 idi.; 7-valve Marconi, £8. 
All prices less valves. Bridges £3 and £51 Os. 
Res. Boxes rnultt-rango standards, i to 2,000 
ohms, l7fd to 50/-. Loud Speakers, 19/-. 
Ebonite horns. 8/-. AC. Chargers, £4 lOs. 
Charging Dynamos £3. Marconi Rounds 
Val%'es, 3/6. Milliammaters, 27/6. Micro 

Load Speaker design it is impor- 
tant to secure the utmost eflhciency 

in every essential detail, but at the 
same time the desirability of an 
attractive ensemble must not be lost 
sight of. 

Without sacricin one iota in the way of 
appearance, the AMPLION has the technical 
advantage of an extended and correctly 
developing sound conduit terminating in a 
radiating or am plifying trumpet occupying, 
together, a comparatively restricted space 
owing to the origination of,the unique and 
now well-known "Dragon shape. 

Let the electro-magnetic element be of the 
most effective type, as that of the AMPLION 
certainly is, it is necessary to employ a 

lengthy acoustic duct of appropriate contour 
to enable the Loud Speaker to reproduce in 
fu!l volume and tone. 

To illustrate the outstanding feature of 
AMPLION "DragonS' design the "New ' - 

Junior-de-Luxe, Model AR 114, ja shown as 
an example. With a back-to-front measure- 
ment of llinchea only, there is afforded the 
equivalent of a "straight horn Loud 
Speaker having an overall length of 211 
inches. - 

No other style of Loud Speaker 
possesses or even approaches the 
AMPLION in the qualities which, in 
association with a suitable Wireless 
Receiving Set, ensure "Better Radio 
Reproduction." 

'r 

' HYDROMETER 
FOR AIL WRELSS 

ACCUMVLtTORS. 

716 t 
The "BEAK-NOT' 
HYDROME FER ja the 
recognised s t a n d a r d of 

qualta' n bottery testers oitd 
should be n the h5ads of 
evey usrr of an accumulator. r 

Buing packed in unbreakable cor- 
ton the Break - Not is the only 
tractiral instransent to keep in th 
tool box wthat fear of damage. 

Liberal Terms to the trade. 

S. GUITERMAN & CO., LTD. 
35,6. Aldermanbury, Loisdop E.C.2 

-s 
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-. 1"BREAK-NOT" YM RAGON"SHAPE 
LBATTERY TESTER 

THE IDEAL 
i An Exblaiìuth6n of iiìzteresi 
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depend upon tue magnitude of tue - ' . . flow of current in a circuit. Further 
current carried by the wire. 'ro prope1y fotiied it ofters io furtlier than this, there is opposition to 

L put lt in other words we may say opposition to the flow of current, any change in the trite of flow. 
that round aiiy conductor which is Opposition if, for example, by zncans of a 
carrying a current there is a mag- But when we switch off, pr.ecisely rheostat we reduce the amount of 
netic field. \Ve must regard this the opposite effect takes place. current, the reduction does not 

- 

- 

geld as a kind of iuvisiblë sleeve - Cutreut dô not immediately fall immèdiately take 'place in the 

S 

- 

-- 

- 

-: - - - S - 

-, S - -. 
S 

curious effect takes place. In Fig. 2 
a simple experiment is shown which 
deinolistrates the effect of tue 
agitation of the ether by electroii 
movements in a conductor. A w'ire 
carrying a fairly heavy current is 
passed through a hole in a sheet 
of paper which is so al-ranged that 
it lies horizontally. Fuie iron 
fihiigs are sprinkled gently oli to 
the paper from a pepper pot. It 
will be found that they arrsnige 
thìe.nselves in cóncentrie circles 
around the w'ire. The number and 
sizes of the circles formed will 

Fig. 4.--A simple analogy which 
explains the - previous figure. 

in under atmospheric pressure, 
giving lip tile gas stored in it, and 
time flame ut the burmier will not he 
extinguished until it lias collapsed 
entirely. -1f we look upon the 
whole length of ali electrical con 
ductor and its magnetic field as a 
collapsible tube through whiell 
current must be forced, ve obtain' 
a good idea of tue effects of the 
"sleeve upon a flow of current. 
Ve may say that, owing to the 

presence of the lilagnetie field, 
there is opposition to both the 
starting and the stopping of a 

Fig. 2.-Iron filings are affected 
by the proximity of a conductor 

carrying heavy cu1rent. 

direct current is flowing, or upon 
ts surface only, as happens during 

the passage of high-frequency cur- 
rents, the ether in and surrounding 
the conductor is affçctcd. The 
motions of the electrons set up 
waves in thern ether an.d a rather 

the maximum rate f currcnt 
cannot pass. To put it in another 
way, we may say that at the 
moment of switching on the build- 
ing up of the magnetic field 
opposes the rise of current to its 
full value. As soon as the field is 

shown, its inductance is greatly 
increased. 

as at a. A few moments later 
the position will be that shown at 
b. Here the bag has expanded 
considerably and the flame has 
grown iii size. At c the bag is 
fully inflated and there is a large 
flame at the burner. The flame 
will now continue to burim quite 
steadily. \Vheii we turn off the 
gas tap the process shown in Fig. 
will be reversed. The bag will fall 

IRON FILINGS. 

.1 

section of the wire, and the dotted 
circles round it represent the field 
of force. At a current has just 
been switched on. The field here 
is quite small. In b and e it 

- 

SHEET OF PAPER. 
grows in size until at dit reaches con- . 

siderable dimensions. Xow the field 
is built up by. energy taken from 
the wire. This means that whcn SPIRAL 
we switch on, the flow of current 
rOufl(1 a .xircuit does not minie- 
diately reach its full value. Part 

- of its energy is utilised in 
building up the magnetic field, and 
until this reaches its proper size Fig. 5.-When a wIre is wound as 

imagine millions upon millions 
entering the vire and the same 
number leaving it and you have 
some idea of what happens during 
the passage of an electric current. 
\Vhen you think of the countless 
colhisiotis, expulsions and replace- 
iiieiit$ that must occur you have 
some idea of the tremendous ac- 
tivity which takes place. 1f the 
current is heavy eiiough the agita- 
tion will be sufficient to make the 
wire white hiot-thiis is what hap- 
pens in the filament of a valve. 

Now when electron activity of 
this kind takes place either in the 
body of a wire, as happens when 

Wupr CARRYING 

\ 

The "sleeve," or magnetic field, 
does not coule iiito being instantly 

WIRE. 
FIELD. 

I,' 
:i t 

back the stored-up energy as it 
ddes só. Unti it lias collapsed 
entirely current will flow in the 
wire. 

A Gas-pipe Analogy 
-:::' ::,' \Ve'can obtain a dear idea of the 

a. h. . 
effects of the magnetic field upon 
the flow of current by means of an 

Fig. 3.-The manner of growth of a experiment vitli a gas burner 
magnetic field aróiind a wire. such as that shown in Fig. 4. 

Between tite burner and the supply 
when a current starts to flow. It pipe we fix up í bag of thin rubber: - 

seems to begin within the vire We iiow turn on tite gas and 
itself and then to form more and apply a light to the huruet. The 
more rims outside it, these rings bag begins to fill, thus absorbing 
continually growing. Fig. 3 shows tite energy from the pressure of - 
this process diagrammatically. The the gas, and the flame at the 
black portion in tite middle of each burner is' at first a very tiny one, 
of the little drawings represents a ., 

- 

Trnz \VIREr,Ess CONSTRUCTOR Jtthe, E1'92 

ectroii entering at one end caues iici snrthuiids he wife though- th zró. TII n1a'gietic field falls - 
a single electron to be driven out out its length. in, so to speak, in the same gradual 
at the other. instead of one electroii Growth of Field way that it was built up, giving 
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. onaenser ana requires no space behind the panel 

Exrlusive Dial-o-denser 
advantages. . ''VERYONE who has examined this revolutionary Variablq 

1. A ,ninimam capacity uf 3 

- 
CGfldLSM declares that its possibilities are enormous. mieromieroferads-thelowet No thicker than crdinary Dial with simple one hole of any .varjale condenser un 

the monet. fixing, it can be used anywhere in the Set in place of the 2. AU vanes-moving andfi xed- - 
totally enclosed and piolen- ordinary type of Variable Condcnser. And because it is a true ted ugumst dirt and dUst - low-loss Condenser it will give better results-lo1d3r signals 3. A gen nine low-loss condenser 
through Iks eliniinatiop «f and more accurate tuning. . 

- oydisation losses. : - 

4. Standard 21-inch Dosi no 
. The Dial-o-densr is a multi-vane condenser with all the advantages thicA:es than an ordinary 

Condenser Dial. - condenser with the minimum capa of the finest standard condenser ,. Permanent contact to morinp city of 3 micro micro-farads. Even and no disadvantages. vanes thade by PiUt«il if you are not a technica' man you armoured connection. 

- - --- -- ---- 

' . 
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No thiéker than a Dial 
--yet the new Dial-o-denser gives sharper tuning 
and louder signals than any ordinary Variable 

THE CONDENSER WITHIN THE, DIAL ".. 
Gß(iert Ad. 699 ¡n replying io advdrlisers, lse men/ion T WILEss cosslaucToR. 749 

- 

PRICES: 
0003 101- 0005 10/- oo 12/6 

PORTABLE UTILITIES Co. 
(JIa1ers of the Eureka Transformer) LTD. 

FISHER STREET, LONDON, W.C.1. 

will appreciate that this is far 
lower than the ordinary variable 
condenser. 

It is extremely low minimum 
capacity that makes the Dial-o- 
denser so efficient-and will \-ery 
soon make it so popular. Consider 
for a nioment-hereis a variable 

A condenser that is fully guaranteed -that Is accurate and cannot alter -that cannot be damaged in use- 
that Is fully protected agaInst dust 
and dampness-a condenser that 
costs no more, and in some cases 
even less, than a standard variable 
condenser wIth thick aluminIum 
plates. 
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I u i Li .ìv 
obtaining, rite direct to:- 

_______________________________ 
C. MOLBACK 

p 

MICROMETER CONTROLS 27, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1 
Telephone: Chancery 8391 - _T__w - 

- In replying to advçrlisers, please mention Tim \ViiisS CONSTRUCTOR. 

- - .- . 
- - - 

I; 

recei vef. 

17/6 
Ask your Dealer 

Write for Descriptive Folder 

MYDAR RADIO COMPANY 

European Manager 

GASTON E. MARBAIX 
169, High Street, Shoreditch 

and 27- 29, Ar.ning Street, London, E.C. 2 

"HO VI MO" 
CRYSTAL VALVE 

SOLD UNDER OUR GUARANTEE 
: Can be used by the merest novice or Child, and once It is set will remain set for all time. 

t WHY PAY MORE? t The annoyance of the catwhisker is entirely 
obviated. Just a turn, and there you are. ONLY That's why wireless, whether derived from 

Crystal reflex set, can become the pleasure il , - 
should. 

, 

3I6 

an ordinary crystal set or the more ambitious 

Don't Toy with Mysteries 
but ask your Dealer 'for a New 'HOVIMO" 

EACh t Crystal Valve, or If there is any diThcty in 

with the panel. Its beautifully etched metal 
c&isc makes a pleasing contrast with ebonite 
panelling, whilst the perfected 8o-i gear 
permits infinitely close tuning with perfect 
ease. A new principle takes up all back 
lash, resulting in a srnot lily operating in- 

strument. Accuratune Micrometer Controls 
easily replace' ordihary dia1s withòut any 
set alterations-just tighten the set.crew on 

the large knob. Fit Accuratune to-day 
and learn the DX possibilities of your 

tion in the " HOVIMO " Crystal Valve 
The nearest approach to permanency fa crystal - 
detection is that achieved by te "HOVIMO" 
CRYSTAL VALVE, due in part to the scientific 
combinaton of rare minerats,which still remains 
a secret, despite frantic efforts for discovery. 
The combination of crystals is not the only factor 
which enters into the efficiency of the New 
"HOVIMO" Crystal Valve. Lt is largely the 
amount of pressure between tae crystals which 
determines the efficiency of detection, and the 
New "HOVIMO" Crystal Valve is the only 
detector which can really claim to have soi 

this problem. - 

THENEW 

To log distant stations 
use this 80-1 

geared díal 
The Accuratune Micrometer Control fits all 
standard condenser shafts and lies flush 

ONE 
PERMANENT CRYSTAL 

DETECTOR 
Imitators have not quite discovered the 
Secret of the Rare Mineral Combhia- 

':" 

!Rpl 

Old-fashioned 

Once 

adjusted, 

inefftcient always 
Detector -- --' adjusted 

THERE -iSONLY ' 

THE \VIRZLESS .CO*STRUCTOH 

Every dial is graduated Ò018O0 

June, 1925 
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In rep1yi;z' io ath'eiiisers, please mention Ti \VmLZSS CONSTRUCTOR. 

, 

_;F --- -, =--.- 

GA. 26l 

751 

t 

Ii 

the disappointing results given by 
many lsome.constructed receivers; 
and no small wonder. 

fhe Fixed Condenser is only a 
small pieceofapparatus-casilyfor- 
gotten, easily responsible for much 
poor reception and plays havoc 
with the performance of other com- 
ponents in your set. 

constructor whnCtO Is 

individually tes te (I. 
The laboratory o f 
Faraday House makes 
this test, and the 
Therla is guaranteed 
within very accurate 
limits of the stated 
capacity. 
Front your usual dealer. 

PRICE: 
0001 mfd. to O0l mfd. 

<i 1/3 each 

002 mfd. to 000 mId. 

2j- each 

Sole Di&rilnlrrs: Tel.: RegulSt '145 

SEL-EZI WiRELESS SUPPLY 
Co., Ltd. 

6, GREEK ST.. LOIDON. W4, und 
20, Old Haymarket. Liverpool 

Barclays 1000 

HE advantage that a Radon Panel confers on 
.1 a Receiving Sot is much more than merely 
adding a gold case to a watch. Rather, s it 
comparable to the addition o1 that delicate com- 
pensating balance wheel mechanism which ensures 
split-second accuracy. 1f you aim at too per cent. 
eEcency for your Set you'll naturally start sith a 
Radion Panel. 'With diats to match. 

black and ssiakoganite. Raa'ton can also ta 
Radio,t is available i,s er different sizes ist - 
suppliai in any special sice. Black íd. per 
square inch, snahsga nile xd. per square inch. 

RA'DON 
American Hard Rubber Company (Britain) Ltd. 
Heat? Oj7ce: 3a Fore Strcet, Depots: oo Velltngton Street, Glasgow. 

ii6 Snow Hill. Birmingham. 
London, E.C. 2 irish Agents 8 Corporation Street, Belfast - 

H 

is 

r 

which we compared with springi- bodies to oppose any cifort to move think of inductance as being the 
ness; cati tve find one for induct- tuent is known as ilrCIlicf Now, electrical equivalent of weight we 
ance ? There is in all bodies at imagine that by putting out all shall find it quite easy to under- 
rest a property which makes theni your strength you overcome the stand how the coil plays its part 

_______________________________ L ThE PANEL DELUxE 

/2iß / -equal to calibrated radio apparatus / The caoacty of every i,rdividual It irä getting the right i Therla Fixed Condenser is testej value that counts lcr __________ 

/ by the laboratory of Faraday so much. ¡'he 'I'herla r,- 
/ House. 1f your pocket veTe deep Fixed Condenser s the 

/ enough wnuld you not always use first fixed condenser 
calibrated apparatus? Think of available to the home 

s 

I 

r ampere in the current, the 
inductance of the circuit is i henry. 
In wireless we generally use the 
microlienry, that is, a millionth 
prt of a henry, as the unit of 
inductance for measuring tuning 
coils; but au iron-cored low- 
frequency transformer may liav 
an inductance value of several 
henries. - 

Inertia and Momentum 
We found, if you remember, a 

mechanical analogy for capacity 

WE/GHT 

Fig. 6. - Inductance may be 
likened to weight in that it will 

control frequency of vibration. 

liaps, but ou can feel that it 
OOSCS your attempt to itiove it. 
To set it hi motion a very great 
deal of strength may be required. 
This property vlidi causes heavy 

day iii a railway goods yard. 
Standing upon the rail is a loaded 
truck. Half a dozen men are 
endeavouring to set it in motion. 
After great efforts they succeed in 
doing so, and once it is going a 
single man can keep it moving 
without exerting any great strength. 
He could not, however, stop it 
by himself. To do so lie must make 
use of'the greater power of tire 
brakes. Now tire quality upon 
which both inertia and momentum 
are founded is mveg1o, and if we 

cannot be fully established uitil thousands of years defying all do so. lt has now acquired another, 
the field has completed the efforts of wind and storms to move property which makes it resist any 

S 
necessary enlargement. . it. Voû plac'yur shOulder against effort to deprive it of movement. 

- .. it and pushi Itgivêsalittle, per- This property is known às ,nomeu- 
t Inductance - 

. 2 SCREWS t:un. We see then that the rock 
This property of conductos TABLE rcø OR NA/IS resisfs both the beginning and the - 

[ 
hichi opposes the starting and ending of all motion just us the 

stopping of current as well as any inductance of a wire oposes the 
change in the rate o flow is .bcginning and ending of a flow of 
known as inductances The dcc- current. - 

trical unit of iiiduètaiice is tile 
henry. When a rir lo*eì-itig SHEET MET - A Further Analogy 
by i vo of the potential takes one \Ve mav se another excellent 

- second to produce a change of illustratibn of this p1opertv any 

I 

June, 1W25 

- circuit it cannot do so until the 
field has collapsed to the appro- 
priate dimensions. in the sanie 
way an increase in the currént 

- TIlE \VIRELEss CONSTRIJCTOR 

resist any effort to set them in 
motion. Think of a heavy rock 
resting upon time side of a hill. 
It lias been there probably for 

inertia of the rock and set it rolling 
down thè hill.' Whàt happcns ? lt - 

gathers speed as it goes, and if 
von tried to stopit you could not 
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¡n replying ¿o adverlisers, please mention Tii \Vw.z11Es coNSTRUcToR. 
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The H.T.C. L.F. Transformer pro- Here is a, really permanent crystal 
vides a new experience in audio Dstector which for the first time in 
frequency amplification. It gives the history of wireless makes "spot 
exepttona1ly good quality repro- searching? unnecessary. Thé H.T.C. 
duction free of distortion. Fixed Detector ¡s Broadcast tested 
Its design contains many unique against a standard of very high 
features to avoid over-saturation of efficiency and of remarkable signal 
th iron core and to reduce iron-core strength. It comprises s- proved 
loases. Lastly, experimenters who mineralcrystalcombination whichheld 
have incorporated the H.T.C. into the Admiralty long distance record. 
their sets enjoy quality reproduction You do not need to search for the 
with a good margtoof power. "hot-spot"-wehavefounditloryou. 

Price 15'- Prices. 
- H.T.C. Fixed Detector .... 3/6 

- Complete with Ebonite Base, 

i Valve Holders for mounting four pin 
- - - I vslvès and the popular Plug-in HF. 

I e - Transformer. These reduce to the 
- i i' '- - I minImum capacity effects at the 

IL.... ¡V H.T.C. Low Capacity Valve Holders - 

valvesand add range to your receiver. 

fi iS (Pat. No. 222.543) 

L-' - 

- ) I Type A (Above Panel) .... 1/9 
rZE - - Type B (Board Mounting) .. 1)9 

J Type C (Below Panel 1/6 - 0:- 4,, - - - - - - - - 
H.T.C. ELECRICAL Co. Ltd. 

r - . Telephone: Battersea 374 
LNOTh Zio 2-25, BOUNDARIES ROAD, BPliA.M 
103HT . SZ-- -- LONDON - - - S.W.12 

Barclays 1110 

FARADAY HOUSE LABORATORY 
TEST REPORT:- 

No. T,5e2'H. 
The gd I leak ,ul,mited Wa, te,td for 

reaiotance et vario,,, pooitiono of ito handle, and 
tSe reoistnnoea m,iej ,iontlnuoo,la from 05 
megohms ta 6s megohm,. 

I I 

- 

. - . - y? TOIHILL OTItEET, WESIMINaTER, sw,1 IIP1 'l"hone Victori,i3171 Gmme: 'Itontfane,. l'ori' 
at tie. L'iD. Alan at 14, ESSO ST., COVENT OARO}.N, WC.2 

- ARE YOU SAFE ? - 

Can you leave your set with the ABSOLUTE CERTAINTY that no 
lighuting, however bad, can possIbly injure it? 
Do not rely on any device which dces not entirely isolate apparatus, ¿md 
which makes a direct circuit from aerial to earth. 

Prov. THE' "AVON" SWITCH 
Patent - 

Yo, - 

4326. AND COMBINED LEAD-IN 
satisfies all these requirements-it is neat and unobtrusive, - and so 
easily fitted. 

SWITCH IS OUTSIDE-where it ought to be. - OPERATES FROM INSIDE--where you ought to be. 
Just a turn of the knob and ' SAFETY." 

Made in three sizes, 8°-4/6; 10°-4/9; iz-5/- 
41 all repuWbie dealers. If any diffiezilty posi free from 

H. C. DAVIS, Vieteri,, Rd., BIDFORD-ON-AVON, Warwickshire 

'a 

see that by dding weight to a the wavelength to which it is the knob of the variable condenser 
spring we decrease the frequency of tuned. Any increase of inductance we increase or reduce the springi- 

- its swings. Now in wireless, as you in a tuned circuit such as that seen ness and therefore tune the circuit 
know, the wavelength depends in Fig. 7, will have precisely the exactly. 

ACTUALLY 
PERMANENT 

with 

louder signals 

(M .7 :th) 
- NEW TYPE VARIABLE GRID LEAK 

1IIIIIII I11ITTÌT I III Here is another SEIPTON efilcient unit. Meghan- PRICE tiiii 
fl [LII" icoI1 perfect sud thoroughly tested by experta to L._ e cure maximum and uniform efficiency. 

3 
1tiaSssuna Silent in operation Constant undcr dlffcrent 
/ - cuttings. Can be calibrated accurately. Iteliabte 

under all conditions. 

to the top of the workshop table by 
means of a couple of screws or 
ijails. Next we depress and reléase 
the free end of the strip. It swings 
up and down fairly rapidly lec,re 
ouiiug to rest. We now lak a 

small weight, and fasten it to the 
free cud of the strip. When it is 
depressed and released as befoie 
ve shall find that it vibrates more 
slowly thaii it did in its original 
unweighted condition. The heavier 
we make the weight the slower will 
the rate of vibratioiis.be. Thus we 

"IL 

CAPACITY 
Sprrngme.ss 

Fig. 7.-An oscillatory circuit con- 
taining inductance and capacity. 

x,000,000 cycles a second, whilst a 
wavelength of j oo metres will have a 
frequency of 3,000,000 cycles. Thus 
the more we slow down the fre- 
quency of a circuit the higher is 

\Ve can see exactly what the us 
of the condenser accomplishes by 
referring again to Fig. 6. In the 
drawing the extreme end of the 
metal strip is' shown fixed to the 
table. In this position it will have 
its greatest springiness, and there- 
fore its lowest frequency, or highest 
wavelength. If we reduce tue pro- 
jecting portion of the strip to half 
its length by fixing it to the table 
at about its middle point, we shall 
lessen its springiness and increase 
the rate of vibrations. By turning 

niously inereased if we wind it 
into a helix (Fig. 5A or a spiral 
(Fig. 5B). Ecery tuning coil must, 
when you conic to thiuk of it, be 
either a helix or a spiral or a com- 
bination of the two. 

Wcight and Inductance 
Fig. 6 shows a simple experiment 

to demonstrate the efiect of weight 
Lipomi springiness. We take a strip 
of thin metal 12 or 15 inches in 
length, and fasten one end of it 

300,000,000, divided by frequency, 
we see that a wavelength of 3O 

metres will have a frequency of 

INO(JCTAIVCE 

- Weight 

4m 
Waveleng'ii and Erequency 

We see nrw' xaèt1y what we are 
doing whiei on changing over from 
21O to 5XX, we remove ne 

'induct ande and replace it 'with a 
lager omme We are additig weight 
to the circuit, thus decreasing its 
frequency and increasing its wave- 
length. We tune the circuit to the 
precise wavelength that we want, 
within the lin+its of the coil in use, 
by means of the variable condenser. 

THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOI June, 

iv a tuned circuit. We must regard upon the, frequency of the oscilla- sanie effect upon the frequency as 
the tuned circuit as containing the tions. The greater the frequency the addition of weight to the 
electrical equivalents of springinèss the shorter is the wavelength, and spring, seen in Fig. 6. The larger 

nd weight. Ativ wire lias induct- i/ce e,,"á. By means of the simple the coil is, the 'greater w ill be the 
anke, but this quality 'is enor- formula wavelength in mettes = wave],ength of the circuit. 
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! 
and of symmetrical design. part to which we wish to refer vi11 atid must have a low impedance 

- - set. Even if resistance capacity large value since it lias to pass 
The instrument is compact or choke coupled, the essential frequencies of the audible range, 

Q . 
remain unaltered, namely, the to them. In practice, t value of 

, (_)ooxcoo arraiigeinent shown in the plate i to 2 F is used iii this position, 
circuit of the valve V. \Vithin and in the unit to be described is 

THE 
average amateur seldom tile dotted lines ou this diagram actually of 2 F capacity. The 

realises that the w'indings is what is known as a filter circuit, value of Cz will, of course, depend 
of telephones and loud- This consists essentially of the upon the type of loud-speaker used, 

speakers are very delicate in nature, choke .Z and 'the condenser CT. and will generally vary from oos 

and timé upon time these are j T lie passage of direct current to or. If the value of this con- 

serted directly into tIme anode through the loud-speaker L.S. is denser is too low, tue tone will 

circuit of low-frequency valves, completely stopped by this coil- tend to be shrill and somewhat 
and often when power amplifiers denser, hut the fluctuating currents tinny, whilst if too high the stage 
are used. In this position not only of " mellowness 

can be passed and does the loud-speaker carry time 
necessary fluetuating current -becoíne "woolly" 

tile resulting signals 
representing. the signals recived, or " fluffy " in -. but also the plate current of 

imature. the last valve. Using sonic To allow jute- types of power valve this steady resting coniparisomi anode current is of. considerably 
high value and will often cause to be ruade as to 

the effect of using a breakdow'n of tIme delicate wind- - the loud -sPeaier ings to take place. To overcome 
this trouble, it is desirable that - . 

witli the choke in 

tIle windings of tile loud-speaker circuit and vmtlmit, 

should be isolated so as merely to '. a two-pole double- - 4 

carry tile necessary signal current throw switch has 
been -incorporated, fluctuations, and not the heavy . 

. and tile necessary direct anode current of tile * 

last valve, To overcome this . 

connections nr e 

difficulty a simple type of filter . . g . 
- shown in the dia- 

circuit, such as that abolit to e - 
- grain of Fig. r. Iii 

described, may be used. -, 

. tuis diagram the 
components are 

J une, 1925 ' -, . 
THE \VIRELss CONSTRUCTOR 

Protectiñ Your 

i Loud-Speaker 
: By JOHN UNDERDOWN 

§ 
Loud-speakers and telephones are expensive instruments and 

it is well worth whale lo safeguard their delicate windings 

by means of the corn pact instrument described below 

---I 

the connec1iou. coutrol purposes C1 is of fairly wheu no filter is used. ' 

753V 

VV = ç V 

The arrangement used 
Referring to the circuit diagram 

of Fig. 2, you will See a transfonner 
coupled stage of low-frequency 

- given the same let- 
A photograph of the back of the pael, showing ters as in Fig. 2, 

the sinile construction and wiring, but it will be scçu 

ainpliflcatioii winch may betakeii representing signals are coinniunica- 
o represent tue last stage in any ted through it and actuate the loud- 

speaker. 'the direct anode current 
0+ supply to the plate of the valve 
i_____________ + - is, however, carried by the choke Z, 

- z c2 
and does not pass through the loud- 

T speaker windings. Thus, by titis 
device, the loud-speaker windins 

- T - 

H merely carry signal impulses, - 
the danger of breakdbwn isbh- 
siderably reduced. The condenser 
C2 is that normally connected 

Fig. !.--A theorelical diagram of across the loud-speaker Tor tone" 

tRat tile connections 
allow, with the switch iii the left- -' 

hand position, the loud-speaker to 
be tried without the filter circuit; 
whilst with t lie switch to the right 
the filter arrangement is brought 
into use. The direct current in the 
plate cicut- of the last valve now 
goes through choke Z, and time loud- 
speaker is isolated as far as this 
current is concerned. Iii practice, 
when heavy output is to be dealt 
with, the latter arrangement usually 
gi'es more satisfactory results than 

-H 
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Or, being 1)ait'd, dou't give wtv to And "btst the lot, but work il that's in it, 

- baiting vithout iitquiring And --what is incre.--yon'1l be a 
Arid yet d'»i'r 1ok too s'ad or And never breathe a w'ri alotit '" fan:" niy son. - 

- 

- deál in whiues: - your jt - - L B. 

754 - 

JVith all apoloies to ou, 

National Poet 

If you cali tune yourset when all 
around you 

Are oscillating, and blaming it on 
you; 

it you can trust VOUT circuit when 
all friends doul)t it, 

But make excases for the scepUcs 
too; 

If you can vait (two nínutes) àid. 
not tire of w'iting, 

Or, being jaummecl, do'm't deal ìÌ 
heterz'dy'ia-, 

I f you can cope with microphone 
and" blaster," 

And treat these two cathstroplies 
the same 

- If you cari bear to see the valves 
bespoken, 

Purchased by others to niake a 
set for fools; 

Or watch the set you gave yoar 
notes for broken 

And start to bii1d auoUieì with 
new-found rules; 

Ii- you cnn make one test of a new 
wiring, 

nd risk a on one tru of switch 
"''andkuob, 

Atol, so transmit, iviren there is 
nothing in them, 

Except your clieek which say3 
-to them, "Go ofl'" 

If you can beAr the " talks " and 
keep your teinîer. 

Or walk with experts, nor use 
the common stuff 

1 neither plays nor lecturers can 
bore you, 

If all pro.s count the sane but 
none enough - 

To fill the unforgiving initiate vth 
ninety seconds waste of carrent 
run; 

\'ours is the wireless earth and 

switch. That used is the Gambrel 
anti-capacity tvp. 

One McMichael clip-iii condenser 
with clips. The value of this con- 
denser will depend upon the type 
of loud-speaker to be used. 

¡ 

Our Mir&òr Poet 
"IF" - 

I - . With the switch in the position 
S ' marked "out" the loud-speaker 

I 

- 
4- 4-,-- 

is correctly connected to the set, 
[4 4 whilst with the -switch in the "in 

position the filter circuit is brought 
Fig. 3.-The drilling diagram. -- into operation. 

If you can build, and ttht inak If you -can force your valves and 
"prints" your master; set and batt'ry 

i you can hear--and not make To serve - their turn long after 
sound your aim; they ite gone, 

i- 

circuit in:orporateu. means of thrèe screws, whilst Fig. 4.-The practical wiring 
- further two have been used as stop di7gram. Follow the switch con- 
so that if desired ail exact copy can pins to allow the, switch contact nections with care. b made to make correctly. 

One ebonite panel matt finish, - 

. 6in.by6in.byin.thick(Paragon, -- - 

Peter Curtis). 
One suitable case to take above 

panel, 6 in. by 6 in. and any 
suitable depth to take the coni- 
patients on the panel. That shown 
in the photograph was niade by 
tue Carrington Maiiufacturing Co. 

One "Success" choke (Beard 
& Fitch, Ltd. 

One 21tF fixed coidenser (T.C.C.). 
One double-pole change-over 

tile xeiepnone tenmnais ox nie set, 
that marked plus going to the -phis 
telephone terminal. This latter is 
always identified by thef act that 
it goes directly to the high-tension 
supply. The loud-speaker is coli- 
nected to the two left - hand 
terminals on time panel marked 

loud-speaker," tite plus of this 
latter being connected to the ter- 
minal marked plus on the right- 
hand side. - - . - 

__________________ 'luts. I- fl - 2 in. 6 BA. screws andnus. 

z C?JJ 
J 

Drilling and Mounting 
No diiìiculty will be experienced 

the panel, as these are all held in 
[: in mounting the components on 

is left inside to carry out the wiring, 

position 

simply by screws through 

T 

the panel, and nuts. Ample room 

and to permit of the condenser 
- across the telephones being readily 

changed. Wiring is carried out 
- 

.. with i6 tinned copper wire, and 
from the diagram no trouble 
should be expeiienced in this part Fig. 2.-The last sage of a low- of the construction. The change- frequency amplier, with the filt& over switch is simply mounted by 

 THE WIRELESS CONSTRUcTOR 

Components Reqtiited Four W.O. type teiinivas 
Iii the construction of the unit uautity of i6 gauge tinned 

- tlie following components were copper\yire for viring 
used; advertisers' names are given Seen 6 BA. . in. screws and 

June, 1925 

Cnrclicns 
To connect the unit to the set, 

the two terminals òn tite left-hand - 
side of the panel are cpnnected to 
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Rubbing : 
. emery clotli.- As regards wood for 'palm of the hand and he finges 

11E business of rubbing down cabinets, some wireless men do Of the two methods the latter is 
the ebonite of panels or their rubbing down in the way the better, though it is by no 
the wood of cabinets is not just described, using glass paper meatis ideal. I have found that 

really a very difficult one, though 
it is apt to l)e rather tedious and 

MANO GRIP " 
a much better tip for finishing 
wood or ebonite is to use a special 

may take a considerable time unless little tool for the purpose which 
- ' ou set about it in the right w a' 7r is very easy to construct iii tue 

Let take first of all the case of / home workshop Its cost is almost 
ebonite panels. Sonic constructors - nothing at ahi, and it takes perhaps 
tear off a strip of emery cloth about half-an-hour to make. Not only 
4 in wide 'md fold it into a pad \ does it render the work easier 
This is simply pressed - by the tMERrcLoT-._. -. BLOCX aid quicker to do, but it also makes 
fingers nuon the surface of the soar for a better surface, and last, but 

'j 

- 
192k Th Wi CONSR 

/ 

rT ÑIÏ//// 
'' / / Rubbing Do Ebonite07 Wood // % 

/ 
i 

Lubricating Tools r - 

: "Faraday Works," LEICESTER. -- . - 

I - ' 'i 
. COLLINSON'S PRECISION SCREW CO., LTD. 

Londofl-25 Victor!a St., S.W.1. Macdonald Road, Walthamstow, Eli. Tel: Walthamatow 532. 
Newcasfle-on-Tyne"Taflgeflt House." Blackeft St. 0 - - 

. Bay'a nil - 

V In ,'e,lying to advcr(ises, t'lease mention THE \VIRELESS COXS1'RTTCTOR. .755 

- .. 

V - 

V 'S 

m1ieriai and vorkecl to and fro. Fig i.-How the panel-finishing by no means least, it enables you 
I am not going to say that )0U tool is made to get more than twice as much 
cannot obtain a good preliminary useful service from a piece of 
surface in this way; you can, but instead of emery cloth, whilst emery cloth or sand paper, as you 
it takes a long time, and it is very others wrap the abrasive round a can obtain either from a folded 
uneconomical the matter of cork, tholding it in plii with the pad or by the use of a cork. 

Se the Self As your dealer 

Capactyfigures 
r 

RIGIDAS -judge for 
below-then try F r 

A MOTOR L yourself. 
¡he coils! f?ç 

\\ 
s ,' 

'ø 

- 
0' 

Do it -Now! 
MAKE voua SET SELECTIVE by using . 

"Tangent" Tuning Coils 
The Unshrouded Coli with the etraordinary 8 

LOW IELF CAPACITY. 

COIL No ....... 25 35 50 75 lOO 150 200 250 
Seit Capacity Le 

Micro-MicrOtar2d 8 9 25 31 22 16 22 22 

Price each ... 4/3 4/3 4/3 4/6 5/- 6/- 
I 

7/- 7/6 

4 Concert Colle (W/L 250 to 1,180) I/- the set 

I 

COMPLETE SETS. 

- 11, Concert Colle (W/L 280 to 9,500) 67/- the set 

GENT & CO.. LTD. 

Tan COLVERN ØRINGS IN THE DISTANT STATIO 

Fit a Colvern -'--.. t- 

Independent \ "\ 
Vernier. 

. \. 

Prcr 
':,,, 

.?;> 

.. t- . '.) '. - 
\, \ 

it gives you 

For the TROPADYNE 
B,,lf,ler, nl eel, resp efhicleet typo leneer yo,,,' Tropa,lyne sviti nei 
of Su;ser.iie'eodyno Recel ver »,isst function anywhere u1,p,oachi,sg 
recogoine that they Cannot hOpO for effIciency, Plie t'olre.o General 
euceessf uf erl« wttl«'nt theCoirern Pupoues Vernier 11,51st noi be Con- 
General Porpoec Vernice titad in fu.ed ,. I h 2,re rapacity conde,,. 
parallel oiti, the Oscillato, Con nero into ohich n built a too or 
denser, Toning ut thin point of the threeplat. vernice, 
reoviver in esoeptio,nniI vha-p, Co Buildero 01 thee Tropadynemunt take 
eoeeedingiy sharp that one can puno a leaf f ro,n the bQols of those oho 
Oser a otation. h:«vø done considerable eoperio«enls 
A peculiar plop Indicatee the re- vjth this receiver. Tuning i 
cOpilo,, of k,eon,ier s'ave; theaetussl exceptionally nhnrp that it in more 
telephony lien in the centre. Coles, exoily handled utsi isperatea n,out 
o Cofrero Loso pls,olmu,n In ftted io effleientiyby,,eiogbheColrernCoa- 
parallel with the Oneillsi,or Cou- eral Purpose Independent Vernier. 

I-' 

'-si 

- e 

'i 
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756 In ;'p1ying to advcrtisers. j'lëase thention THx WmELESs CoNsTtTJçToR. 

MESSRS. 

EDWARD E. ROSEN 
& co., 

158-160, City Road, - 
LONDON, E.C., 

with the name of your dealer. 

Write for cur illustrated Pamphlet s 

tightly, folding them round tlie 
edges of the body, and draw them 
up over the other end, so that the 
clamping screws here pass through 
the slits. Now slide the block 
into place and clamp down tightly. 
Al9this takes much longer to 
des&mbe thaim to do Actually 
one can " charge " the rubber very 
quickly indeed with either - emery 
cloth or glass paper. When the 
top 'sheet has become so worn that 

far enough to allow its bristles to 
1,e immersed in the, liquid. With 
this brush one can apply a little 
drop of turpentine to cutting tools, 
w hicli makes all time difference to 
the length of their useful life. 
When drilling, the best way is to 
put the drill dry into the punch 
mark where the hole is to be made 
and give it a few turns so as to 
enlarge the mark into a / hollow 
about the same' diameter as the 

ABLE SET or DRAWING 
ROOM. 

Beware of all imitations 
-only those marked 

are gefluine.. 

Should you have any difficulty in 
o b t a i n i n g same, write direct to 

the body of the rubber. Lay them 
on the table, one on top of another, 
with ti ieir businesssidesdownwards 
Half-an-inch froni one end pierce 
or punch two holes, which will 
allow the clamping screws to pass 
through them. At the other end 
make a pair of shits 2 lfl. apart, as 
shown in Fig. 3. Now lay the 
rubber upon the pile of sheets. 
Turn up the ends in which the 
holes have been made and pass 
them over the screw's. Put on 
the block and the washers amid 
turn the clamping nuts hard down. 
Stretch tite sheets of emery cloth 

- e 

I+--.! -.---- 
Fig. 3.-How the emery cloth or 
glass-paper is prepared for the 

panel rubbing tool. 

through a hole in whose cork is 
inserted a little brush pushed down 

ONLY 5iiTl. IN IflAMETEft I 
I luches DEMI'. 

/ - 

WITH THE 
VOLUME OF 
BIG_BE": 
1DEAL for your PORT; 

with their heads vèl1 countersunk 
are inserted into the body of the 
tool at each cd from its iuiderside. 
The heads of each pair should be 
placed about 2 lfl. apart. In the 
blocks slots are cut, as seen in 
Fig. r, to take the clamping screws. 
A washier is placed under each wing 
nut. 

The tool is prepared for use in 
the following way, supposing, for 
example, that we are going to use 
fine emery cloth -Cut oat half-a- 
dozen strips of the cloth, each 
3 in. wide and in. longer thiaii 

is a mout deceprive material. It 
looks and feels soft, " cleesy 
kind of stuff, which seems as if 
it ought to have little or no effect 
upon the cutting edge of a steel - 

tool. As a mnatterof fact, ebonite 
dulls thé edges of tools more 
rapidly thân do many metal 
unless precautions are taken to 
use lubricants whilst work is in 
progress. The best lubricant of 
all, I believe, for tools that arc 
cutting ebonite is turpentine. A 
good tip is to keep in the workpliop. 
a small bottle of turpentine (Fig. 4), 

,RCGI5TRED TRADE N 

HQ,RNLESS 

I1 

7T 

/ 

L 

>1' 

wide and from in. to 6m, in 
length to ujiicit is fixed, by means 
of a couple of screws, a hand grip 
with rounded edges. Two blocks 
of ¿- in. hardwood, in. wide and 
3 in.. in length, clamped down by 
means of wing nuts, serve to hold 
tightly the ends of a strip of 
emery cloth or glass paper, as 
seen in the drawing. In Fig. 2 is 

HAND GRIP-.... 

CSX 

EMERY CLOT/I 800V WOOD SCREW 

Fg. 2.-Details of the clamping 
device. 

shown the detail of the clamping 
arrangements: Two 2 B.A. screws 

a piece of either kind of ?brasive 
lasts when used in this- little tool. 
The other day I rubbed dovrn one 
side of a piece of mahogany 
measuring r in. . by io in., using 
only two strips of glass paper, one 
finé and the other of the finest 
grade obtainable. If I had been. 
using glass paper simply folded 
into pads, I should have vorn out 
two or three whole sheets in the' 
process.. It is best to make up a 
set of f our of these handy little 
rnbbing tools, filling one pair with 
two grades of emery cloth and the 
other with twoof glass paper. In. 
this way one can doone's surfacing 
u'ork easily -and quickly; for the 
required tool for the work is 
always at hand. .-' 

Lubricaliag Tools 
Mans constructors spoil their 

tools far too quickly by failing to 
lubricate tilenu properly when they - 

are in use. This applies partien- 
lariw to york clone in ebonite, which - - 

Tm WIRELESS CONTRUCT6R - jane; 1925 

7iJ r 'ïï T liti E' Constructional Details is o no further use, it is simply 
R I I J 1.41 V %J 11 V I Fig. r shows the finished panel- torn away, -leaving a fresh one 

rubber, which consists of a body exposed and ready for work. Von 
- - -. 

- made of r in. thick wood in - will be-surprised to find how long 
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found to answer very well indeed 
is this. On the table beside me 
when I am engaged in doing a 
soldering job, I put a folded news- 
paper. I try the iron from time 
to time by placing the bit upon the 
paper. When the paper isbrowned 
after about a second's contact with 
the iron, you may feel sure that 
you have reached the right heat 

is by no means easy to keep the saw 
perfectly upright, so that the edge, 
instead of being at right angles to 
the surface, may slope a little in 
one direction or the other after 
the cut has been made. The 
appliance which I use myself for 
cutting ebonite, and find most 
useful, is seen in Fig. .5. This is 
what is called a cutting. table. It 

If your dealer ha not got them we aend pcst 
free If you mention lits naine and address. 

GOS WELL 
ENGINEERING CO., LTD., 

i 2a,Pentonville Rd., London ,N. I. 
Liberai TradoTerins. ?bone: North 5051. 

- In replying to advertisers, please mention Tm \VIRELESs CO5TRUCTOR. i 757 

-; 

T 

many constructors, beginners 
especially, find themselves rather 
at a loss to know just when (he 
proper heat has been reached. 
A tip frequently given is that the 
flames of the fire or the gas ring 

- in. which the iron is being heated 
should be watched carefully. As 
soon, as they show a greenish tinge 
or a change in their natural blue 
colour, the iron is ready for work. 
This hint is an excellent one if the 
iron is clean, but if the bit is dirty 
or corroded and the tinning upon 
its point has lost its first freshness, 
these coloured flames may not 
appear until the iron is much too 
hot. A method which I. have 

following the scribed guide line- 

YgflC (TOlD 

Fig. .-A useful cutting table 
with saw guide. 

xactly. Matters are rather better 
if we use a tenon saw, but here it 

Prov. Protected. 

CAM -VERNIER 
COIL HOLDER 
Price 9/-, on base 1/- extra. 

With Reaction Reverse and Shorting 
witchincorporated,12/6 Postage 4d. 

Anti-Capacity 1/6 

LEGLESS POSt 

VALVE 2d. 

HOLDERS Acte 

as 

POR PANEL III 
,oc suaoca / 

WIRING WIRIt 

'-,4j f, 

drilling 

jig. 
- '1 

spoil the deli- 
cate tempering Fig. 4.-A handy 
of tite metal. lubricant bottle. 
By applying a 
few drops of water, refraining from 
feeding too fast, and taking care 
that the drill is not binding one 
can avoid overheating and its evil 
effect s. 

The Right Soldering Heat 
The advice to use a hot soldering 

iron has been given frequently iii 
these columns and elsewher& in 
T \VIREI.ESS CONSTRUCTOR; but 

them begins to melt, with the 
result that they are loosened ànd 
will require to be tightened up 
again. This may be a difficult 
matter when the shank has a wire 
soldered to it. 

Ebonite Cutting Made Easy 
One of the most difficult jobs 

that occurs in the workshop is to 
cut reasonably straight the edges of 
a panel which lias to be made to 
size. If we use the hacksaw for 
the purpose its blade is almost sure 
to run in or out a little instead of 

needed. Everything necessary, 
including Flux and Solder, in 

stout wooden box, for 5/6. - 

Postage 4d. 

J. 

3.. 

°' 

k 

June, 1925 

drill. Now remove thè drill for a 
moment and put a drop of tur- 
pentine into this hollow before 
continuing the work. 

The other material that wireless 
constructors mainly use for their 
work besides ebonite is brass. 
This is a peculiar metal in that it 
requires no lubrication at all. 
This fact makes matters rather 
difficult sometimes when one is 

-, making deep 
holes with a -, - 

small drill, - 
owing to the ... - 

way in which 
the tool heats - 
up when it is 
being wotked - 

- dry. To pre- -- - 

vent heating IL k li I. L up in these i; j' 'H 

cases I genel- , 

ally use a drop -;ff 
- 

or twoof water. i I 
i 

1f 
.+ 

should 
TURpINE 

lowedto heat 
ft, 

do so you are iI i 

very liable to 

ThE- \VIRLEss CoNsTRijcToR: 

for good work. The paper also 
serves another useful purpose. I 
use a gas ring for heating my iron, 
but even the cleanest gas and a 
properly adjusted bunsen flame 
make the point rather dirty. By 
giving each face of the tinned point 
a rub on the paper one obtains a 
perfectly clean iron; which enables 
soldering to be done without the 
least difficulty. When the iron is 
heated to the right temperature, 
solder flows evenly on to the face 
to which it is applied and runs into 
a joint immediately. If, however, 
the iron is too hot, solder generally 
forms little blobs on it, which fall 
oli in the most exasperating way 
when one tries to bring the bit to 
the place at which it is needed. 
\Vith an iron that is too cool solder 
does not melt freely on to the 
point, and when you- try to make 
a joint you find that it simply will 
not stick. It is possible to make 
joints with an iron below the right 
temperature, but each one takes too 
long, and the shanks of terminals, 
valve legs and so on become so hot, 
owing to their long contact with 
the iron, that the ebonite round 

U1 ttt 

1TRlf SOLDF'' 
j turin. CI.UCflu 

-- 
4_' 'i 

i- 

'I 

r j 

- i--- --.-- 'uI 

SOLDERING 
simplified by this new invention, 
which works from any wireless 
accumulator with a carbon solder- 
ing bit. No gas, fire or lamp 
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- Patent 197140. ... - . - 

- GA MBRELL BROS., Ltd., 76,Victoria St., London, S.W 
Phons VICTORIA 9938 Works Merton Road, Southfields, S W i8 PLITNEY 3641-2 

---- . 
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Barctay8 1054 

!75S Jz reIying to. adtcrtise-s, please ,zrntion Ttr \VIRELESS CONSTa.tCTOR. - 

D 

Write for Literature 

which gives the reasons. 
for the superiority of 
Gambrell "EFFFCIENCY" 
Inductance Coils over all 
others - We will gladly 
send it by return. 
Ask for leaflet "E." 

" S' 

If Your Dealer 

loes not happen to hive 
S 

' these coils in stock he 
can very quicklï obtain 

-. then for you as wémake 
S S - evèry endeavoùr .to have 

- 

T 

àdequate stocks on hand. 

l5th.April, 1925. 
"Having been persuaded lo try your coils by Messrs. -- -. 

the re su/ls have further persuaded me to buy them and I have fixed up Iwo 
sets, an ST.IOO and a Family 4-valve-they seem to put another half 
valve on to the results ....... - - 

(The original of the above unsolicited testimonial can be seen at our Radio Sales Dept.) 

Others are just as satisfied 

Your coils are wonder- i 

i Jul. Their efficiency in com- 
parison With another well-known 
makels a revelation . 

Your coils are at least ¡ am very pleased in 
20 percçnt. better, the increase iñ deed with the results! amgettin 
volume being very marked where with your coils. They are Jar 
your coils are used. . . . - above all others! have tried. . 

WHEN GAMBREL!4 COILS:; ARE USED 
That you cn obtain these resu1ts yourself is obvious from 

Z the extract from a customer's letter quoted below. 
Leeds. 

VOLUME tS INCREASE!) 
BY THE EQUIVALENT OF. 

THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR - June, 1925 
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ISSUED BY TEPUB1.ICIT' DEPARTMENT d TEE GEERhI RAIÖ COiPA ID. RADIO HOL'S, 235RECENT S.,W.C.i 
J 

iñ rcpl)'il to advertisers. jlease ,ncnlion TnE WIRELESS 'CoNSTRUcToR. i9 ( 

- ----,----- 

Mascarenhas & CO. PER 20/- PAIR 
- - - - - The Fi,est Headphones 

- - - 
GtQflJ price 

1 

J think them the most perfect and èomfortable 'phones on - - - 

-- . 
- the market. I have tried nearly a dozen different makes, - 

- 

r, 

, o 'j - 

- 'os1 of, them dearer to buy, but, believe me General - 
-- - 

- - Radio phones bear L4c lot. ' ' .-:' - - - 

V J- H- B- 

. . 

kind the work of cutting out panels in diameter. have to be drilled in enterprising manufacturer will turn 
of any size is immensely simplified. a piece of. in. ebonite whiçh may. out a in. drill no more than 3 in. 
The work is laid, upon the table, be 2 in. or 3 ifl. in length. \Vhen in length, I am quite sure that he 
and either damped o held with the this is mounted in the vice the space will find a ready sale for it. 

I . 

f .,- , 

IIII,tllIIIII .. ItHuhlIlul 

NERPRoo 
Lisbon. 

You mail be 'interested to knçw that one of our éustomers 
S 

has heard Che! msf ord ÔXX here on a crystal set.using your 
phones, and lie slates that he could hear hothing with a pair 
of adjustable 'phones of well-&nown English' make.' . - 

IIIIIIIIIIItI 

wide enough to allow the stiff- 
backed saw which you purchase 
to use for the purpose to work 
easily in it and without any side 
play. One of the edge strips is 
graduated int inches, subdivided 
into quarters and eighths. This is 
very handy when a good many 
lengths,have to be cut roughly to 
size, for one can do the work 
without marking at all. The gradua- 
tions, by the way, start from o at 
the slit and go up to iz in. to right 
and left of it. With a table of this 

to drill a hole in wireless con- 
struct,ional work whih is more 
than in. to in. in depth. Quite 
short drills will, therefore, suffice; 
even in the largest sizes, for all the 
jobs that have to be undertaken. 
It happens sometimes, when the 
bench drill s in use, that there is 
not sufficient room between the 
drilling tablè and the chuck to 
allow a standard drill of large size 
to be used. The kind of job I mean 
is the making of a special plug and 
socket fitting in which holes - in. 

of the latter ha.re a sufficient gap 
to hold its shánk. Here is a tip 
that I have found useful when I 
have wanted to make a in. hole 
in a piece of work which was too 
bulky to allow a drill of the standard 
length to be used. First of all run 
a short j'in. drill through the panel 
at the proper place. Then remove 
the drill and in its stead place a 
countersink with a body 

- 
in. in 

diameter in the chuck. Run this 
right through and you have a 

in. hole. Meanwhile, if some 

-4 

01 

wide ànd in. thick. In the middle 
of the board is secured a blockof 
hardwood in. in depth and 3 in: 
wide. Owing to the presence of 
the edge-strips or "fences" below 
it, its underside is in. above the 
upper surface of the bed. 
In the block a slit is cut, which 
must be exactly at right angles to 
the edge-strips. If you cannot be 
sure of making this cut aceurately,. 
you had better get it done for you 
by a joiner. It shouldbe just 

block. The saw is now inserted, 
and sjnce it is prevented by the 
slot in which it works from straying 
out of its proper path, a perfectly 
clean-cut edge can be made, which 
requires only to be finished up 
with a very fine file and the rubbing- 
down tool described in an earlier 

- paragraph. 

A Drilling Difficulty 
It is very seldom that one wants 

- in. These are most useful, and 
as a set of them can be bought very 
cheaply, constructors will be well 
advised to invest in them rather 
than in drills of the standard 
length. Unfortunately, there ap- 
pears to be no short drill made iii 
the in. size. The standard one 
is far too long for wireless work, 
and in many kinds of bench drill 
the table cannot be separated far 
eñough from the chuck tp take it 
properly, even thoúgh the jaws 

À 

June, 1925 - THE WIRELESS COÑSTRUCTOR 

- consists of a bed made of oftood hand against the strip on the side left is too small for tite drill. It is 
i in. or i in. in thickness, upon - away from you. It is then moved not generally known that special 
the long edges of which are until the scribed line coincides short drills are obtainable in inch- 
mounted strips of hardwood in. exactly with the slot in the guide fraction sizes up to a - diameter of 
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a filament rheostat, and sorne -.oii different svavelengt1i, so that ing tire largest oi1 in the rerial L 

terminals mounted upon a suitable their signals are of different f re- circuit that Will receive th station 
piece. of ebonite, the whole being qicv, the higler the vivciengtb vith tlie sijalIçst rpjaunt of cori- 

- 7GO - 

s- 

Fig. 2.-A simple circuit in 
pictorial form. 

order to. determine approximtly 
certain values, and at the saille 
time to point out as simply as 
possible the effect of some of these 
values. 

A Suitable Valve Panel 
To do this it i suggested that 

a small panel be built upon the 
lines of that illustrated. It cou- 
sists essentially of a valve holder, 

iiient is that shown theoretically 
in Fig. 3. - 

- Tuning 
Let us first consider the effect of 

varying in size the varions tuning 
components. These consist of the 
two coils and the variable con- 
denser. Now it will hardly be 
necessary for even a beginiier to 
plug in various-sized coils in order 

- tOr that difierent signals 
wiiLe received according to the 
size used. The reason as simply 
as possible is this: Stations work 

Fig. 3.-The connections of 
Fig. 2 in theoretical form. A 
ccndens'er may be joined across 

- the telephones if necessary. 

first sight appear to be possible to 
use a coil of perhaps only one turn 
if the required amount of capacity 
were available. 

Increasing the Capacity 
An experiment on this can be 

tried as follows : First tuile in the 
local- broadcasting station by ilac- 

plates of a condenser. If we have the fact that the vast field of exPri- A Simple Circuit a coil of, sa-y, ico turns of wire, ment opened up by the acquisition Fig. 2 shows how the unit 1Y this may respond to a frcquencv of one valve is so great as to be be converted to a receiver whose equivalent to. a wavelength of 959 almost unlimited, circuit is lhat most commonly metres; at the same time a much It is not ruy intiition to resusz employed for a single waive:' it smaller coil might be used, pro- citate the many varieties of circuit will be noted that the aerial cou- 
- vided an additional capacity be -. arrangements that have been :nectjon is made to tue upper input addeti to that actrimlly present in evolved for the use of a single vaWe, terniinal, and the earth to the the coil itself, so that it might at but to show how certain useful lower, whilst a coil is connected experiments may be performed in between the two. A further coil 

is connected to the two terminals 
ii 

sEÑ&LtA in trie anode circuit, and is arranged L - - - 
HOW 

AERIAL 

$ 
I I 

4yoE CAQCW 
mu a movaume nomner so mat. tile 
distances between the two coils 
may be varied. A grid condenser 

- 
R i - 

2 

rJIIIPCW 
- 

jJ'¼I and leak are placed in the grid Ir .. 
INPIJT oUTPuI . circuit, accumulator to the LT. 2 

I 
terminals, high-tension iattery to L 

2 :' - 

r ,-y! 
-. tue liT, terminals, and 'phones to R 

. 

EARTHJ' 
- the output terminais. The aerial - - -e- - .+ 

J_. 
coil, that is, the one connected 

- T L_-__+ - 
L * 

between aerial and earth, lias a 
B -. i -v- variable condenser connected across E -r r H.T its ends; the resulting arrange- - 

( Fig.- x.-The wring of the pat 
I ., us:d in the expermen's. ¿A'v 
IN thi country it is probable 

that single-valve sets are used 
as ;uch as the most popular 

comoination of any two or more 
valves, and this is no doubt due 
to the fact that erstwhile crystal 
users generally graduate tp the one 
valve stage and then often go mio 

further. This is most likely due to 

terminals are connected 
I together as shown in j' Fig. r, these connections 

- being for the great 
majority of experiments 
permanently required, 

It al'd he mentioned that no 
extra expense need be involved 
by anyone contemplating building 
a single-valve receiver in doing it 
this way, since it may be used as 
a receiver pure and simple in a 
score of different ways, and several 
eircuits will be given for the benefit 
of anyone doing this. 

time wire helping to constitute -that 
circuit exercises a certain re- 
sistance " or impedance to tim' 
high-frequency oscillations recei red, 
and this rises sharply to a maxi- 
mum when a certain amount of 
vire is used r a certaima frequency,. 

This constitutes tuning. 
Time- other factor in an electric 

circuit is capacity, and this, 
in unscientific terms, depends 
upon tite distance' apart of time 
respective portions of time metallic 
òr conducting parts ¡n the cìrcuit, 
such as the wire of a coil or the 

OUTPU1 INPUT 

-t;: --- 

Single-Valve Panel 
By HAROLD H. WARWICK 

Many interesting and instructive hours may be spent with a 
single-valve panel. This article will show upon what lines 

the experiments may be conducted. - 

mounted, il desired, the lower the frequency. Now 
within a box. Certain when energy is absorbed by a circuit - 

THE WIRELESS ONSTRUQTOR ttne, 1925 - 

ANODE Some Experiments with a CIRGU!V. CIRCUIT. 
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again with, tue variable condenser, tice variable condensers having a inents, but, as a guide, the limrting 
The strength aurally may still be higher capacity than ooi F are values of grid condenser ma:- b 
the same. Repeat this with a . rarely used in parallel with tuning taken as being 00005 and 'ooi F, 
smaller coil still and retune if coils, since losses are too pro- and the limiting values of grid leak 
the condenser be not large endugh, nounced when using high values. being '5 and mégohms using 
place actoss its terminals a fixed receiving valves in common use. 

Home-made Coil Equivalent 
WD1fl5EPLLEAX 

, 

4P/OM(TfP 
When home made tuning coils VR G' 

ARnL - are constructed a somewhat similar 
difficulty occurs in' not knowing 
what wavelengths they cover 

2 

will 
is in 

INpul OIJTPLJT 
or'vlmat their equivalent sorre 
standard well-known make. A . C 

simple solution suggests itself at 
ART once. First obtain signals by tun- 

ing in with the coil hosc equivalent 
is required, and then replace it 
byl coils known _IT.J 

- 

of wavelength 
until the same signals are heard B1' 
upon appoyìmately the same coil- 

-1 

1 - - 

.5 

.5 'l' 

Juiie, .1925 HE WIRELESS OISTRTJC1OR 

denser in use possible 
; 

the coil audible. What, then, s the reason with different va1ve. Little 
will he a No. 35, 40, 50 or 6o in all for this? It is due to too little definite may be said about this 
probability. Now place in the wire 'that goes to make inductance 

5too 
eeept that trial and eric slay 

iiext size smaller coil and tune in and much capacity. Iú prac- the greater part in the eperi- 
S. 

1 
in rsplying io acriisers. lee mention TITE \VIRET-ES CoxsTRcToR. 761 

-e 

Pig.. 4.-A circuit in which 
viriome1ers are used for 

tuning. 

condenser whose caatity is not 
greater than that of the ariab1e, 
when it will be found possible to 
retune. This may be repeated 
niitil a coil of quite a few turns 
only, comparatively, is used, but 
the signals will have dropped in 
strength and may be only just 

deiser setting. The coil, found 
will be the equivalent size required, 
and the wavelength range of the 
unknown coil will be much the 
same as, this if condenser tuning is 
reasoiiahly close. 

So much for the aerial tuning. 
A further fruitful source of expri- 
ment other than with different 
type of tuning coils is the deter- 
mination of the best values of 
grid leak and condenser for use 

UTILITY' 
WIRELESS SPECIALITIES 

SWITCHES 
Designed by Electrical Engineers to Eliminata 
EIctra-,tatic Capacity Effects, these Switches 
Lave Self.daanijig Contacts and Smooth Action. 

- PRICES 
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' No. WO 147/4 4 .. CO.) 7 

No, WC 147/5 (5 CO.) il'. 
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7 ( . No. WC 13011 (1 Pole CO.) 35 
No. WO 13M (st .. 0.0.) 41- 
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F Black Bronzed. 
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WC lt. i - 

CONDENSERS 
Scientifically Designed, with Close 
Spacing, Large Adjustable Bear- 

ings and Perfect Insulation. 
PRICES 

SQUARE rAw OR (IIIUSNARY PATTERN. 

No. WC 123 .001 .. 126 
No. WC Ill .00075 .. 119 
No. WO 124 .0007 .. 106 . - 
No. WC 111 (0463 59 
No. WC 145 .0003 .. 7/9 

No, WO 146 .0007 .. 70 
VernIer 26 extra, Fitted with Radian Dials. 

MANUFACTURED wIL}X(S , & W1IGIT, LTD. 
UTILITY WORKS, KENYON. ST., BIRMINGMAM. 

4GE.VTS:-AUSTKALIA ...... kORL2ND, 210, ROYAL Aoc.uag. S,'DvEY. 
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Fig. 5.-The theo:e'ica fori 
of Fig. 4. 

The more sual - values used are 
-0003.tF and 2 inegohulls, and 
signals \tihl neatly alw'ays be " . - 

received at good strength if these 
are used. , , 

Suppose we now turn to the ' 

chil in the anode circuit of the 
valve-the ' reaction coil. It is 
the most abused accessory but 

Son-ié change. their valúe 
many times in a few hours. 
Conitant resistance ta the ' 

fairly critical end the e' m 4! . - 

s½::t: Jteaie al 

eblet to 4, 

in haayüag any sartalale plunger. Thio des'iee-.-' 
grist leak you lautki en leas t i a i y atOnement 
trouble mOo ,ynur seta, lint which loapro'cra creep. 

u urcha.stng a Watliet - tio,s-rnsaeea sOte e 

'a actable Grial Leak you l constant use that the 
inoorponste Detee'er 'aalre essential contact ta 
('outraI of the hiheat ethel. alo-aya niai n talneal 
rncy. Ils rrsietssnce astas eectrlcolly goad. 
la onsta:it. 

- I . .a's(1 

- . ,a" Patent 
206098 

AU ooda of our anatsufaclaire bear S to .5 Megohms .. 2/6 
this mark. It/s yoatrontyguara nOce. 50,000 to 100,000 Ohms 3/6 

When at yaur dealers If yau s'e troubled with paar resulta pay SEE THE tRAItE MARK 
particular attention to the wos king of the 
DetecterValve. Reduce theH.T. valsage 
consistent with gand volume and mear. 
parate o WAlSh. V2rtable Grid Leak. 
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7 G In to ath'ertisers please ;;í.ln!ion TilE WLREI.ESS COT1CCTOR. 

kti'FCLÌ X 
- 

CLD metal parts continue to be 
machine-turned front the best hard 
brass rod, but a special nickel-bathing 

- process is now employed to increase 
'Cl.IX high standard of efficiency, 

workmanship and finish. 

t The new skin of special nickel-silver 
- alloy of high electrical conductivity 

ensures in CLIX a perfect fitting 
' connection with a high frequency 

resistance of practically zero. This 
Retad Prices ot the New fact, in conjunction with the large 

CLIX area of contact surface provided with 
the minimum of capacitive metal in 

with Locknut 

'2d. 
both plug and socket portions, gives 

Y i CLIX its supremacy 'er every other 
CLIX insulators (6 form of plug, switch i4ttrininal 
colours) - id. each 
CLIX ßush (O COlOUrS) Solder all connections! - 

Where you can 't, us CLIX! 
AUTOVEYORSLtd.,84 VICTORLST.,LONDON,S.W.l 

/-. ........................ -,' The prhwsr',- rand sei'ondary windings "Vhen connected after 
: 

are oa separate bobbins, thereby reducing 
a power valve, it trite selfapcty- to a ininlintlin, whilst the 
value was at once ap- all -eueOee.l metal etse nct. ¿u a 
parent. Tue toue was 

: shield; preventing interactIon sud 
- excellent, in each case 

: 
excluding mol etere. 

equalling our standard" 
Wloel.es, TaeDe, 

r First Staue (bte ocal) 

t.: 
Second St ae (ret seal) 

Write for Ostelogue 
- 

& Tr,,s,/orrnere ATON VALE. LONDON W. 3f 

FAMAR. DUTCH VALVES. 
REDUCTION IN PRICE. 

FAMAR DUTCH VALVES ere GUARANTEED to be the 
CHEAPEST, MOST RELIABLE AND MOST EFFICIENT 

VALVES on the MARKET. 

'h r1 _______________ ________ 
LIBERAL TRADE DISCOUÑ '1' 

Don't delay. Weite to-day. Buy fr,m the aetu1 Impo?ter,. 
Keenest Quotations t- the Trade for oil Wireless Components. 

Write for Pr4ee List. 
- I II. D. ZFAL4NDEIC t'o., 

St. John's House. t21.ltl, Mivaorie, Louauloxi, E.l 
l'lione: Aetnue !4!5 

Fil. 
Type. Volts. 

Anode 
Volts. Amps. 

New 
Price. 

O-01 DE l'8to'-5 2Oto 100 001 10/9 
Power 3'5to4'0 lOOto200 05 4/6 
Detector 3'5to4-0 2Oto 60 0-5 4/6 
Amplifier 3'5to40 SOtolOO 05 4/6 

Fig. 6.-The coanections for a 
Reinartz circuit. 

with the aid of the reaction coil, 
which supplies energy from the 
output of the valve to the input 
by coupling to the aerial coil. 

Experiments may be carried out 
with a view to detenuining the 
right reaction coil to use when 
certain coils are inserted in the 

On tuning the anode circuit to the 
same wavelength as the grid circuit 
energy is passed back through the 
valve itself thus providing reaction. 

A Reinartz Circuit 
While experimenting ith re- 

action you can try out the 
Reinartz. reaction system. it is 
one of the simplest forms of reaction 
to use, it is quite as powerful as 

rT 

Fig. 7.---A theoretical diagram 
of the Fig. 6. 'circuit. 

coils, and tlie aerial tuning alters 
but very slightly when the reaction 
is varied by means of the small 
variable condenser. The third coil 
is in reality a high - frequency 
choke, while the variable con- 
denser Cz co:jtrols the reaction 
effect. 

':(A, ; 

TRANSFORMER.. 

/ 

considerably owing to certain condenser, but sorne experiinents growing. The theoretical circuit is 
unwanted high-frequency resistance may be made with tuned reaction shown in Fig. 7, and the practica' 
that is bound to be present iii - Fig. 5 shows an extremely con- layout in Fig. 6. The great advan- 
the oscillatory circuit. To over-, venient circuit for demonstrating tage of the arrangement is that 
come this, energy from the II.T. this effect. It is quite a popular there is a fixed magnetic coupling 

/ battery is utilised and applied American circuit, but it has not bet'wecn the . aerial and reaction 
been particularly well received in 

cWD(R & 
114x among which are differences in 

valves and limitation in wave- 
length range due to the variotneter 

- coil and condenser in the more usual 
tuning employed in place of the - - / 

CIRCUIT CIR 

- 
- tbis country for several reasons, 

,OUTP[J circuit. 
I Fig. shows the connections 

to the panel described. ___ 
R1 

EARTH 
I 

Keep the two variometers a long _ 2 

i way apart., so that there can he LL.JT+ no coupling directly between them, 
and tune that one in the aerial L1 
circuit until signals are heard. 

f. 

Tini \VIRELss CÒNSTRI'CTOR' 

sve could do very little without it. 
Its function in a receiving set is° 
simply this T ncoming oscilla- 
tions from the aerial are damped 

aerial - circuit: The reaction coil 
is generally semi-aperiodic, that is, 
it is effective over a large band of 
waeleiigtlis without using a tuning 

Jurie, 1925 

the usual method, and it deserves 
a much greater popularity than 
it has in this country at the present 
time, although it is very rapidly 
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Th e T RO PA DY N E' 
The Tested J'uper. Hete,odne Set fór SelectiVit9, Range and Power 

- fliraj 1116 

hi ri'//yin. 'o -d"1ri 'ç t"ea;' nicnh10 Tn V1u1.Tss CONSTWCTCE. 

- - 

gether over the cord and a 
The Bead is quite unobtrusive. tiny roller running on a The Radio Bead dissected. 

RthermemercanRado 

The Tropatlyfle imisrovej type 

Obtalnab'e in Loflion from - I ÎROF 
J. W. Carr.Ltd ..Bndge Row, Queen Victoria St. 

r 
Unique Wireless, 502, Strand,-W .C. 
Haunleys, Ltd., Regent Sreet; W. st 
Will Day, Ltd., Lisle Street, W.C. 
TI e trade are ionicI to sani fr our complete ' prce 
list, destini with fnu'ne Osrdwril 'Joulenser,, 
ijammarlund, Cont ns-nt:sl, Bremer Tally and Gen- 
eral Insh'unsents Condensera, Ansco Product., Ultra - 
Vernier and Na-old Dial,, I'reciojon Autodyne 
Couplers, Amlserstes, Royalty Wire Wound Und 
Lc.k on-1 High Resstauces, Loops, etc., etc. 

AMERICA ON A FRAME' 
Our experimen have proved that the Tropaslyr.e Is" he fas' the mast setee' 
tue sod stable SuperHeterodyne.jgeeejj-er yet designed. You cannot buill s 

!lropsdyse Receiver without using genuine Troisaformers. 41 

Hichgote, 'N.e. The Tropadyse Kt cossas of 
Dear Sir, , 4 Tropaformers. Isniaronsl Type 

I hare now maslo up a Saper Oscillator Coupler a,,d complete - 

Uctero line set using the Trottdyne wins's diagrams tn titre colours, V 

six-valve circuit an.4 thu Trapa- dsilliasg temjsisstv. an t hook of 
- former,, and must state that it ti,stnsctiar,6 for isnildin, the 

tuisrtiosed aalmiratsly, si-srl I . famous TROFADYNE 
I received mussy of the Conti' RECEIVER. PulCE £8 Ott 

nental statIons antI si s the various 
English stations without the least Tise TROPAFOBMERS cas, 
heteradyeiing from S LO, ii' tite ' be scientifically isalarcesl by 
Lend nsrca, lsutthegreateot surprise onyone. Rich traosfo,mer la 
of all came scheu after listening to equipped watts a ett'asglst line 
the London S.troy Havaoae on the condenser across the senonslsry, 

isbas Saturday nisht, t left the instru. Once the TROPAFOIlOIER is 
' ment set. iaste,sding to tune in f ,r tuned it need slot tse touched 

ca America, when within half an hour ssga'n. It is the only scsentifiesIly 
after 2 LO closed dawn I Isad bsl:s,,cest internse'tisto Sup-ir. 
KD.LA. in from Pittdgurg, Loud- Heterodyne 'l'rnnsforsser, 

pea1ser strength, I ieri sure oosyoae PRICE 35f- 
ialoptjsg this will lind it an rastirely 'ed, T OaciIl to 

'lag new experiessce of radio reception. - , 
. 

- R. A. ROTIIERMEL, LTD. 
- Manufacturers and Wholesale Suppliera st E'ectrical Os-ad, 

24-26, MADDOX STREET. LONDON W.l 
Telephone MAYFAIR 578 and 078 

June, 1925 - - , . . TuE \VIRELESS CÓNSTRUCTOR 

t. 

Those. 

Twisted 
Cords! 

A new invention 
to save Wear 

.. . transverse wire. To use 
the device the two pieces 
of wood are placed over the 
cord and held together with 

- a spring slip provided, 
whereupon the whole may 

j be slid backwards and for- / wards, the passage of the 
cord over the roller and, 

h-.. through the orifi imine- 
diately smoothing out the 
twistsa;ifbyniagic.- 

J Using the Radio Bead. 

EVERY 
user of headphones 

has been worried at some 
time or other by the - 

- twisting and knotting of the 
telephone cords. Not 'only is 
süch twisting highly incou- 

r 

¡ . vènient, but it 'also imposes 
L J undue strains upon 'the flue 

wires vhich go to make up the 
- 'cords. . - 

ri - . .. '' A very clever little device, ' 

- -. /' ' 
known as the "Radio Bead," 

. lias just been placed on the 
I 

tharket, with the object o 
I quickly removing the twists. 

It consists of two pieces of 
turned wood which fit to- L-... 
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This latter is a most important 
point, because the attention given 
at the average garage to small 
batteries such as are used for wire. 
less purposes is usually extremely 
scanty, and they are almost always 
charged at a most excessive rate, 
being placed in series with large 
car starting and lighting batteries, 
which may be given anything up 
to amperes, whereas the correct 
charging rate for the smaller type 
of battery may be only 2 or 3 
amperes. 

should be chaìged at home, troni 
the point of view both of their own 
welfare and that of their owner's 
pocket, let us proceed to consider 
some of the available methods, 
with a view to deciding upon the 
most suitable one for any given 
state of conditions. 

D.C. or A.C.? 
First, we must ascertain whether 

the house supply is alternating or 
direct current, and this can be 
obtained, as a rule, by looking at 

no expensive apparatus is nee(leU, 
so that the waste of current is, to 
some extent, offset. 

A Simple Appliance 
To carry out charging coli- 

venieutly in this way, it is neccssary 
to possess a simple appliance 
known as a charging board, which 
may be purchased complete with 
the necessary measuring instru- 
ment and regulating resistance for 
a quite reasonable sum. Such a 
board usually carries an instnuncnt 
knowii us an ammeter, shich 

-. of valves which we arc using. Those regardless of vhether the said methods of charging are relatively 
who run multi-valve sets with deficiency of level was a result of simple and few in munber, since it 
bright emitters have only to work evaporation or spilling, is possible to achieve the desired 
out what they spend upon rechaig- lt being granted, then, that it is end simply by connecting the 
ing in the course of a year to most desirable that accumulators accumulator across the mains in 
realise that this represents one of - . 

- 

series with a suitable resistance 
the most serious expenses con- r which will permit just the desired 
nected with their hobby. To all . 

value of current to flow for charging -. 
such, therefore, I would strongly - the battery. (It is assumed that 
advise the desirability of consider- ' 

' 

the reader understands that the: 
ing some means of charging their charging of an accumulator con- 
batteries at home, so long as they - siSts merely in the passing of an 
have any sort of electric supply in ¿ electric current of suitable voluuie 
the house. . . 

- through the battery for a given 
- 

. number of hours in the opposite 
The Financial Side . direction to that in which current 

When costs are compared over a flows, when the battery is supplying 
considerable period, such as one the valves.) 

In general, such methods are or two years, there is usually a 
considerable balance in favour of - 

extremely wasteful, when con- 
home-charging methods, and one 

- 

- sidered from the point of view of 

has, in addition, the satisfaction of 
. 

. 

the units of current used, but they 
knowing that one's batteries will are so snnple and convenient that 
keep in much better health, pro- - many people are prepared to use 

- vided reasonable care is taken. them, beariiig in mind tue fact that 

THE financial problem involved 
in keeping the "juice pot" 
well filled is no mean one, 

as I expect most of my readers 
will have discovered by now. I 
suppose that something like 90 per 
cent, of us use accumulators to 
light the filaments of our valves, 
and that means that we arc paying 
anything u to 2S. od. or 3S. od. 
for recharging at intervals which 
depend upon the number and type 

A Bad Test 
There is, furthermore, always 

the horrid possibility that one may 
innocently take one's battery to 
one of those places where they 
test them to see whether they are 
properly charged by shorting theffi 
with a piece of wire, noting whether 
a nice, fat spark is produced, or 
where they are in the habit of 
making up for any deficiency in the 
level of the acid by filling with acid, 

the meter. If the supply is alter- 
nating, a space will be found in 
which Is marked the frequency, or 
periodicity of the supply, this 
being usually 50 per second in 
tith country. If von are unable 
to decide this point yourself, appli- 
cation to your local electricity 
authorities will supply you with the 
desired information. Assuming 
that it is found that the supply is 
direct, and not alternating, the 

at orne - 

By G. P. KENDALL, B.Sc., Staff Editor 

The accumulator is the most neglected pärt of the Wireless equipment, 
and can soon be ruined by incorrect charging. This, article tells 

you how to charge your own accumulators, and gives some hints on 

looling after them 

c____. 

THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR 

Charging 

June, 1925 

ccum latôrs 
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Adve,lisenwnt of the Dithilier Ccndnse? Co., L;d., Ducen Works;A clon, L:d:n, W.3. Telephone Chisch - 

- - E.P.S 1O. --' 

D In o adve?tsers, plezse mention T WiRELsS CONSTRUCro. 65 

We cannot accept any responsibility for any Dubilier 
product unless these, conditions 'are complied with at the, 
time of sale. - i 

It is hoped that both the public and the Trade will assist T 

us in suppressing this illegitimate trading by informing ui - 
of every instance of it which is brought to their notice. 

T :DiJBI LI ER 
-- 

' CONDENSER CO;LTD ' -' 

.,1 

ing to be of Dubilier manufacture, unless it complies with t 
the following conditions:- 

(a) It must bear the name "DUBILIER." - - 

(b) It must be sold in a standard Dubilier box. - 

(c) It must have the capacity clearly marked on - 

the box (in the case of condensers). 
Cd) It must be offered at the standard Dubilier -; 

prices as set forth in the Company's lists and - 

- L 

- 

- leaflets. - 

1 

yr HAS come to our notice that mica condensers purport 
Iing to be of our manufacture and bearing çhe name 

DUB ILIER" are being offered both to the public and 
to the Trade without being packed in the usual boxes, and 
in many cases with the capacity rating altered or defaced, 
at prices considerably below the standard Dubilier charges. 

We therefore find it necessary, in the interests of the public, 
the legitimate Trade, and ourselves, to warn both wholesale 
and retail purchasers against any wireless product purport- 

'THE DUBILIER CONDENSER COMPANY, 'LTD. - 

WA ING 'l 

- 
Juic, 1925 

- 

THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR 

3 ii 

I 
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766 in retìlyin to e.ther!isers. ilase ment,cn Trt \VmELES CONSR!ÇTOR. 

H' ' 

'POLAR" PRECISION VARIABLE 
CONDENSERS are made In the follow- 
jñg capacities, all haying tho same out- 
side dimensions:- 
Max. Capacity. Price. 

-001 ¡nid. .. ... 12/6 unmounted 
0005 mid. ... 12/6 ,, 

'0003 mid. . ... 12/6 

Nounted 5/6 extra. 
SEPARATE VERNIER ATrACHMENT 

3/6. 

ently mounted by means of one hole in the panel. 

YOU CAN OBTAIN THESE COMPONENTS PROM 101./E LOCAL WIRELbSS I)bALLrR 
ALSO "COSMOS" RI-IEOSTATS, POTENTIOMETERS, FIXED. CONDENSERS, GRID 
LEAKS, VARIOMETER.S, REACTANCE COILS AND ALL DETAIL ACCESSORIES. 

METRO-VICK SUPPLIES, LTD. 
4, Central Buildings, Westminster, London, S.W.1 

P4 
'- 

SUMMER SEASON To assist Wireless Retailers to maintain their turnover - 

REDÙCTION IN during the smer months, "COSMOS" Valves have 
been REDUCED as follows:- 

"COSMOS" VALVES DE ilto 17/6JÄ45to 9/6jjSPl8to 15/- 

COSMOS" STRIP FLUG-IN INDUC- 
TANCE COiLS are made in the follow- 

ing size5 - 

Coil Inductance Price. 
No. Microheurlea. s: d. 

20 12.5 ;4 9 
25 25. 49 35' -50 ' 46 
40 100- 49 
60 150 4 9 
75 300 50 

700. 6 o. .100 
150 1,000 - 6'6 
175 1,400- 7 0 
200 2.500- 76 
300 5,000 8 
400 9,000 ..9 

With regard to the' last feature, a report on an independent test 
conducted by "The Wireless -Trader" (issue March 4th) reads 
as follows :---. - 

'Our tests proved salisfaclory, for the coil (tested on 377 mefres was found to 
- have quite exceptionally low self-capacity. It was tested at the same time as a 

well known and favourite type of, plug-in coil, and the decrease ¡n self-capacity 
was )henomenal, the other coil having approximately thirteen limes the amOuhi 

- 

of self-capacity found'inthe 'Cosmos,'" 

- 
- The "Polar" Précision Variable C ondenser 

is a remarkably Compact Robust Dustproof Component with tow 
minimum capacity, low losses, high insulation and a smooth move- 
ment. The last named feature is so effective that a Vernier plate 
¡s really. unneçessary,. but 'to provide for those amateurs who 
require exceptionally fine tuning, a separate Vernier attachment 

- - 
- can be obtained," The"' Pölar" Precision Condenser is conveni- 

Cosmos Components 
¿for Efficient Racko Sets 

LT 
o CO 

The Fo.undatiòns- 
of your Radio Receiving Set are sound, 

- - efficient and reliable, when the tuning- 
circut embodies the Components showi 

bove. - 

- 

- "Cosmos" Strip Inductancé Coils .. 

- - .- - - . are constructed on a new principle which results in Low Resistance, - 

- Low H.F. Resistance, Robust Constructions. and LowSelf Capacity. 

f 

V 

TIlE .WIRE1ss, CONSTRUCTOR June, 1925 

\ s - 

V - 
LPV V 

V - 

- 
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into the vinegar and water. Care 
should be taken that these two Albert Knowland, a partially blind hawker, was knocked down in 

vires do not touch, and it will be the Strand and severely injured. His plight being brought to the 
found that after a few seconds notice of Messrs. Burndept Wireless Ltd., the company installed the 
bubbles are rising frani the two apparatus seen .abo!e, and in this way the sick man's nind was 
wires, arnuch larger quantity risin - -' tak&i of! his suifering. 

- - 7u7 
' ... 
I 

the board tó the mains is usually 
a flexible lead terminating in an 
adaptor which can be inserted in 
any of the house lighting sockets, 
while at the lower edge of the 
boàrd will usually be' found a pair 
of terminals, marked positive and 
negative, from which leads are 
taken to the battery. 

Points to Observe 
There are two important points 

to be observed in using such a 
charging board, and the first of 
these concerns the polarity of the 
output terminals. One must, of 
course, seethat the current passes 
in the correct direction through 
the accumulator, and therefore on 
first connecting up the board to the 
mains one must see that it has 
been done in such a way that the 
terminals for connection to the 
battery marked positive and nega- 
tive are actually giving a voltage 
whose polarity is in that direction. 
To do this, insert a few lamps in 
the sockets, take two bare wires 
from the terminals which are 
intended to be connected to the 
battery, and dip their ends into a 
glass of water to which a few drops 
of vinegar have been added. Now 
insert the adaptor into the lamp 
holder froni whiëh you propose to 
run the charging board, and watch 
the two bare ends of wire dipping 

H 'J_ 

i ampere, one would insert, per- 
haps, four lamps in the sockets, 
leaving the other sockets empty. 
To charge a battery at i} a-niperes, 
two more lamps might be inserted, 
or larger lamps might be substi- 
tuted f or'those alread3ï in use. 

Ccrbn Lamp; 
It is custLiìfy to employ éarbon 

filament lamps for this purpose, 
since they are very cheap, and 
pass a considerably larger current 
than the more modern metal fIla- 
ment type. The comm'ction from 

follows -Remove a11 the lamps 
except one, and switch off the 
supply from the charging board. 
Now take two wires from the out- 
put terminals of the board to the 
battery, connecting the one from 
the terminal of the board which is 
indicated as positive, to the posit 
tive terminal (the red one) of the 
accumulator, after which the supply 
can be switched on again, and time 
reading of the ámmeter noted. 
It may be, perhaps, in the neigh- 
bourliood of a j- or of an ampere. 

ûemng put into use again. Lxamnmne 
the level of the acid solution, and 
if it is less thañ a above the 
tops of the plates, 1111 up to that 
level with distilled water (obtain- 
able from any èhemist) and put 
the .battery on charge again for 
another quarter of an houx: At 
the end of this period the battery 
can be taken off, the terminals 
carefully rubbed over with a rag 
and a little vaseline, and put into 
use once more. 

(To b continued.) 

resistance may be Either wire 
wound, with tappings to a stud 
switch, or it may be óf the lamp 
variety. This latter is much the 
cheaper arrangement, and gives. 
quite reasonably good results. It 
consists of a number of ordinary - 

lamp sockets mounted upon the 
board, and connected in parallel, 
so that one can add lamps to 
increase, the charging current as 
desired. Thus, for example, if 
one wants to charge a battery at 

socket. Having made sure that the 
polarity is correct in this way, 
mark both the lamp socket and 
tlie adaptor in such a way that it 
can always be inserted in the same 
way, if it should at any time happen 
tobe removed. . 

Te Charging Rate 
The next point to be attended 

to is the adjustment of the charging' 
rate to suit the particular battery,, 
and to do this the trocedure is as 

charging, and is to be left until it 
begins to "gas" freely. In this 
condition it will be observed that 
loads Of small bubbles are rising 
through the acid solution with 
which the battery is filled, so that 
the liquid becomes quite milky 
with tliem, and almost seems to be 
boiling. When tuis has gone on 
for perhaps half-an-hour, .the 
battery' is fully charged, and it 
should then be examined to see 
what attention it needs before 

f ., 

jüne, 1925 - - 

measures the actual Òf cuirent .,from the negative lead. If this 
into the battery, and, some sort of *ire is not that which cornés from 
variable resistance for altering the the terminal marked negative, re- 

yalue of that cürfut. Such a - verse the adaptor in the lamp 

'HIt WIRELESS CON'IRUC'dR 

Now proceed to insert lamps until 
the charging rate rises to the value 
marked upon the label of the 
battery. The accumulator is now 
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/ 

r. 
p4 

L t 

- I- 

Fig. x.-Two types of joints, in wire until it is used, up. The Fi&3 
other wire is then wound round 

single-strand wires. the first so that the joint is as 
shown in Fig. r, a. / 

Block pot5 represent 
one 5et of wir, 

a the joint. This ensures that soldering 
no additiónal resistance shall be The joint is then soldered, or 
included in the circuit. rather sweated, by placing in a 

The third demands that the hot flame, some flux is applied and 
joint shall be free from such stick of solder touched on the 
troubles as oxidation of the in- joint. The joint is withdrawn 
ternal parts of the joint, thus from the flame and slightly tapped 
Introducing resistance. Also damp to knock- off any excess solder, Fig, 3.-How to join sranded 
thould be excluded as far as possible, or it may le wiped with a dry ra g. wires, such as are uEed for aerials. 

-- - r 
f. ... .- 

'. -, -' 
- . - 

Fig. i shows two methods of 

much to choos between these 
two joints from an electrical point 
of view, as there is approximately 

- the same amount of metal facing, 

I 
joining single wires. There is not 

but from the point of view of 
neatness, the first is best. how- 
ever, some electrical institutions 

- favour the second. Of the two 
soldered joints the first is much 

- stronger than the second. The 
erst joint is made in the following 

_____________ manner: Scrape or clean both 
wires tor about two to three inches, 
and lay them together as shown 
in Fig. i, c. The black wire is 
wound round and round the other 

- 5maI/wnv 5tedroaudh.'e 

7- Ih' 

 

spheric intluences. a single-wire type of Joint weie When dealing with very thick 
Taking the fimt. The joint used for a stranded cable, the wires another method is employed. 

' should be as strong as a piece ¿f joint would be very poor and the The ends of the two wires are 
the wire from which the joint was wires would be easily pulled àpart. filed to a taper as shown in Fig. 2. 

- made. These two ends are then bound 
The second pro'viso demands E ....._J together with a wire . of much 

that, if anything, a lower resistance fic. 2. smaller diameter, as shown in 
shall be found in the joint than in . rig..2, a, after which - the whole - a piece of wire of the s2mc length joint . is sweated as pre\iouy 

'S described. 
- f,c.2' Stranded Wires 

- . . How thicker wires are Joined: Wire is stranded so that greater.. 
Single wires 'ehility may be otaned, and 

- 
-- A chat about ¡he methods in general use 

fo joining various types of wires and cables 

- 

''V TH'R 
is a lot more in 

joining wires. .and cables 
.tban appears at first sight. 

-: Three things are essential (s) 
Mechanical strength; (2) Low re. 
sistance (3) Preedom from atno- 

Types of Joints 
Xaturally there are different 

types of joints for different types 
of wires and cables. Tise jóint 
suitable for a single wire will 
not do for a stranded cable: If 

The second joint, is made by 
simply putting the two ends 
together and twisting with a pair 
of pliers. Soldering is carried out 
as before. 

Very Thick Wires - 

¡ 
'fIJE vVIRELSS CoNsTRUCToR JUIIC, 15 

4 

Wires Thick and Thin 
i 

How to Join Them 

By W H FULLER 
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p 

0 

t'- 

'os 

-a 
woe 

complete uniiS,siTi as the Efsca scne of tapped coils. 
In these the ideal hás been attaiecd in every re pent - 
the winding is part cularly accivate, each topping is 
soldered up ro its corresponding stud, and the whole 
unit is arranged for the Stttndard Efesca One-Hole 
Mounting to tIte panel. The tint incorpora'es a 
so itch as an ici' gral part and tIte tappings are so at- 
tanged lint there ara no dead enes. 

- 

cent' H',-ele'o Denier to o/t'so you Efeoca componetI'o,or ire to no f r C'ata1o/ILe 5/11 deocetb.mjE,feoc.z Pto rind,. 

I An alEriiotve method t, Str. Trons- I 

I former Conplin. Must be it-ed in I 
Je nj netion sr iCh a vori,tl,le eonden,er I 
I 
o' .0005 to sauts misi. Waye'!ength! 

EFESU AODE 

I 
ritt t -lf.conti,uned oid it twitch,. kmott 

sale oneho 

rOgo, 150 to ?,6J) metree. Comptete I 

Sola' by all Wireless 

Dealers and Electricians'. ' - 

'es 
'e 
'o 

Whoiegale osly_ s 

FALK-, STAUELM ANN & Co., Ltd 
Eteeca Electrical Works, 

83-87, tFarringdon Rd., LONDON, E.C.1 
Aal at .stanite.ster, Glasgow sud Birminhain 

149, Queen Victuria Street, London 
Works: BEDFORD 

E1e11,nqGnAM: 73-74' Exchange Bidga. coons: Standard Buildings, City Sq. 
Cocotte: Western Mail Chambers. It ACHEreR: 30, Cross Street. 
GcAsow: 50. Wellingtos Street. I EwcAs-rLa: 90. Pilgrim Street. 

- IGI4ANIC flADlO DEVICES INCLUDE 
Honeycomb Duolateral Coils Tn-plug Coil Holder 
FIxed Condensers Filament Rheostats 
Variable Condensers Battery Potentiometers 
Variometers . Intervalve Transformera 
Variocouplers Vernier Friction Pencils 
Bi-plul Coil Holders etc. etc. 

f/ic ¡Gui V/C gaut.Sontee and are stocka 
¿y «ti , es atto dealers 

Huy u Tin lo-uluv! ASO IR USE SO'S FLUXIE 
FLUXITS. LTD.. (»eD. 33G) 5Vnt HrdnIrg 'roolu & Co Mor 'enIo5 
Lnuu Werks, olhei'httlme, S.11. 45, Foi: 11 ii' prou4 mu Sodi 

sen 
i TAPPEI).COILS 

The making of a tspped coil is a dfflcult task fo the 
most enthusiastic nrna:e:r, and it is nell to purcbase ' 

Igranic Honeycomb High-frequency Transformers 
have distinct advantages over other types of coup- 
ling in that they are exceptionally easy to use and 
perfectly stable in operation, he tendency of a 
receiver to burst into self-oscillation being, consider- 
ably reduced. ' 

A four-pits plug which fits any standard valve holdex 
is employed for mounting purposes, ensuring rapidity 
and ease iii changing from one transformer to another. 

I'RICEs: 
25°)-509 metres, 8/-; 450-83e metres, 9/6 
80 -! ilietres, 11/- ; 1500-3C00 metres, 12/6 

Wrte for List Z500 

ak your Ironmonger or Hardware Dealer io show you the neat little 

SOLDERING LUXITE SET 
lt is perfectly simple to use, and vll 

: i 

last for yeats in constant use. It Pnca / 

contains a special ''small space" 
Soldering Iron with non-heating 

- ., 

; p 
metal handle, a Pocket 1110w-lamp, 1 

- 
FLUXITE, solder, etc. and full C" - 

instructions. Price 7/6. Write to _--- - -T. 

us should you be unable to obtaits it. 

FLUXITE. 
SIMPLIFIES SOLOERINC 

- All Hardware an4 Ironrnonery SIors se'I \, 
Fi.UXITE in tins, price 85 ,1j4 & 2 8. \' 

Hôneycomb-he ideal 
winding for H.P. Transformers 

* The reason is obvious- 
Tite chief ami in coapliug high-frequency valves is to 
seçure a Inaxifluim transference of anode potential 
fluctuations to the grid of the succeeding valve with 
a minimum of distortion. This is attained to aremark- 
able degree with. Jgranic High-frequency Transformers. 
as tise honeycomb forni of winding ensures a highly 
inductive coupling and self-capacity in- the coils is 
kept at a minimum. - -- 

Jne, 1925 

LEA VE IT To FL (ix! TE 
An un-soldered wire'ess 
set is a breeding ground1 
for thoe little devils of 
distortion and bad 

"I tion. They thiive on the 
- delicate currents that pass 

7< /" 
5rs - 

through the circuit. Eanh 
urs-solderedjointisatrap. 

L 

:ch 
j___IItlth are left unsoldered. 

Fluxite chases away 
__________________ all solde ing worr,s, and 

makes p ssible the per. 
- fect solc'ered oint; mak- 

ing your circuit one whole, solid, piece of *viring instead oi twesty cr thirty odd 
patchy lengths. 

Make up your mind and solder your wiring noir. It is so simpe. Leave it to Flush e 
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réceive London at good loudspeaker strength Ñith- 
- A supposed seaman was picked tpin the sea near out any aerial br earth. 

Norfolk, Va., and the authorities were unsuccessful 
-. SrEssoN CooJE, Jur. 

in learíiing his identity, owing to the language . - 'Earl's Court. - 

problem. They persuaded him to speak from the . P.S.-I have siiwe received: - ' -' 
WTAR station, añd â yun Finn identiuied. the L'École Supé'rieure, - - - 

an as Cxekula, a writer and naturalist of North Petit Parisien Madrid iou °aker - 
' Finland. ' ' -hamburg. Rome. J - .. 

' 

: ' -- , 

-' -- - 

. 

r - 

r: 

joint with the fingers. A piece covering 

interleave one wit't the other, of -rubber tape, obtainable at any If cable of this description re- 
as inFig.3,a. The ends are pushed eletrical shop, should be \ery quires to be jointed, any of tl 
together as close as possible. . One tightly bound round the jouit to methods described may be exp- 
set of wires are temporarily laid exclude damp, and finally bound ployed, according to whether it is with black adhesive tape. down along the core while the stranded or single cable. . 

others are bound round the core Braided Cables Tite joint slioild be well wrappcd. 
as in Fig. 3,1'. The wires, if started When cleaning and stripping with rubber tape and two layer. 
in correct order, will follow one covered cables, it will be found of black tape laid well oier 'tli. 
another round the cOre in perfect that a layer of tape exists between outside braiding, as shown in Fig. . 

I 

4 

I - 

1 

L. 

O 

The "Ang1oArnerican Six" 

and Interference - i- î'.. 
- 

-4. ., O 

SIR,-I have recently finished making an Anglo- 
American Six, and it beats every other set I. 
have made, including an eight-valve superhet. 
Your design and lay-out have been foUowed.faith- 
fully, McMichael A6 units an,i Polar 
meter condensers being used. 

I am situated i miles from 2140 and am the. 
unliapy possessor of a very poor aerial, only 12 ft. 
above a lead roof, but in spite of these dis- 
advantages, your wonderful set has given' me the 
ten stations enumerated below, all on the loud- .- - 

speaker, and I can receive Manchester whilst 
London. is, working when using the wavetrap you 
recommend in THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR. 

Newcastle, Bournemouth, All these 
Birmingham, Manchester, are at - 

Berlin, Aberden, "loud" loud- 
Munich, Breslau, speaker 
Glasgow, Belfast. . . strength. 
The set requires a little handling t$ begin vith,. 

but after a night Or two it becomes . perfectly 
simple. One other point of interest' is thatI can 

s. 

break the joint. 
The wires should be sepaíated, 

1n the case of 7/22's, for about 
in. or 5 in., and well cleaned. 
A small piece of thin wire is 

twisted round the main cable to 
prevent it from untwisting further 
asseeninFig. 3. 

Binding Round 
The wires in each piece are 

spaced apart so that they may 

¿oPe' / Sro,? 

44r ire 

Fig. 4.-Preparing a braided cable 
for jointing. 

round in a similar manner. The tape should be cleaned away from 
finished joint should appear as the rubber, as in Fig. 4. This is 
in Fig. 3, C. This joint if properly done to ensure that no leakage - 

made, and without being soldered, takes place across it. This tap-j - 

should bear the weight of a full- unfortunately picks up the dam? 
grown man, but if it is intended to - very easily. Sometimes the tajx 
put the wire into th open it should nay be unrolled from the rubber. 
certainly be sldered in the maimer but often it adheres, so that 
described previously. . scraping with a knife is necessary. 

Small Flexible Wire cover wi/*blathfapeupfo/iere 

Small flexible wire, such as is 
- r- 

used for telephone - leads, &c., 
be insulating 

'Jo,ot 
should stripped of the --- 
material and thoroughly cleaned . - . .4L 
as the sulphur from the rubber ........... 

---.----- - oxidises the copper very quickly. 
ri.r/,er tafle. 

The two ends are tied together, Fig. 5. - The joint ready f cr and the ends twisted round the 

TuE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR June, 1025 

if two ends of the wire were just ¿rdet. These should then 1$e the rubber covring and the outer 
twisted together as in the case of tightened up with a pair of pliers.- braid, the braid being usualli 
single wires, a very slight pull would The other wires are then bound impregnated. with wax. This 
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GIL-RAY TRADING CORPORATION, VARIABLE CONDENSER - 

SICILIAN HOUSE, SICILIAN AVENUE, LONDON, W.C.l t 
TeLi U6 TRADE EQIJIItlES MOLHITID 

- 

la rp1y1ng to aivertiscrs pleasa mention Trie \VIRELESS Co,rrr'r - 771 -. 

lJr,r Sirs-It may interest you to know that I have recently 'elentillratly tested 
your GIL-RAY' orystsJ. Its jerfonnisnce was tinily extraordinary irlien tested 
both eleetriessUy anti on s ('rystiil Set. S'tesa its characteristic euiyes it ss-uit! solear 
to te jtsrtirtilsriy useful In Reflex Circuits. Yours truly, LC.. DIC.. AlO,, str. 
OUR GUARANTEE We will gladly roldare tiny crystal free of 

charge that does not give entire satisfaction. 

Price 1/6 each i susobainablr, picoso sejitl 1,6 tint! name Of 

&YA - ' . 

0CgYSTA1. 
1jqRTRUCTh'5' ENCLCStD0J 

Guaiantegd to 'abolish - 'hand' capacity 
- - - Protected throughout the World 

-s 

00i ... 13/6. - 0003 .-.- 10/3 
0005... 11/3 - '0002 .'.. 9/6 

Siocked 'bi" m'osi Wiele Di,i!ers, hut if you have any 
difficulty in ohtaiping write to: 

J, H. NAYLOR, Ltd., WIGAN 

Y/FT 

( Any Special Size Cut per 
return at d. per sAuarc inch 

/ PETO-SCOTT - CO., LTD. / \ Regiaterei Oli-e., Mail Order & Showroom 71, CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.i / BraOehm: LONDON-62, HIgh Hoihorn, R .0.1 
/ ', WALTHASI8TOW-gto, Woo,! Street / , .' PI,YMOU'I'H-4. Bank of Englomi liare 

L-. LTVI!IIFOOL-4, Manchester Stied t tRDIFI'-9i, Quecir Street 

Rod Tran1e Ebonite' 
f 

.. r 

P... iOa 

': 
-. ' 

. !-c' .. 

/v!aqic?1usicfrom'the Skies 

7// 
\\ 

- the G! L I?AY iigs it 
I outinallitsPuvitt5oftOfle 

READ THIS Royal OollegeOf ScIence 

WHEEE.LOE 
. HOW-WL-L 

SP-TZ-Z - F-ZZ-Z 
Stop it! flow ? Easy.. Fit a "Fuistop" 
-A Fuistop Variable Condenser---aúd if 
that doesn't stop hand capacity effects, 
we're prepared to eat our hats, our 
condensers, and anything else 'yoijiïiay 
prescribe Arid'we'll return your-money 
into the bargain. -. - 

ONE "FULSTOP" USER SAYS: 
I have' had the finest dislqn reception lisis last few wecles. 

using your condensers, thoU! have had during my 21 years 
of listening r 

. 

_ 
HbGHitEdY currents have s 

habit of leaking away ju3t where they 
( \ are not wanted. A spot of moicture- 

a bit of surplus Lialte-a surface polished by ' 
- 

metaflib -methods - these are some of the 
canaca of leaky panels. Even an expert 
cannot tell - by looking at an ebonite panel 

O 

whether it is leaky or not-what chance, 
therefore, have you? 
Tle only safe way of knowing that your next 
Set -won't lose signal strength is to see that 

- yoi are u.ing a guaranteed leak-proof ebonite 
such as "Bed Triangle Brand. 

3 Every sheet is tested by us for leaks with 
- '. special- electrical -measuring instruments, and 

every one not coming up to our standard 
is rejected. -- 

Special' Sizes: 
AU C.'ncert.de.Luse. 1;; a S X . 8. SP, 100, i0 si x I ........ 7f- 

l'raa-utlsatir V., 22 X 11 X 4 ---- 15f- Purfflea, IS X IG I ......... sp 
All Brt,,íu. 16 a S a ......... SI- Tranuatlantle l0, Is a S z 
Rsisto6ea. 12 a s a k 61. Anglo-Mnerkan, 36 X 5 a I ...... 20/- 

P.W. Ultra Crystal Set, 10 a 8 X ............. 5f- 

P,W. Conttn"ntal Set, II a 64 a I .............. 5- 

jJ 
- eutrodne Thiner, IX a IO I .............. 7,6 - 

5$eutrodne Rcecivrr, fl X IO X I .............. '.- 7.6- 
3-Valve fluaI, '24 a 15 a I ................... 15'- - 

BarriaCrystalsetsxslxl ............ 4-4 

June 1925 - THE \VIRELESS CoNsTRuToR 
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Edited by John Scott-Taggart, Finst.P., A.MJ.E.E. 

- L / 
Advt. of Radio- Press, Lid.. Bus/i House, Sirand, London, W.C.2. 

; - arciay Ad. 

- 72 In repling to advertisers, please mention THE \VIREr,FSS CONSTRUCTOR. - 

One Shilling Monthly. 
¡ 

F.R.Ae.S., 

Buy' or Order Your Copy To-diy 'j 
'Modei'n 

The Latest in 

Wireless Receiver 
Not a month passes without various 
improvements and sometimes impor- 
tant advances being made in the field 
of science. New principles are djs- 
covered, the application of old ones 
more thoroughlyunderstood, and f rqh 
developments made. 

This applies in particular to the science 
of wireless, and here progress is so 
rapid that sometimes barely a day 
passes but some new discovery is 

announced. 

You can keep in touch with these new 
movements and read of the latest de- 
velopments and schemes within the 
shortest possible time of their inception, 
by reading ' Modem Wireless. 

Every month this valuable paper brings 
you the most recent discoverics and 
presents them to you in dear non- 
technical articles. They can be read 
with perfect understanding by the 
novice and yet are detailed enough to 
give the advançed experimenter a clear 
insight into the matters dealt with. 

The May issue of Modcm Wireless." 
for example, contains detailed descrip- 

Design 
tons of many new and original sets, 
which fully cover the latest trend in 
design of wireless receivers incorpor- 
ating the most modern improvements. 
Not only are photographs shown of 
the actual sets but all the completely 
dimensioned diagrams necessary to 
construction are given with lull in- 
structions as to assembly and operation. 
Of particular interest is Mr. John 
Scott-Tagjart's artide describing a 

new and powerful " Nine-Valve Super- 
sonic Heterodyne Receiver," as illus- 
trated above. Full constructional details 
are given and the information contained 
in this article goes far beyond anything 
that has yet appeared in print on -this 
fascinating subject. 
Sets of simple design suited to the 
beginner, technical articles for the 
amateur and pages of interesting in- 
formation all combine to make this 
issue of "Modem Wireless one of the 
finest numbers that has yet appeared. 
You should not be without a copy, 
and if you would make sure of getting 
this isste buy or order it at once from 
your local bookseller. - 

I A Seleclion from- 
I 

I CONTENTS. 

I A Nine-Valve Supersonic Heter- 
odyi:e Receiver, by John 

- Scott-Taggart,M.C.,F.lnst.P., 
I 

A.M.I.E.E. 
I A Four-Valve de Luxe Receiver, 
I by Percy \V. Harris,M.I.R.E., 

Assistant Editor. 
XDI<A, by Capt L. F. Plugge, 

I 13-Sc., FRAcS., F.R.Met.S. 

I 

An Experimenter's Supersonic 
Receiver, by G. P. kendall, 

I B.Sc., Staff Editor. 
- (Concluded.) 

I An Enclosed Crystal Set,\ by 

I 

A. Johnson-Randall. 
A Novel Three-Valve Receiver, 

I 
by C. P. 

I 

An Interesting Crystal and I - 

Valve Receiver by Harold 
H.\Varwick. 

I 
How to use a Power Valve, by 

Stanley G. Rattec, M.I.R.E., 
Staff Editor.. 

I Continental Broadcast Pro- 
I grammes, by Capt. L. F. 

- 

'I 

I 
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/ 

S - S 

n 'Pbo,eo Traffoed Park, 633 & 723. II'ronrs: Pirloid, Manchester." 

- 
I - 

A Tn-Coil Reflex for Dry 
Cells. From Il MODERN 

II Two-volve Domoble-reaclioml WIRELESS, Sept., - 

-I Receiver. Frono 'MODERI --- 
- 

_ J 

WIRELESS, Sept., 0924. - 

- 

L 
's' 

Y . - - 

..- 

- . u 
. 

- ....... - 
4 Ten-val sel 

. - afliflIfiÇEtIoii 
USim5 sevev s/ages of T.A T. high-frequency 
From M0ORPI %VIRELESS, 

-- i' 

- k Nov., 0924. - 

- (tj) 
-ti 

PATENT N° 215053 

USED'B'.!EX'PERT,." 
These five receivers are shown by the courtesy of the Publishers of Jllodcrn 

- Wireless and Wireless ¡l'eekly. Chosen almost at random, they represent a few only of 
the many in which the foremost Radio designers of the day have itsed "ATLAS" Coils. 
The nearest to no-loss is " ATLAS Low-Loss. Lowest loss means highest efficiency, aj Clarke's ' ATLAS" Low-Loss Coils áre a revelation even to the man with 
wide eNperience of modern Coil design. 

The patent tssih-svirc winding means a double- ''' " 

surface path for 1fF. Currents, and the scuote . S 

design of an "ATLAS" Coil ensures DIS- 
Ç TANCE, SELECT1'1TY, and VOLUME. 

i Clarke's "ATLAS" Low-Loss Coils are 

- -_,'- °" 
F master-keys to distant stations. 

'lo hear more stations with greater ease; 
to get louder signals with less interference, 
plug in Clarke's "ATLAS" Low-Loss Coils 
and conserve every particle of energy receis'ed - 

on the aerial. -. 

'H.CLARKE & CO.(Mcr).Ltd. 
Two-valve asot Crystal R,'ceuîe? 
using ftc STi Circit. From Radio Engineers, ATLAS WORKS, 
\VIRELES5 WEEKLY. Nao. 5, 19a4. Multi-stage Iiigh-frequeiicy amplifica- 

OLD TRAFFORD MANCE1ESTR. ¿ion., jc, 5toDvN \VLumESs, 
- Sept., ¡gas. 

2 

- I 

A 

ILO LS C1 
I. 

F 

5: . 
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2, OLIVER 'S YARD , E .0 .1 Send direct if unable to obtain locally: - - - 

and give us the namo of your local dealer; KNIVETOWN ELECTRIC WIRE CO., LTD., 
86, Rosebery Avenue, London, E.C.1. 

uclays 1104 'Phone: Clerkenwell 5614. Grams Ki.vetown, Londosa 

774 In reNving to advertise's, please mention THE \VmrEss CoNsTRUcToR. . 

FOR LOW FREQUENCY AMPLIFICATION- 
giving pure rerroducton, - -. 

use the Energo L.F. Trans- '= 
formers. Specially sui ted for 
use in reflex circuits or IÇ1Ij ' I 

first stage. Use one id you Ir 

l'i 

will get the best results. 
j' ir - 

Price 15/- k - 

MAXIMUM AMPLIFICATION - Mi N1MUI DISTO RT1ON 

If any difficully in obtain jng, please wet e direci to- 

ENERGO PRODU.CTS 

NO SPLASHING ROWLAND EDWARDS & Co.; Ltd. 
317, High Holborn. Londib. W.C.1 

Telephone Holborn 1331 

¡íasctays tuas * 

- 

- _ FOR. I0O% EFFICIENCY- - -- ------------------- 
BRITISH CORDS ARE THE BEST-AND KNIVETOWN WIRELESS 

CORDS are the Best British Cords. 

They sviti improve reception and do away with crackling. THE 
KNIVETOWN WIRELESS CORD is a flexible, hard-wearing cord 
of high conductivity manufactured from the best materials only. - 

E = Made for loud-speakers, headphones and batteries. 
= Loudspeaker Cords .... 6ft 3/3 x-s ft. 5/6 - - - Headphone Cords 7 ft 3/9 

= Batter3-,Cords ........ 3/9 
- Every length guaranteed. -' 

J- 

AN EFFICIENT H.F. TRANSFORMER 
is the Ener'o. Amplifies weak 
signals and brings in stations 
never bfore° heard. Requ res 
a .000z váriablémdeiiser clily 
for tuning. E,,er'o Transformers 
can be obtained matched. - 

Wavelength 
No. in metre. Price 

150- 450 .. 3/9 

2 .. 250-700 .. 4/- 

3 . 450-1200 4/3 Wound with silk covered wire, 
4 .. 900-2000 .. 4/3 high class materials only used 
5 .. 1000-3000 .. 4/9 iflitsconstructjon. Ailwavc- 
6 .. 2000-5000 .. 5/ lengths covered. 

-- -- . - . 
. IIII,IIlIIHIIfl 

ACIU . 

LEVELai-, . 

LYING FLAT 

EDWARDS' NON-SPILL ACCUMULATORS 
Avoid All Acid Troubles. 

NO CREEPING or escape of Acid even when charging. NO increase - 
of size. CANNOT SPILL when knocked over. 

,ÇQNTACT PIMS 

A LOW CAPACITY COIL WITH LOW CAPACITY PLUG 
Self capacity in acoil increases Approximate Wavelength 

Shunted its resistance, and this is also 
with Condenser. 

No. Min. 
increased by the use of a solid 25 

0i005 Max. 001 Price 
8.5 280 3/6 

hQvy mounting. The patent 3s 125 450 3/9 
50 

air spaced winding and feather- 75 
140 650 
225 975 

4/- 
4/6 

100 weight mounting make the ro 300 1300 
500 2000 

5/4 
6/- 

Energo the best low-loss coil 200 boo - 2500 6/10 
250 

available. Can be used with 300 
750 2750 

1000 4000 
7/1. 
7/5 

400 all stan( rd sockets. 500 
1300 5250 
1350 oso 

8/3 
9/- 

Low LOSSES AND HIGH EFFICIENCY 

THE "SECURITY" VALVE HOLDER 
(Prou. Pat. No. 2187/25). 

ANTI-CAPACITY 

1/- PROTECTS THE VALVE 
NETT METAL DRILLING 

TEMPLATE Included. 

OBTAINABLE Z- 
FROM ALL / 

- 

RETAILERS & FACTORS. 

Advert, of 
'I 

9 

Williams, Ellis & Co.. London 

I 

r: 

THE WIRELESS CoNSTRUCToR -. . . June, 1925 

PUT 
'. 

COMPONENTS 

into your set 

-'-\1. . - 

___ :.a1ld.,i. 

/ you wiii be 

LL .1 
satisfied 

NEW MODEL CROIX 

L.KTransformer - 
(3-1, 4-1. 5-1) 

9/6 each, Super 1 1 '6 

Radio Panels 
BLACK MATT FINIStI fl"- 

9x 6xk -16 
lOx 9x .... 2/2 
l2xlOx 2/9-' 
ALL SIZES .STOGKED': [. 

POST FREE 
Trade Sugp1red 

RADIO PANEL C: T' 
143, Fetter Lane, E.C. 4 

-- 

- 
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PRICE 
Obtainable from all ¡ Generous Trade Terms 

dealers or direct. I Showeards and Leaflets. 
COMPLETE 

HARLIE BROTHERS 
183, DALSTON LANE, HACKNEY, LONDON, E.8 

Telephone: CLISSOLD 293 

- - Barclays IO9 

DEALERS ............... 
write for generous trade fermi 

Gaston E. Marbaix 
27-29, Anuing Street, E.C.2, and 169, High Street, Shoreditcis 
'Phone - - - - - BISHOPSGATE 1294 

replying to adveisers, pieuse fl!enliOfl WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR. - 775 

Don't Crystal-use the 
:t1e: 

:tkMe. 

FOOL-PROOF 

DETECTOR 
- (Prorisional Patent 20791/24) 

NEW DISCOVERY. 
d. _4e Continuous reception in any position at all 

times, owing to the special design of both crys- 
tal and catswhisker being always in contact. 

SOME NOVEL FEATURE 
Il 

Nlckel.ploted. dotoohable, dssot.proof cover. 

11111 III1 2, special Noelia" oaper-senstttve cryatal. 
3. I.bontte wheel for rotatIng crystal. No fern. 

- bling about adjuoting, just turn the wheel- 
etmpllctty Itself. 

- 4. Catswhisker on slifer for covering whole sur. 
face of crystal Shock-proof. 

- 

5, NIckel plated sockets for panel mountin 

-, I ADVANCE WITH THE TIMES. 
- - Troublesome adjustment is now obsolete ass ng 

to the simple automatic movement of the Hrsrlie 
- lietcetor. scisich rises continuous delirate contact 

- with the wonderful Crystal recently diocovefred by 
- us and manufactured under our seccet mecas. 

- (Obtas-na bic osoiy with the Hastie Detector.) 

AND PRIESS 

.Do us the men who know 
crystal efficiency do. 
Use the "Tip-Top' and 
enjoy crystal reception at 
its best. Every piece is 
firmly mounted in a 
circular cup, and under- 
goes a rigid test before 
leaving the factory-a test 
that ensures you receiv- 
ipg a perfect specimen. 

-. 
Mounted in the circular cup 

2/- 

r . At -you dealers-otherwise send 2/- 
direct and you will be supplied postfree 

"LOTUS" COIL HOLDERS 
are made from 

BAKELITE MOULDINGS, with 
Nickel-Plated Brass Patts. 

Reimt Two-way, 7/- - 'E 

Seth ni, 
Price Three-way, 10/6 

Garnett, Whiteley & Co., Ltd. 

Lotus Works, Broadreen 'Road, Liverpool. 

E There could be no finer 
testimony to the super- 
sensitivity of the "Tip- 
Top" than the warm 
recommendation of 
manufacturers and 
experimenters alike, in- 
cluding such world- 
famous experts as- 

-DE FOREST. HARKNESS 

I. 

a' 

Vernier COIL HOLDER 
Vernier Movement, 

actuated by Threeets 
of Encased Precision 

Cut Gears, representing 
- a Reduction of Sto 1. 

Moving Block Cannot Fall. 

"TIP TOP" CRYSTALS 
Regiskrd 

June, 1925 / 
THE \VIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR - 

ADDS CHARM AND EFFICIENCY TO ALL 
RECEIVING SETS. 

J / 
"LOTUS". Çut Geared. 
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A[anufizclurcrs of hie Eureka Transformer, unscrew or solder. 

Fisher Street, London, W.C.1 . - 

CRYSTAL 'DETECTOR G tAN ITY 
Qtlbj't Ad. 2OS 

 ...j is placed a row of catwhisker points, each one of which is 
weighted at th& head. When the Gravity is rotated these 
points are caused to drop one by one to make contact with the 
Crystal. Thus it is only necessary to give the Detector a twist 
until the loudest signals are heard. There is no catwhisker to 

- adjust-merely rotate the cartridge. And when you want to 
use a new Crystal merely remove the Gravity from 
its clips-separate the two halves and drop in the 
new piece of Crystal. It's as easy as loading a gun ! Corn ctith CrysaI 

Sold by all dealers and made iily by 

PORTABLE UTILITIES CO., LTD. 

last a liJe!ine. - 
* * 

The Crystal is firmly hehl - . - 

in a spring cup. and the 
moving points fall to niahe 
contact wit/i it as 1/ic holder 
is rotated. 

* * * 

¡Vhen the Gravity Detector 
i, in use the Crystal is 
fully enclosed and protected 
from dirt. 

* * * 

The Gravity Detector can be 
reloaded with a new crystal 
in a moment. Nothing to 

/ 
: 

Çrystal Detèctor. 

ciò e q a lo ad i iruq u q Ufl t e t O;a/ a - 
brings in/o use a new spot 

- on the crystal and a new 
EERYONE who buys a Crystal Dètector wants to know contact point. 

two points : \Vill it work without attention ? Can the * 

SEoul plated sprza clips crystal be changed in a moment ? How few Detectors ar sippiied, ' and the base 
on the market can satisfy even one of these requirements- can be removed for fitting 
certainly we know of none besides the Eureka Gravity that can the Detector direct to the 
satisfy both. paneL 

* * * 
Its principle is just this : The crystal is held in a cup Within Nothing to wear out- the centre of the cartridge. Around the periphery of the case the Graviti, Detector will 

.4 

e 

.1 - 

her 

WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR. June 19'25 
I 
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e 

f EVLRYBODY NEEDS 
the RADIO 7EAD 

Every radioenthusiest is troubled by the twist. 
ing and kinking of the Sex load.s of bis boa,! 
phones, loudspeaker, or batteries, and tise 
cossscquentda,sage resalting in inferior recop 
tiosi. Rut now there sa a remedy- 

TIlE RADIO BEAD 
¡sa simple accessory which clamp-s on to your liez leads 
(no dssoosineetlng necessary) and enables you to instantly 

i,,' 
ramure kinks and prevent their recurrence. 
LIflitsjn svelglst ass! ornait in çost, it preventS that 
tre anita and often unknown cause of loas of signal strength which ¡o so difficult to trace. 

.approevd by ieadiisy radio sopero. Satlifaction guaranteed 
EACH ESSENTIAL TO YOU. GET ONE NOW. 

Oblainabig irons nil (dealers. Trade enlduiries jaded. 
WIN PATENTS, Briddeway isase Haminerapsith, 
London, W.6. To!. RIverside 3463. 

. 

THOUSANDS D,EL.IGHTED! 
with the "Scientific" 

I .'- NON METALLIC LOUD.SPEM(ER HORNS 
licing nsonu(octured Of o special compOsition, with a 
roughened omis-f ace, they sue absolutely noms resonant end 
diotortlonless without loss in volume; wbitnt the finisti, 
un ut tsaetmsedull bronze, harmonices perfectly iritis any 
furnishing or colour schemes. Height. Flore. Price. 

luches Inches. 
I 

..-'. , SIdA!.!. SWAN-NECK la (n 5/9 
I SWAN N ECL sviti, petal fiare 18 10 7/9 

. bIlA!.!. WESTERN pattern 19 U 1,9 
fl /8 ' MEDIUM WESTEE patters, 22 12 59 
t? ( . . Do do. with petal 

- - , - -- 
fiare .......... 22 12 0! 

"i - '.' '.°. LARGE WESTERN latt'-rs, 24 15 11/9 
'k -. CURVED HORN. 01 ccislLy de- 
\ , sienes! for Aseplion Infiora ....... - i 1i'9 

- LARGE SIVAN-NECL vec loud results, 
illusteated 24 19 a, 

LARGE SWAN-NECK, wiLls petal Sarg. sa 
illustrated (S5647'2? ........ .. 22 15 15/9 

Post, packmn5 ami crate. 1,9 extra, 
SLIEMTIWIC SLPPL1 STORES, 

- 
a1 fl Newingtf CausoWa. London. SEI. 126, Newtngtcn Causeway. 

I )t 5j 7, St, George's Circus. SE.!. 16, Manette Street. Clsaring Cross 
Road. W,!. 207, £dgware Road, W.!. 54, ChurrIs Roast, Norwood, 
S £22. 'Phone Rop 4177. 

___\& 

ïoJt 
Under Panel Mounting 
Safeguards yourvalves from 
accidental shorting of fila- 
ments with fl.T. Neat in 
appearance, efficient in 
svorking. Capacity effects 
reduced Io u minimum. 
Price 9J. post free 

If your local retailer cannot supply you, order 
direct and send his naine and address to 

WATSON, JONES & CO. 
6, ST. STEPHEN'S HOUSE 

Victoria Embankment, London, S.W.1 
Who!eoale only-Liberal discounts to trade. 'Phone: VICTORIA 7571 

of sharp tunieg at all times. You will have infinite accuracy of tuning 
with the breatest ease of adjustment. If you have the space of a three- 
penny piece on your panel, you can fit a "MICROI-IM' Vernier - AND 
STILL HAVE ROOM TO SPARE 
THIN K-you can improve your reception wonderfully for a vry small 
outlay :.why not bring your set up'to.dat: 

- MAKE A NEIGHBOUR OF THAT DISTANT STATION 

MICROHM ENGINEERING CO. 
VARSITY WORKS, COLLEGE ST., LONDON, E.9 

'Phone - Clissold 2887 
&ottioh Agents: KEITH & IRWIN, 35, Robertson Street, Glasgow, C.2 

- Barolov,s IO7, 

r 

i 

WHY SPEND MONEY j 
ON EXPEFJSIVECO!LSjI 
when you can wind them yourself on the I 

/. WESTMINSTER"I 

adjustable coil w:nder and save 
pounds? You can make coils of 
any size or weave on this machine. 

PRICE 4/- 
THE 

WESTMINSTER 
VALVE HOLDER 

-'--. 

..ánAbsoluteNecessity 
..ltIl - ,.t,lI 

"MICROIIM" VERNIER CONDENSER 
Dearfii,s a32i. Southport, Lane.. 

A (ow weekoego tolitalned from i t, lillill 

r 
youonesmall 

Vernier Condenser. I should be pleased ir you will for. 
o-arti me anotheratyour railieut coneenience. as I mnnot 

1 
oblate one locally. 

i.. The one lam using nosrenables me togettho titi 
ii i 

last ounce out of my set. I co older that they are on ob- 
solute necessity to n.y seriou, experimenter and relegato 

- the antiquated vernier plate to a dim position in the 
t , , - . . 

bsakground. Wishing you sU kin s of good things. 
,u(ulsliilCII 8.E.OE. BA. 
tIti iIIiiU Dcarfiirs, lt/a/al. Bmdgate, Rotherhani, 

Iohallbeestremelyobliged iryou 
r. t. iii.,,... ut would torwart! me two more of your Vernier 

1iiuui1I (hnslenoers. More thon satisfied will. theu 
BR.!!. 

[1 1 21 tertio of tuntn adjustment. .i 
I tsingle ihn, hole fixing 3laximutu 

- calt'etty .00001! mM. Minimum 
capacity egligib.e. 

For use in parallel with aerIal 
and anode tuning Condensers. 

Indispensable for 
"eutrodynes." Postage 3d,. 

It is a reci'gnised fact that signals weaken as ilse hours of darkness 
decrease. With a ' MICROHM Vernier in your tet, you are assired I 

valve to give the necesearr-hih vacuum lu ract we do this job so 
weU that we guarantee 

4 

We are actualusakers of valvs, the.ve!ore we can repair and exhaust the 

Same Amplification. Same Radiation. Not to consume more current. 
Space won't permit of full pricelist here, .but tve'll gladly bend you 

types of valves. Bright Emitters 6/6. Dull Emitters: 2 voIt type 9/- 

__t 

BOOKLET Post free onroquost. Iiere-aro-pricesforthe most popular 

.06 type 10/6. Postage 3d. extra. 

Good 
Trad g 

Tc,ms 

If vou dealrr is t lert eeeugh io coilec/,volues, for Rl DION 
,-epir, see-i straight off fo us ;itii re,niliav'caw4 obtain real . FREE BOOK.entitled,:." How longshoulcj servucî. - - uuyaceumulator c1iargfast ? givesthjsju.. 

formation and curves of IL(DION Valves-. RADIONS Ltd., BOLLINGION, Nor Macclesfield high in perionnance 1dwiuCot. Send Now. 

- June; 1925 - - - ThE VIRELSS CONSTRUCTOR 

i TALVESrèÑiÑd. Quidi 
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- 

Obtainable from all Newsagents, Book- 

- S 

stalls, local Wireless Dealers, or direct 
from the Publishers. When ordering 

. direct be sure and quote Seriès ...... . 
. 

No. W.22. S 

"Switches,---- 

f 3 in Wireless Circuits" 1'6 I By OS\VALD J. RANK IN. 
j: POST FREE 

t' - 
iRabto flre, Ltb. - . 

-- 

BUSH HOUSE, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2. 1°:o 

switches. Thc correct method will save 

time and temper incorrect way will 
lose one and aggravate the other. . 

' With switching in r.'io circuits we have a - 

parallel case. Here, correct switching will 
wive you lime and lemper, whereas bad 

methods will bring as opposite result 

$ 

Perhaps the reason for the reticence of 

: amateurs in inslallint switches in their sets 

has been the dearth of authoritalive litera- 

in rujio circuits. 

Every switch ha definite duties to perform, 
and its application is described simply and 
fully by 1/ic author. A distinctive feature 
of the book is tise illustrations of switches 

in both symbolic and pictorial forms. This 

is of great advantage to those enthusjosi.s 
who have only a restricted knowledge of 

thcrelico1 wireless symbols. Buy.a copy at 

the earliest possible moment ; you will ¿e 

both pleased and satisfied in possessingone. 

A re yo u go ing thè lo ng 
váy round.? .; 

WHETHER you go the long way orLure on ¡he subject. But thai is no marè. - 

the short wag round on a railway Switches in Wireless Circuits" byOswold 

journy muy! de oehd on the rail- J. Rankin, supplies this need. ¡t describes 

way company and ¡he manipulation of lucidly oeer fifty different kinds °f switching 

s 

- - 

____________ 
Ap 

-f 

_/ - 

-I- 
- __4. 

1 
- - 

i - ci L *1I . 

/ 
,-_--:: 

f 
Ii I' - 
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I : 'Fhone:Grrard5;576 
14, Gt. QizecnStreet,KINGSWAY,W.C.2 

WorKs: LonñoD, Birmingham and Westclift , 

- In replying to advertisrs, please mention Pir \\Tm1t.ESS CONSTRUCTOR. 779 
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To Make a Success of your New Set 
Use Wate's Specialities The 'Microstat 

Don't buy 'the componeni's for your new set untl Filament Rciistance 
" rl hace studied our FREE ILLUSTRATED CA TA- Infinite grac1uaton of resistance 

FjijJ I- LOGUE featuring a number of Specialities designed 
. 

makes possible the most delicate ensure efficient reliable working, and to save you rno'sey. tuning. Does not g've that jump 
- 

k- 

from step to.step so prevalent with 
ordinary wire resistances. 

('j 

JJ" 
cApscrvo,qLe,, . 011e hole Fixing only with four pipi 

1to grip the panel. No roder.ng 
The K" Tubular Fixed Condenser necessary-dead si!ent working and 

Embodies a new method cf bing. ' Only the 
negigible under panel space are 

' but a few of the points which have 
clips screw to the panel and capacities can be 

J changed la 3 seconds, without the use of tools 
which often slip and damage your wiring. ,' 

, 

i made the mcrostat so pop9 
/9 

1 :!'55 

Mo solfenng required-small unijerpanel space ular, yet its price is only 
and accurate capacity unaffected by changing 
atmosphere. 
0001, 0002. 0-003, 0005 2/- 'each. 00001. '1". 

' 

A few other Specialwes described in 
00002, 00003, 00005 1,9 each our Catalogue are: 

" K" Square taw. Variab'e Cetadeaseru, Valve 
Kingsway Variable Condensers ' . 

Høldcr, Brass parts 1er alI purpeses, Ideal 

Sturdily constructed with accurate air - - 

- Í 
Accuinuators, Pyramid Batteries. Supra Trans- 

. formirs, Supratoc lle:dphenes Etc. 
spacing to ensure reliability, arnooth rncve- 
ment and elimixiation from the usual 9 - condenaec troubles. , ., Wates'areductsareaeldbynll diacriminatinq 
Fricas: o'ôoi, 8,'-. 000075, 7/-. 00005; 

51. 00003, 5(6: 00002, 4/9. 00001, 

¡f adioDeaf ei-a n'ho trill willinjip dernoì; strate. 
We cian supply carriaye paid, but yeur 

3 çlate Vernier, 3 9 
Dealer's naine Snuat be enclosed with order. 

CRAIK & SMITH (Desk E) 
Allen Street, Goswell Road, E.C.1. C348 

Before considering any tranriormer CONSIDER the PUBLISHEDGUARANTEE 
TRADERS! Keep abreart of the PROGRESS 
made in distortionlcrs reproduction. IT PAYS I 

Ratios 5 : 4 : 3 : 2 to 1. Price 8/4 post free 
\Ve repair ANY MAKE of L.F. Intervalve -Trariformer with our efficiency 

equal to new guarantee for 5/- port free 

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO., 
HAY STREET, PORTSMOUTH 

Barclays 1072 

i 

- I 

ClEAR MUSICAL TONE LONG 
f praising its - 

SUMPTION, and KELIABIA.ITY. 
LIFE. LOW CURRENT' CON- 

THE 

-. .. C. & S. Dull Emitter 
2v. 0.2 amp. (227) which received NEW 

- ZEALAND on a tingle 12/- 1 valve cOsts you only 
(Also made O.O& amp. (227L), 15/-) Re/use 

GET YOURS NOW I i,iijlaticmo/ 
Specia1drybatteies - , Losk br 

s. fçir these valves :- 
. 1,-ade mark our 

- 227 .. 76esch -. 
227L .. 5r each- &Ii 114 ara,ie box. 

Service Reliability Maintenance 
No matter what receiver you may have, the L.F lntervalveTransformers should be the 

DISTORTIONLESS, GUARANTEED BRITISH 

"RENOWN" 
- as no others ate as good 

GUARANTEE -----Test this transformer against any other, anti ji you do not 
lind it equally as efficient in every respect, or better, return it LO u, within 14 

days and we will refund cash in full immediately 
Should this- tiansiormer ever break down t should be returned to us intact, to- 
gether with 219 plus 6d. postage, and we will replace the inatrunsent with a new 

one by return of post 

J une, 1925 * 

::''- .;1 The'Valve,' 

that . fo: a 
road of unending pois.- a. 
bilities' The C. & S. . - 

DULL EMITrER We 
I 

are re i ing everyday 
u ohcited testimoni I 

from sailified user 

THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR 

s. 

-_'l 
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PRICE 1/6 

Ask for Radio Preis Series No. 24. 

Obtainable from all Newsagenis, Booksellers, 
Wireless Dealers, or direct from (De»: 1V). 

lRaôío I1res, Ltb. 
D_._. ILR - 

BUSH HOUSE, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2 

La,cu 4a 

® 

\ 

\ ,ât"'Cc S. 

\° 

inexpensive appliance, which is used in conjunction 
with a pair of telephones and forms practically the 
only apparatus required. 

Further chapters then proceed to deal thoroughly with the 
testing of variable and fixed condensers, transformers, coils, 
detectors and other components. The testing of receiving sets, 
ranging from crystal to multi-valve is described in a lucid way, 
relieving the experimenter of all perplexity and anxiety. 

An extremely useful feature of the book is the tables appended 
to every chapter on set testing, with the headings" Symptoms," 

Possible Causes," etc., and the reader by glancing at these 
can ascertain quickly how to apply a series of tests to locate 
his particular trouble. 

Altogether it is a book that should be in the possession of 
every wireless enthusiast, whether advanced or beginner. 
Readers are assured of simple and ready methods of detecting 
even the most aggravating faults, enabling them at all times 
to secure the best results from their sets. 

authoritative books published by the Radio Press is - - - "Wireless Fults and How to Find Them," by R. W. 
- Hallows, M.A. Like all other Radio Press publications 

- - it fulfils a definite need of the radio public. It shows 
the amateur how he can locate the most elusive cause of 

I - trouble in his set. 

- By an ingenious method of trouble tracing devised 
by the author it is difficult to see how the most 
stubborn of faults can escape for long the simple but 

- searching tests. The first chapter in the book is 
- - devoted to the construction of a simple and extremely 

- Tuis W1REIESS CONSTRUCTOR Jute; 1925 

- 
ç 

- 

- 

I: 

, 

FAULTS 
are rarely visible, in, a wireless' 

- 

i :. 
leceiver, and many thousands owning 

'. sets have hitherto been baffled in their 
attempts to locate some little trouble. - - 

The latest addition to the aheady Jarge list of 
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QUESTIONS EUREKÄ' AND ANSWERS 
This Coupon mu st be 
accompanied with a 2/6 P.O. BRITAIN'S FINEST TRANSFORMER 
and stamped addressed envelope. - 

Manufactured only by 
"Wireless Constructor" Portable Utilities Co. Ltd. Eureka 

No. 2 22/6 Concert 
3Ö1.. Fisher St., London, W.C.i' For second stage JUNE, 1925. Grand 

- 

Gillìerl Ad. 2602 

In replying to advertisers, please nzenlon- LIE WIRErESS coxsTRccroR. 78 

Journalism vhch con- 

stitute a complete and 
efficient Advertising 
Campaign for Selling 
Sets, Components, or - 

Accessories 
I 

For rates write Advertisement Manager 

Barclays Advertising, Ltd. 
Advertising Consultants & Contractors 

Bush House, Strand, London, W.C.2 

- Telephone City 9911 (Extn.-xo) 

COUPON 

OTS of people think that good tuits cost too much- that any good car costs too much-that fine furniture 
- costs too much. Yet there are people who buy all 

these things and who know that they get very good value 
for their money. 

They are just the kind of people who believe that in the 
building of a Wireless Set it is well worth while using 
only Eureka Transformers; They are flot necessarily 
well-to-do-they don't do it to impress their friends. 
They do it because they cannot resist the appeal of 
quality. 

Into the manufacture of Eureka Transformers oes 
much care and forethought. In fact, it would not be 
too much to say that each Transformer receives the individual attention that is usually accorded to expensive 
scientific instruments. An incessant demand-not only 
from all parts of this country, bitt also from the Continent 
and from the Colonies-has certainly necessitated their 
manufacture on a mass production basis, but no test is 
too stringent and no safeguard too great to ensure the 
original Eureka quality being fully maintained, - 

--s 

Campaign!!!.. 
"Modern Wireless" 
"Wireless Weekly" 
"The Wireless 

Constructor" 

The Media in Wireless 
J 

f 

Do jou think 
this way too? 

/ 

June,195 

MAKE YOUR' OWN CABINETS 
We supply timber cut accurately to size 
for amateurs to make their own cabinets. 
Every part is ready for assembling. 
Each part is planed smooth, sawn square 
and fits accurately. Parts per Cab. suade up 

Cabinet set and polished 
6X 6 19 3/- 
9x 8 .... - 3(- 6/- 

lOx O ..... 4/- 7/- 

12x10 .... 5- 8/- 

All postage 9d. 

Sloping Cabinets 50 per cent, on these 
prices. Ask for quotations. Nothing 
but the best oak or mahogany is used. 

Depth of cabinets 6 inches. 
F. & J. FLETCHER, Ordish Timber Yard, 

Water Lane, Halifax. Yorks. 
Sead for List. 

r 
MEAN MECLOW MUSIC 
The Power Eupner,t CoLsdJhe Hde,l1cndon, N.W.5. 

Your, Selling 

I - 

TirE WIlEIIESS CO1STRUciOR 

i 

¼ 

1 
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.CIIArTER X. An ST. loo Receiver. 

CLIAPTER XI. The Transatlantic 
Rectiver. 

I 

CrLrTERXII. Wave - Traps and 
how to make 
them. 

Il S S 

Get this valuable book today from any boohstall, 
newsagent, wireless dealer or direct from Dept. W. 14 

lRabtó flree, 1Ltb, 

BUSH:HOUSE, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2 

CILtPTER IV. A Two-Valve 
Cabinet Set. 

CI1.'d'TER V. A Single Valve Note 
Magnifier. 

CUAITER VI. A Two-Valve'Note - 

Magnifier. 
CIIAI'TEa VII. The "Old Folks" 

Receiver. 
CHAPTIR VIII. The "All-Concert" 

Receiver. 

CH.PTER iX. A Three-Valve 
- Reinartz Receiver. 

to the novice, and therefore the Author, as well as these, 
gives complete wiring diagrams. It is, therefore, just 
a question of copying the Author's specifications to 
cnsu:e perfect results. 

The book contains a wide variety of designs; you start 
with biilding a crystal set, and progress-until you 
are fully capable of constructing and manipulating a 
multi-valve set. 

PRICE 2/6, OR 2/8 POST FREE 

CONTENTS 
C1w'rE I. A Half-Crown Crys- 

tal Set. 

CU.'-PTER IT. A Crystal Set on a 
New Principie. 

CHAPTER III. A impIe Two-Valve 
. : Receiver. 

and How to Make Theth' 

BY 

PERCY W. HARRIS, M.I.R.E. 
EDITOR OF 

"The Wireless Constructor" 

This book is sngitlarl original inasmuch as it acois 
all the stumbling blocks which usually impede the 
beginner. Theoretical diagrams a:one are often puzzling 

': 

1 

if he had struggled with a whole lot of theory 

But there is a right and a wrong way of going 
about set building. Start the wrdng way and - 

you will soon realise your mistake and lose 
enthusiasm. 

The right method, however, will give you 
increased impetus, making set building a joy, - 

the best of all hobbies. , ' 

"TWELVE.TESTED WIRELESS SETS 

:'; 7... e 

- Practice makes 
Perfect" 

. THE 
radio enthusiast by constructing a few 

sets may gain more knowledge of radio than 

L TRE \VxREr,Es CONSTRUCTOR 
4 - - 

June, 195 
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Ihe Flagon Fixed Condenser was the first ene hole fixing condenser on tue market and lu Block 
eotnsstceì wilhin 3p.C. of state tcapaeity;no'vuxiousesl ther.forcClinsatieCOmlití0fluhaVeflO ADDRESS 

l_elle i 

i Il effects upon them. Buy one. Testone. It sv Il proxe our statements and thoroughly saslsfyyou y teae 
CAPACItIES: Cool to CII pree 2/- ecb. .003 to .006 .. prIes 2,6 each _________ 

1fiousdealercsyot ssaion Cos,8eVou Cu j. iioi;earçt;g .. 
'.IGHTING SUPPLIES CO., 2, Finsbury Avenue,' London, E.C.2. TRADE E.VQUIRIE9 ESPECIALLY INVITED. 

. -. .. CARRINGTON MANUFACTURING CO., LTD. 
18/20, Narmans Buildings. Mitchell 8t. Central St., E.C.I 

Barclays 1078 

- 
. In replying to adveIisers, please ntenhiotl THE \Vi,ESS AD\tERTISER. 783 
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... \ 
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- .. .... - ,. 

S., 

1 

L 

DARCO LTD., 77-79, High St., WATFORD. 
'Phones 1432, 336. 

(JUMPUNITVIÒ' lot PL/IIWANLN[ HLLIAIiIL/IY 
Frnston Fixed and Variable Square Law Condaneers and Variometers. 

15, Red Lion Square, London, W.C.1. 
'Phone :-CHANCEItY 8042. Cabinet Works :-PIMLICO. 

CABINETS CABINETS 

WR'TV A T for our illustrated list of 100 varietIes of 
VV £ 5 ti I 'JI '' cabInets or radio sets, Including many 

described in MODERN WIRELESS," "WIRELESS WEEKLY, 
and' WiRELESS CONSTRUCTOII," etc., or 'phone Clerkenwell 6903 

NAME ......................................................................................... 
I In 

YOUR NEXT SET MUST HAVE 

DARCÖ 
Grid Leaks 

(Pats. Pending). 

THEY SAVE 
TIME MONEY 

5 Meg to Meg and carry a Guarantee. 

instantly fixed by their terminals or 
soldering tag,, obviating trouble and Price 2/ Each. expense of special clips, but fit all 
standard clips when desired. 

FROM ALL DEALERS OR DIRECT 

THE RED' PERIL 
IS A REALITY AND MAY MEAN A WORLD TRAGEDY. 

But in a cray on Ebonite Panel may mean as greut a tragedy to the man who 
has just completed bis Set. T0 avoid the risk of surface leakage always speciíy 

RADION 
All our Standard Panels are in RADION, accurately drilled and engraved, 
and hued to their Cabinets, which arc the best hand-made work in seasoned 

sroad, hand poi shed, figured walnut being supp.icd a, s standard. 

Examples from titis issue:- Black Radions Panel a ne DriUed Engraved 
3-Valve Tuned Anode Receivez - 30/- 131- 
3-Valva Split Secondary - . 30/6 15/6 
Change Over Crystal Set - - 16/- 6/- 

Senti Stamp for descriptive leaflets. Cabinets made to any design. 

"S. A. CUTTERS,", 

F 

OXENOON STREET, HAYMARKET. S.W.1 'Phone: Regent 2505 and 2506. 

a,cLay, iovu 

WE SPECIALIZE IN LOW & HIGH FREQUENCY 

TRANSFORMERS 
\Vhatnver your needs, for any make 
of'Transformer, or any other parts 
you may reqture ¡n the building of 

your new set, 

POST YOUR ORDER TO- 

The Brighton Radio Stores 

163, Western Road, Bri'ghton. 

50 page Jilnatraled Catalogue post free 
for tue asking. 

SOLDERED JOÍNTS SUPERSEDED 
You can easily connect up the most complicated set entirely 
vitI:out use of solder, with the PATENT 

-' - Strong and perfect ... - . .. Used by Mr. 
i J . 

f Percy W. Harrte and 
K j - otherleadingexperts. 

1rTIJ' . ' A 'Ktiscroa' lOT 

L._.rj 

2Ï Ç] Pdce1/6 to 3/. per doL 

Send for La st. 

Kriscros Co., 50, Gray's Inn Road, W.C.l 

/ 

'l 

f / 
L.E.S. Experimenta' Valve Holder L.E.S. MICRO - CONTROL' L.E.S. Insulated SHORTING PLUG 

- 2/6 - 
. For any and every valve. 3/6. 9d. each 

k ou a e i e ExtractJro,nreporta"Wil'eWklY,"1atC FREE. 42.pageCATALOCUE.SehdfOTftCOPYflOi, 
k, - s y r oc a er or LE.. components 18th-" \Ve can recommend this type of fila- Local Agents fer Maidtone District 

If lie cannot supply, order direct, sending us nient resistance, particularly for use ¡n critical E. A. f.A1WNER & SONS. Ltd., 
his name and adthcss please. ' circuits requtring fine control." 1, 8 &,5, Brewer Str.d ......... ONDON" ELECTRIC 'STORES,-' LIMITED 

- . - 

t- 
- .1 .--: 
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Th 
- .'. - - lJarci«ys Afi. 

¡n../lving IQ ad'crtisrs, please mt!on TitE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR. 

' 

, 4 

(-V 
j oI your set, bit will also ensúre accuratecnnecions. ¡ 

. A mistake in the identity of the H.T. and L.T, 
. . , . .. Terminals may result in the loss of one or more 

. expensive valves. With the aid of the Radio Press 
,__-:-----._,_ , . Panel Transfers you can clearly. mark them, thus 

-. affording protection against a disastrous mistake. 

As easy to apply as a child's transfer ! 

I . 

. 

r r - 

. . - . 

. 

I . - A simple mehoa r app!yifl -Radio . 

. 

Press Panel Transfers. 

. 

III 

p . Cut ¿uì the required transfer and place it in the desred 
V 

: ' 

V 
placing over it a piece of cIoh materisi. Heat an 

. 

ordinar3, tableknife to a moderate temperature and apply io the 

.__t - I 
I 

¿oth for a few seconds. The cloth and fim can then be pulled 
i 

( . . 

V away. leaving the panel clearly and neatly marked. . ,/' 

\ ..../ ... . V.. V 
If/I - 

p 
V 

, , ,, 
Radio Press Panel Transfers D Per Large - 

. 

I 

. 

are obtainable from all Booksellers Packet of 

... ,. 

and ''ireless dealers or direct from 8 0 Labels. 
r 

Dept. W. 81 Posi Free. . 

';- . - - 

--:' 

t 

*iRabío 
. . - 

i 

7 V, 
. 

ll'res, Ito. .:, 

V. 

T/ largest wireless pub!lsñers j, the World, 
. 

.- 

;-:--... -: - Bush House,. Strand, London, W,C.2 - 
- .:- 

, _1c,I r: 
-'W-- 

I 

THE WIRELESS CONSTRIJCTOPS 

;;\ 
r r 

/ 

\ . 

I 

- 

; June, 1925 I 

"Don't spoil the ship 

foraHaportho tar.- 

WHY 

leave your set in an unfinished state 
when for the small expenditure of sixpence 
on a Packet o Radio Press Panel TransFers 

- you can give your set "that professional look" ? 

They will not only vastly improve the appearance 
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ing out * oz. per pair. secure the co,nfo1 of every User of 
the'MACONDO"Pads modern phones. 
111) a long-felt need with Price 1/3 p i r. Pri-e po ted ons- 

hore in U.K. 1/5 (-lamps or 
complete success. P.O.. Price, Foreign potcd anywhere 

In the world, 1 6 (P.0: or Money Order) 

Money Back in' Full if Dissatisfied 

McLEOD and McLEOD 
329, High Holborn, Lqndon, W.C.1 

'Phone: Holborn 1092 

Barclays 1065 

:Y7 (.r SAVE 25% 
Cet REM. EBONITE Coil Plugs fr 
5/- per doz. (4/- gross lots.) 

J. - Made of best tested materials 
throughout, these Plugs offer the 
advantages of nick-el-plated sida 
plata contacte, having patent lip 

Sod 84.njraJor poolaflon simples. 

CECIL RIDLEY 
35&37 DUNDAS MEWS MIDDLESBROUGH 

('Phone 1306.) 

LOEWE AUDION VALVES 
(The Valve ooith tise Orange Pa1ng) 

ON YOUR WIRELESS SET. 

Ask your dealer for folder describing Loewe AUDION 
Long Distance Valves. 

very Loewe AUDION Valve is guaranteed by the 

AUDION RADIO CO., 52, Dorset Street, W I 

(R. E. STICIDANG, LTD.) 

Build your own 
Neutrodyne? 

Kit ------ £18 0 0 
(All Stations on Loud Speaker, and guaranteed 

to cut out your local station.) - 

2-Valve Portable Set complet ----- 14 14 0 
OndiaWavemeter(25 to 2,500 metres) -. - . 4 10 0 
40 ft. Steel Mast (Carriage Forword) - 1 1 2 0 
Marco Low-Loss Condenser, 0005' - 1 10 0 
Rrbo MIcro and F.T.H. '06 Valve - - 12 6 
Austrian 2 volt 2 amp. Valve - 7 6 
0005 Square Law Condense ------ 7 6 

Telefunken Type Headphone ------ 9 9 
Duolateral Coil Former (With Instructions) - 1 9 
Dr. Nesper Loud Speake ------ 4 10 0 
Celestion Horniesa Loud Speaker -. . 6 10 0 -. 
Ali Wireleea & Photographic Parto stocked by os. See. isotalled & Aeri.ls erected. 

POSTAGE EXTRA. TRADE SUPPLIED. 

S. E. BLAND, AC G.!., B.Sc., 

-s 

June, 195 

A Necessity 
and (fdA Luxury 

I»»MACONDO» 
PNEUMATIC 
EAR PADS 

- We have recently introduced a 
new line which appeals to every 

As the drawing shOWS, Wire! essEnt husiast for the simple 
but all suthcientreasonthat it is 

each Ear Pad is in the an article which is certain to be 
form of a miniature life- popular among wireless users. 
buoy, which slips over Everyone knows that most list- 
the earpiece of the eners-in, and particularly those 
headphone, and forms of the fair sex, cannot wear orditi- 
a soft cushion between ary headphones with any degree 

- the earpiece and the of comfort, and will welcomethe 
MACONDO" Pneumatic Ear wearer s ears. Weigh- Pads, which are designed to 

'i: 'TIRELESS CONSTRUCrOR 

MASTER ÓF 
:. EVERY NOTE 
:a ;.. 

H 

'Jp 

LISTEN TO REAL MUSIC 
LISTEN TO CLEAR UNDISTORTED VOICES L 

TO DO THIS-USE ONLY 

In replying io advertisers, please neniion Tiii \VIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR. 785 
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 Purty of Tone 
RADIAX S and volume can only be secured by 

HERALD usingL.F.Transfomarswhichgive 
high amplificalion Withou t dtslor 

L F. tion. THE HERALD is built an 

ii 
TRANSFORMER designed to give these results. 

Rd'd 4v sil Dealers under our lo deys' test 
' gsrnr.ento. Money refunded if ur elaim are - 

sot esb.tantiated. 
Serd 3d. for 0emiete Comp nests catalogue. 10 
Trade should write for flail rauge cf Radias 

OomPonenADI 
Ltd. 

44 RAUIO HOUSE, P RCY fIiIi 

ST.,TOITENHAMOOURT 8i 

RADIAI Onm 
Court lId. sed 000dgo St. 

p455Jf55549Ø PRICE 12/6 

Barclay; 1053 

The New MAXEL 
Accumulator 

e 

JI t 
1hs: 

ti YOUr ott 

1L'ø1; 

r 

4 6 VOLT 22/6 27/- 32/6 37/6 

LO 5 50 Packing 1/- extra per battery. 
tOLeS PLO SS N.B.-Repalrs fo aijy make of 

Battery In 24 hours 

MAXEL ELECTRICAL CO. 28, estr!Zv. Great 

Teleph,lpe MUSKVOT 704 

- 

-e 
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Bc1ay's Ad. 

7 Iii i'ef4'vin. éo aiei'tse?s, 1?1:cse n;'nIio1z WiZs T!VCTcR. - 

Photographs If that is so, this is where añ amplifier would 
come in handy to boost up your signals to give real 

Working Drawings. loud-speaker results. The Two-Valve Amplifier de- 
Luxe described in "Radio Press Envelope No.7" 
will do this. It is extremely neat and will make a 

Full Instructions. wonderful addition to your existing set. The en- 

velope contains the customary full instructions for 
Obtainable from all News- building, which will afford you a pleasant diversion - 
agents, Books tails, local You cannot go wrong in the construction, even if 
Wireless De«lers or direct you have never built a set before, so explicit arc 
fro,n the Publishers, the instructions. 
rE'h,en ordering direct be sure 
and quote Envelope No. W.7 Don"t enforce iigid silence on the household 

any nure, build' the Two-Valve Amplifier de-Luxe 
and let all enjoy the concert together. 

ti j n 

'°: 
, iabio JIres, lito, OST FREE 

1,g 

-, 

' o 
: 

The largest wirele, j'ublihers in the woild. 

Bush House, Strand, London, W.C.2 ". - 

I 

11abíò te 

ENVELOPE No.7. 
CONTENTS. 

Blue Prints. 

IT isnot alwas that one wishes to wear head- 
phones. Sometimes they become. a trifle 

when listening for any leiigth of time. 
Of course a loud-speaker would give you relief, 

- . the p1easureof sitting baçk comfortably in the 
armchair and enable not only you, but also your 
friends to enjoy the programmes. Maybe your 
set is 0f the crystal or one-valve variety, incap- 
able oí giving adequate loud-speaker results. 

's 0 
R 

Tat WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR -, Jtme, 1925 

.[ 
Vllw fiT '8L 
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Practically every technical and popular 
Wireless paper in the country has 
endorsed in the strongest of terms the remarkable advantages the 
Rl, Permanent Mineral Detector 
possesses over every other form tif 
crystal detector. 'Ihe demand for this 
detector has exceeded that of any other 
wireless component since broadcasting 
was introduced5 and wireless experts 
are unanimous in their opinion that it 
is only a question of time before one 
is used in every crystal set. 

"No Catwhisker is employed." 
Rectification is obtained by a selected 

iece of rare minerai in combination 
with another mineral. A spring plan. 
ger is fitted to one of the elements and 
enables the point, of contact to be 
moved if desired, although this is not 
necessary. 
You want a detector that is permanent, 
that remains permanent, that çan be 
used-by a child as weil as an idult-in 
any set, whether crystal, valve'or re. 
flex, and at the same time is as good 
as any crystal combination. - 

Write for new booklet 
"The Discovery of 1925." 

Tite RI, Detector ta now obtainable front 
all reliable dealers or direct from tite maicera 

- 

The Old/tam " Non-Spill," con- 
structed of best seamless celluloid : 

with large terminals and a screw i 

i .' vent. Absolutely non-spillable. 
Plates manufactured under the 

i exclusive Old/tam Special Arti- i 

- vation Process. 2-volts io amp 

12/6 

OLDHAM & SON, Ltd. 
IENTON, MANCHESTER 
LONDON: Gt. Chapel St., Oxiord St., W.1. 

NEW.CÀSTLE: 1, St. Mary's Place. 
GLASGOW: 120. Wellington Street. 

- 
S . 

On the contrary-wireless enthusiasts 
now kflow that the Dry Battery flue. 

- tuates in output so much that good 
reception is impossible. Apart front 
this, of. course, Dry Batteries are a 
perpetual expense. 

The new portable Oldharn Accumu- 
lator is so small that it can be placed 
in the pocket and yet its output- 
for its size-is so high that it will 
run a 2-Valve Set using Wecos, 
Wuncellsor x-volt Oras for 25 hours - 

on a charge. For '06 Valvés, two of 
them in series will run an S.T.íoo, 
for instance, six weeks on one charge. 
Whereas a Dry Battery, when ex- 
hausted, must be dicarded, an Oldhasst 
Portable costs only a few coppers to 
be recharged. Go to your çlealer to. 
day-if he is out of stock-give us his 

' name, and we will see that he gets a 
stock at once. . . . 

. 

June, 1925 
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THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR 

Designed specially for Dull Emitters' 
- - 

- 
/ ' 

r 

7 
r 

r 

Jr ' 

r r ' - 

¡ceverse it 
-, 

r » 

i 2:!: 
L 

it- 

I the and still 
- .. I ' 

r 

,r - 

acid will no 

''j1. 

/ 

fall out' 
- L 

JHEN dull emittersfirstaine o:1 

the market a new era was an- 
- nounced. The accumulator was to be 

relegated to the Dark Ages and all 
valves would ba run from Dry Bat- 
teries. Ths happy state of affair 

- 
l 

- 

however1 has not be:n realised. The 
- Dry Battery has not proved itself to 

:JifflIft 

be the ideal method of lighting the 
filanients of Dull Emitters. - 

Price 6/- 
complete 'ith 

and screws for mounting. 

k. .... . 12, HYDE ST. 
r NEW OXFORD ST. 

k 

LONDON, W.C. 1. 
contraLa to fliO Admiralty 
and au Goveronient Dpts. 

- j -T: 
- - In replying Io advertisers, please mention THE \VIRTT.TSS C0NSTRVcr0R. 

Gilbert Ad. 2009 
: 
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 ADVEWrISEMENT OF -RADIO PRESS, LTD., BUSH HOUSE, STRAND, LOÑDON, W.C.2 

i liC(a,, 4, 
- 

¡n rcpiyzn to advarlzsers, ptaase mention Tn WIRELESS C6csTRucToi. - 

O This feature is exclusive to "Wireless Weekly" and besides giving the 
. naines and wavelengths of the most important Continental and American 

stations it contains full programmes with artists' nmes and details of 
music to be rendered. 

Every 'Wednesday This knowledge is useluls in verifying the name of a station which you- -- 

have experienced difficulty in identifying. 
r - - -- Buy a copy of "Wiréless -Weekly" from your newslgeut to- dayS or, b ttcr 

still, place a standing .rdcr with him. 

Buy a Copy from- 
your N ews a ge nt 
orany Bookstall 

-- PRICE 

J\4ANY good programmes are broadcast nightly froin 
Continental stations and good reception is quite 

possible for those owning valve sets. 
Hitherto, these programmes were only advertised in those 
countries wherein the station was situated. 
It adds appreciably to the interest of those who listen to 
Continental stations to know that " Wirless Weekly 
contains in every issue a supplement entitled- 
The FOREIGN RADIO TIMES 

- 

What's on at Paris to-night? 

I 
4. -f, 

- 4q 

THE WIRtrES CONSTÏUCTOI - 

- 

r 

- June, 1925 

I 
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/ 

¡n replying to aducv!serc, pease n?eion TIlE \7lRI!.tss CoxsTuCTo. Gbjg Ad.'!621 9 

1Rato flre, ltb., 
Bush House, Strand, Lrndon, 

W.C.2. 

IJlcavs Ad. 

value at théir new pric:s. For long-distance reception - 

every Radio enthusiast needs at least oae pair of 
313r0w1i A-type Headphon3s. 

S. G. BROWN, LIMITED, 
Victoria Road, N. Acton, W.3. 

ñcwrooms: 
19, Mortimer Street, W.1. 

- 15, Moorfiolds, Liverpool. - - 

67, High Street, 5oh.ripto. 

- 

iI3:ovn 
- - 

- ft3row1i 

Loud.Speaker. 

) - 

1 

June, 1925 

An Expert at 

your Elbow. 

lt is one thing to listen to the 
advice of an expert in a lecture 
theatre, but another to have 
that lecturer give you advice 
whenever you want it. 

Ever and anon every radio en- 
thusiast is bunkered by some 

difliculty which needs explana- 
tion. What one needs is an 
Encyclopdia to refer to when- 
ever the occasion arises. . 

WIRELESS 
QUESTIONS 
ANSWERED,. 

by 

G. P. Kendall, B.Sc.,, 

and E. Redpath, 

is a Wireless Encyclopdia in 
itself, No matter what the query 
is you lind an answer in its pages. 

216P0STFREE 2/8 

Asijor Radio Press Series No: 13. 

Of!aina l,l from all Boolrstalls, 
NewsagenLs, and Wireless Dealers 
or direc! from Dpi. 1J'. 

THE WIRELESS CONSTI'UCTOR 

LOUDSPEAKERS AND HEADPHONES 

e 

0 

:. :m- 

-. j.,. S-' 

-' . 1:., 

- . -.----.-.- _ -5-'-. :_.i - - 

As1 the. man.. who wore 
a blue.an'd-white. armiet! 

IF you want to know th3 measure of es5teem jn'which- 
16r0w11 Headphones were held during the Great 
War, ask any member of the Royal Engineers. 

He will readily tell you of their extreme reliability 
even und.r the rigonrs of campaigning. When REDUCED 
messages simply had to go througix-whei men s liv's PRICS 

- depended upon communication with the front line 
being maintained-il3ropn' A-type Headphones wcr.s A-type 

entrusted with the work of interpreting the signals. Heedphons. 

To-day. thousands of wirless enthusiasts-experts 120 ohms 
and am-sturs alike-think only of ths J!3r0w11 A-type 2000 ohrn 501- 

when fine headphones are mn ntioiied. Obviously 4000 chins J 

their exclusive reed mechanism (patented throughout 8000 ohms 60/- 

tise world) places them in a class apart. 
And now that a greatly increas2d demand permits a 
reduction in manufacturing costs they are even bttcr - 

a 
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t tykg ! t&e;/is6v9, Peau :ezi1sr TE 7IEr.Ss C CTC& 

- V 

V 1Ra'ío flrce, 
- 

i6toeb lIDou8e, %tan, Lonon, 11,t,2. 

- 
V - 

: - 
- - - -VV - 

prints, and working drawings, which explain with extreme thoroughness ihe building 
methods of using this Wave Trap. 

The A.B.C. Wave Trap is an inexpensive instrument to build, inclusive of handsome 
cabinet and integra! coils. This Wave Trap is normally constructed to operaie on 
the 300-600 metre band. Radio Press Envelope No. 6 is obtainable from all Boolstalls - 

and Wireless Dealers, or direct from Dept. W., Radio Press, Lid. - 

PRICE 

I 

V ating and holding adjacent w'ave'engths asserts itself. 

The Radio Press Envelope, No. 6, contains full instructions for 

S 

the building of the A.B.C. \Vav. Trap, with three different 
arrangemnts which can be brought into operatioiì at will. 

S 

V 

- TIe A.B.C. \Vave Trap will completely eliminate your local .station and bring you 
in unmo'ested signals from any station withi0 the scope of your set, provided 

. your aerial and earth are of average efficiency. In actual test, within 3 miles of 
2L0, the A.B.Ç. Wave Trap has eliminated that station and made it quite possible 
to receive Bournemouth without any trace of interference. G. P. Kendall, B.Sc., 
is the designer of this instrument, and the envelope mcludes instruction sheets, blue 

f 

Your local station is interesting until you get that L 

"other stations" craze, and then it becomes a bugbear. 
It is then that the need of some method of discrjmn- 

Tm WIRELESS UONSTRUCTOi 

. 

June, 192 
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t a - 

13 500 Wireless Questions Answered .. 2/6 Radio Press Wireless Panel E = By G. P. Kendall, ESe., and E. Redpath. 
All the above can be obtained from wirele,, Traùsfers ... .. ... (d. E 

E 14 12 Tested Wireless Sets ...... 2/6 dealerobookeellers. ordiect(pIu,2d.postagn = By Percy W. Harrz, !/1.!.R.E. on boois and 3d. on envelopes)from Dept. W. per large packet of 8o labels. 

1Raío flte,'tô.' 'S 

BUSH HOUSE, STRAND; LONDON, W.C.2 . . 

. E 
'l 

- - ... . - . 

Larcjus ..ci. 

In retlying lo advertisers. please mention TilE WIREJlss coNsTiucTon: . 
79j 

= 4 How to Erect Your Wireless Aefa1 II- = ByE. Mzttell,.4 MIED. .,' 
5 The Construction cl Wireless Receivin = Apparatus ......... .. 1/6 
ByP.D.Tyers. 

E 6 The Constructton of Crystal Receivers .. 1/6 = By Alan L. M. Douglas. 

E 7 How to Rake a" Unit" Wire1ess Receiver 2/6 = By E. RedpaU,. 
= 8 Pictorial WiielessCircuits ...... 1/6 

By Oswald J. Rankin. 
9 Wireless Valves Simply Explained .. 2/6 

- 'y John Scoll-Taggarf, Einst.?., 
AMIBE. 

E 10 Practical Wireless Valve Circuits.. . 2/6 
Sy Jo/zn Scolt-Taggart, FinaL?., 

= AM/EIS. 
= j2 Radio Valves and How to Use Tbnm .. 2/6 
E ßy John Scoll-Taggart, F.Inst.P., 

A.M LEE. 

24 WirelessFaultz and How to Find Them 1/6 Set ............ 2/6 
By R. W. Hollows, M.A. BG. P. Kendall. B.Sc. = 
Elementary Text Book oU Wireless 

- 4 How to Build the 'AIl-Concert-de-Luxe E 
Vacuum Tubes 10/- Receiver ........... 2/6' E By John Scott-Taggarf, Pins!.?., AMIBE. By W. Hams, M.1.R.E. 

HowtoBuildtheOmnieceiver, .. 2/6 E 
SIMPLEX V1RiNG CHARTS. By John ScolL-Taggarl, F.Insl.P., E 

¡la Price. 
1 For 2-Valve Set 1/ 

A.M.LE.E. 
6 How to Build the A.B.C. Wave Trap... 

'Kendall, 

= - 1/6 E .......... 
2 For 3-Valve Set By G. P ES1. . . 

- E 
3 For4-ValveSet .. 1/- 7 HowtoBuilds2-ValveAmplifiérdeLuxe 1/6 E 

By Herbert K. Simpson.'- 
. 

E 
RADIO PRESS PANEL cARDs: g HowtoMakeal.VaveRefiexReceiver.. 1/6 = 

No Price. 
-By Herbert K. Simpson. 

1 How to Make the WI. Receiver .... 1/- 9 HowtoBui1danEfficientSingle-Volveet 1/6 E 
By Herber! K. SImpson. 8' Herben K. Simpson. E 

i. : is). 

"Modern Vire1ess" Coil Table. = 
For Aerial, Anode, and Reaction Coils.. 6d. ' Thai finishing touch." . E 

tica staff of any wireless publish ng an expert in Radio, drilled in the school 
E . ' firm in the world. of experience. Surely, such knosledge E 
E Their 'extensive knowledge and cold, is worth pounds to you; whether you E 
E hard, experience is imparted iw ali are a novice, or an experimenter. ' - 

Products of a Famous House 
The Radio Press -Series '- The Radio- Press Series RADIO PRESS ENVELOPES. 

E No. No. - Pp/ce. TheR diopressrnvelopeaarethemoatcompele E 
=- 1 W f r All 9d 15 More Practical Valve Circuits .. .. 3jb 

By John Scolt-Taggart, P.InsLP., 
guide to wireless construction ever devised. L'vciy = 
possible detail is explained and you canflut o E By Jolie Scoit-Tagwt, 

A.M.I.E.E. 
' = = 

16 Hone:Bii&c Wireless Comonent .. 2/6 ° P.f 
CC. 

- = 2 SimplifIed Wireless ........ lj- 17 Wireless Sets for 1-tome Constructors .. 2/6 
= By John Scoti-Taggait, F/nsf P., ' By E. Redp at h. 

- E 
I How to Build an S.T.100 Receiver .. 1/6 = 

E A.M.!.E.E. 18 Tuning Coils and How to Wind Them .. 1/6 By John Scoti-Taggait, ,F.Ies(.P., = 
A.M.1.E.E. = = By G. P. Kendall B. 

E 3 How to Make Your Cwn Broadcast 21 Six Simple Sets ......... 1/6 
1/6 2 How to Build at4_Valve Receiver:... i;6 E - Reeiver ............ By Stanley G Rattee M ¡P.B 

E ' 

ßy John Scoit-Taggait, F.ln'sí.P., - 22 Switches in \iirelcss'Cirujts ., .. 1/6 
- - ß' W. Harns, M.1.R.E. E AM LE E. 

. By Oswald J. Ran/ein. 3 How to Build the -Simplicity' 3-Valve 

I. r-FHE days. when a man had to 
scour London to obtain, the 

necessary knowledge to start him on 
the right road in Wireless have passed. 
And no small thanks is due to the 
Radio Prèss for their passing. From 
the time wireless became a popular 
pastime, they have providedthe ralio 
public with dependable literature. To 
attain this end they have gathered 
together the finest technical and p: ac- 

the publications of the Radio Press,' - 
but in a manner iñtercsting and 
instructive to the layman, and not 
too reminiscent of the laboratory. 

As the months sped on1 so the list 
grew, until it has attained dimensions 
larger than that of. any other radio 
publishing firm. It. caters for the 
widest circle of wireless enthusiasts, 
and we cannot lay too much emphasis 
on the point that every contributor is 
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I I 
every Detectar. 

The British & Colonial Industries Association, Ltd. I 
Ak jour Dealers or send RO. Order 5'- to- 

Send O/O P.O.for immediate del itery, or aok your dealer. LeaJtetfreeon request I I (luorastee & Te terI alip encloced with u 

Southampton House, [317, High Holborn, LONDON, w.c.i 
I 

I 
-. V/m. R. BOWMAN, Ltd., 

Opposite Chancery Lane Tube Stalion) 
j 

t , MARK LANE, LONDON, E.C.3. 
- --b- .., - p 

- ¡n replying Io advliscrs, please ,?1entic Triz VIRESIr.SS CoNsTRUCToR. 

Rnergo Products .. .. ... 774 Molback (C.) .. .. .. 750 Wiliams, Ellis and Co... .. 774 
Falk, Stadelmanu atid Co. Ltd. .. 769 Mullard Radio Valve Co., Ltd. Cover ii Win Patentt .. .. .. 777 

- Fletcher (P. and J.) .. .. 781 Naylor (J. H.;, i,td: - .. .. 7H Zealander (H. D.) .. .. .. 762 

r 

DID YOU BLAME "ATMOSPHERICS" 
when you had . The- Radiotester 
friends round to will quickly tace 
hear your set and all faults n: your 
you could not find set and pre,rent 
what was wrong aggravating dis - 
with it? J appointment. 

. PRICE 
COMPLETE 

-. 
NO MORE .1 - posr 
WIRELESS 

FR.. 
PERPLEXITIES i 

. 

-- 

e. 

Is every junction perfect In your wiring? Is every section 
of your H.T. giving full voltage? Has your grid condenser 
the necessary Insulation to isolate the grid from H.T.? 

These, and_hundreds of other questions, are answered by 

tHE.RDiOTEsTE9. 
PATEBT .&PPLIEI) S'Oit - 

- n - -- n -- - 
S END -0r,otioo. to-slay, together svlthyoarorder forthe Tonyphone.' 

- o4 this svsnrkrfol set whirls receives ail B.B.C. atations, sollt - 
¿, be delivered complete, Including oli accessories. too pay a fur- 

ther £1 each month afterwards. The total coat la only Lii os., 
-' c, il yosi prefer. £14 58 caah. 

"TON'PHONE" Super '2-Valves 
O,esjdee, ,r151, iecamrtater. 

- 
- 17 T ßoeS,,p. 4er. I ,wdr 

- e. - ¿.001, clou iírodpì cnn. an-I - 
(Wo razec,.oe hIgh Ire 
9ffeflo4/(ffj4 one D,Sec,Or- 
4lllfeyalVr.poId. - C 

oîifi 
Send to-dly red eoJoy broadca,auag 1(0w- - 

. I BRITISH ENGINEERING PRODUCTS CO. 
(Baliesy DeIs). WINDSOR HOUSE VICTORIASTREET LONDON S,W.1 - - e a A 

5 YEARS' GUARANTEE 
with the 

"BRONEL" 
PERMANENT - 

Burndept. Ltd... .. .. 720 Igranic Electric Co. .. .. 769 Rothermel (R. A.) .. .. ,. 763 
Burne-Jones and Co. .. . 745 Jackson Brothers .. .. .. 719 "S. A. Cutters" .. .. .. 783 
Carrington Mf g. Co. .. . ... 783 Knivetown Elec. Wire Co. .. 734 Scientific Supply Stores .. .. 777 

- Clarke (H.) and Co. . . - .. 773 Kriseros Co... .. .. . 783 "Sel-Ezi" Wireless Co... .. 751 
ol1inson's Precision Screw Co., Ltd. 755 Lighting Supplies Co. .. .. 783 Shipton (E.) and Co., Ltd. .. - 752 
ossor (A. C.), Ltd. .. .. 744 Lisenin Wireles& Co. .. .. 727 Siemens Bros. and Co... .. 723 
raik and Smith .. .. .. 779 Lissen. Ltd. .. .. .. 711 Sterling Telephone and Elec. Co., Ltd. 698 

Curtis (Peter), Ltd. .. 715, 719, 727 London Elec. Stores .. .. 783 Telegraph Condenser Co. .. .. 76 
Darco, Ltd. .. ;. .. .. 783 London Elec. Wire Ce. .. .. 731 . Transforme? Repair Co... .. 779 
Davis, H. C. .. .. ..- ... 752 MeLeod and McLeod .. .. 785 Vandervell (C. A.) and Co. .. 762 
Dixon (L.) and Co: .. .. 747 .McMichael (L.), Ltd. ' .. 35, 743 Vertraeten (1) . .. .. .. 747 
Dubilier Condenser Co., Ltd.. .- 765 Marbaix Caston E.) . . 750, 775 Wates Bros... .. .. .. 779 
Economic Elec., Ltd. .. .. 746 Maxel Electrical Co.. .. .. 785 Watmel Wireless Co. .. .. 761 
ldison Swan Elec. Co. Ltd. .. 728 Metro-Vick Suppik3 .. .. 768 Watson, Jones and Co... .. 777 
Edwards (Rowland) & Co.. - . ... 774 Michrom Engfaeerig Cc. .. .. 777 Wilkins and Wright, Ltd. .. 761 

American Hard Rubber Co. .. 751 Fluxite .. .. .. .. 769 Oldham Accumulators .. . 787 

- Audion Radio Co. ... .. : 785 Forino Co.. .. . .. 715 Ormond Engineering Co. .. .. 736 
Autoveyors, Ltd. .. .. . 762 Gambrel! Pros. .. .. .. 758 Peto-Scott Co. .. .. 719. 771 
Beard and Fitch. Ltd... .. 731 

. Garnett, Whiteley and Co. .. 'i75 Pickett Bros. '.. .. .. 747 
Bland (S. E.) . . .. .. 785 General Radio Co. : 7.s9- Portable Utilities Co., Ltd. 749, 776, 781 
Bowman (Win.) Ltd... .. .. . . 

Gent and Co .. 755 Power Equipment co., Ltd .. 781 
- 

- Bowyer-Lowe Co. .. .. .. 

Brandes, Ltd. .. .. ,. 

716 
71 

.. .. 
Gil. Ray Radio Co... .. ,, Radiax, Ltd. 

P..adio Instruments, Ltd .. 

.. 783 
787, Cover iv 

- Bretwood, Ltd... .. .. 727 Goswell Engineerìig Co. . .. Radions, Ltd. ' 
.. 777 

Brighton Radio Stores .. .. 7C3 Grafton Elec. Co. .. .. . .. 746 Radio Panel Co ...... .. 774 
British and oloiia1 Iidustres Graham (A.) and co. .. .. 747 Raymond (K.) 740. 741 

Assn.,'Ltd. .. . .. . 792 Guiterman (S.) and Co. .. ... 747 Ridley (cecil) .. 785 
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very name suggests that the company 
is a concern devoted absolutely and The very size 0f the concern moreover, and the 

entirely to wireless publications. 
number of publirat.ons tissues, enubi. s the Radio 
Prcs to poses.s unique advantsges a.. io staff and 

Publishers who merely regard wireless other facilities, which could neyer be afforded if its 
activities were narrower. The sucCc..s f the 

as a pro.ìtable sideline to their general 14a ii0 Press means the greater succes, of hundreds 
business cannot be expected to corn- of thousands of wireless nnthusia.is. fo the net 

pete with an organization controlled circulation of the Iadio Pre-s periodicals alone 
esceeds 400,000-ample proot of the wide u,.fluence 

and owned by technical wireless of tisis House. 

RadiD Press Ltd., 

Bush House, Strand, London, W.C.2. 
JJL. ____________________ 

r 

SUCCESS. O 

O more striking evidençe of people, and conducted only for the 
iNthe success of Radio Press, sound development and popularising 

Ltd-the proprietors and pub- of experimental and constructional 
lishrs of " The Wireless Constructor," wireless. From the Managing Direc- 
"Wireless Weekly" and Modern tor-Mr. John Scott-Taggart, M.C. 
Wireless "-could be found than the P.Inst.P., A.M.I.E.E.-to the junior 
fact that a large suite of offices has office boy, the staff is a technical one, 
just been taken for the editorial and and the success of the conipany is 

due fact management departments. largely to the that it is not 
This great new step-involving more a cold-blooded impersonal concern, 
than a doubling of the rent of a fort- but an enthusiastic and able band of 
night ago-has become necessary as a wireless investigators and designers- 
result of the increasing success of the engineers rather than mere publishers. 
three papers produced by the Radio It is little wonder that wireless lilen 
Press, Ltd-the largest wireless pub- have come to look upon the Radio 
ushers in the World. Press as the obvious source of sound 

Every periodical, every book, every designs, reliable articles, periodicals 
which carry conviction. . On the con- other publication issued by this House structional and new developments side has found such a success that everyone the Radio Press papers have a virtual has begun naturally to look to the monopoly resulting purely from the 

Radio Press for the best, thesafest, and great confidence which has been placed 
the most reliable wireless literate. in the consistently sound designs, 
There are several reasons for this main- circuits and advice appearing in the 

- - 
tamed and increasing success. The Radio Press periodicals and books. 

f 

I 

'w 
( j 
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precisIon in tuning: 
Made in 2 sizes - 0005 mfd. - 24/- 

00025 mfd. - 22/6 

The 

R.1.Aerial Tuning Reactance (tobeputonthemarketat 
an early date) is unique in that it covers a range of wavelenth 

- from 150/4,000 metres, with aerial reaction suitable for giving 
maximum efficiency over .the entire range of waelength. 

." Far better than coils." Price 39/6 
4 . 

Write tor Rl. Cata1oue, free on application. 

.12.HYDEST NEW OXFORDST LONDON W.C.I. 

i' 

Ç 

possible self-capacity (only x8 micro-micro- 
farads), and used by over '400,000 wireless 
enthusiasts. 

Price 25J- 

The new R.!. Duostat, one-hole fixing, affords 
pertection radiation, and can be used with both 
bright and dull filament valves. 

Price 7/6 

permanency, simplicity and reliability together with 
maximum efficiency, are a few of the reasons why 
the R.L P.M. Detector is steadily finding its way 
into the set of every crystal user in the country. 

Price 6/- 
Complete with metal brackets and screws for mounting 

The R.!. Corrected Variable Square Law Con- 
denser is in a class by itself as regards quality of 
workmanship and accuracy in mounting. It has 
been specially designed to give a straight line curve 
in the wavelength adjustment of a receiving set, 
resulting in increased range with the utmost 

Nothing l3ettér . . . than. . . R.I.°,' the papers tell you, the dealers tell you, and 
every one of the hundreds of thousands of R.I. users tell you. 

Each one of the famous R .1. Components stands on its own 'merits, each one 
possesses unique advantages, and each one is built in the confidence tht the finest 
material and workmanship always beget the finest results. 

The R.!. Transformer, famous for its unique The R.I. Permanent Mineral Detector has 
sectionalised construction, giving the lowest marked a new era in wireless research. Absolute 
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